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REPLY TO COMMENTS TO 

PETITION TO AMEND TENNESSEE SUPREME COURT 

RULES 6, 7 and 8 (RPC 5.5) GOVERNING 

ADMISSION AND LICENSING OF ATTORNEYS 

The Tennessee Board of Law Examiners (the "TBLE") hereby respectfully

submits this reply in response to the comments filed in response to the TBLE's

Petition to Amend Rules 6 and 7 and Rule 8, RPC 5.5. The TBLE appreciates the time

and attention given by esteemed members of the Tennessee Bar and has considered all

of the comments and opinions provided.

After careful review of the Amendments in light of the comments, the Board

generally agrees with the comments submitted by the Tennessee Bar Association

("TBA"), the Board of Professional Responsibility ("BPR"), and the Law School

Deans. The Board disagrees with the amendment to the TBLE's petition submitted by a

group of lawyers in support of a military spouse rule for the reasons noted below and

proposes an alternative.

The TBLE proposes the following revisions to the original amendments to Rules

6, 7 and 8 (RPC 5.5) of the Tennessee Supreme Court and suggests a revision to Rule

43 of the Tennessee Supreme Court, as noted below:

1. Rule 6. There were no comments regarding the proposed amendments to Rule 6

and the TBLE requests the Court to adopt the amendments as written.

2. Rule 7. The TBLE proposes the following revisions and additions to the

Amendments to Rule 7:

a. Section 2.03(g)(ii)l) [at Line 235], regarding education requirements for applicants to a

Tennessee approved school, has been modified to reflect the changes proposed in



Section. 2.01 [at Line 73], requiring a bachelor's degree or higher to be earned prior to

taking the bar examination.

b. Section 3.03 [at Line 569] is revised to make the deadline for submitting an application

for admission by examination, whether for a first exam or a re-exam, on May 20 for the

July examination and on December 20 for the February examination to avoid extended

deadlines due to holidays that fall or may fall on the last day of May and December.

Amending both to the 20th day of the month provides consistency for both deadlines,

which presently are the 10th of January and June.

c. Section 3.07(b) [at Line 621] is added at suggestion of The Tennessee Lawyers'

Assistance Program (TLAP), with whom the TBLE works closely. The new provision

provides that, by submitting an application, an applicant agrees to submit to drug testing

if requested to do so by the Board. Other options for placement in Rule 7 would be to

include this in Article VI regarding the Character and Fitness investigation, Section 10.05

regarding Conditional Admission, or in Article XIII regarding Show Cause, where this

issue often arises.

d. Section 3.11 [at Line 678] is revised, also at suggestion of TLAP, by adding a provision

to allow the Board to submit a Request for Non-Standard Testing Accommodations to an

appropriate professional for assessment or to refer the applicant to an appropriate

professional for assessment in order to determine what accommodation may be required.

e. Section 4.03 [at Line 722] was revised after experiences in trying to find locations in the

named cities (specifically, Memphis and Nashville) for the July 2015 exam. The Board,

on further consideration of exam location criteria, suggests changing Section 4.03 to read

"in at least one of the three grand divisions." The change allows flexibility in finding

locations for the bar exams, allowing the exam to be held in Germantown or Franklin, for

example, and usually at a lower cost than within the city limits. Additionally, if a Grand

Division has no availability due to high demand in the area, the exam can be split

between the two remaining locations. Allowing the Board the flexibility to conduct the

exam in only one location statewide for both the February and July exam is an option that

leads to consistency in testing with a highly trained and skilled proctor corps and the

ability to enter into longer term contracts with space providers. Unless the Court finds

that the requirement to hold the bar examination in Knoxville, Memphis and Nashville,

specifically provided by the legislature in T.C.A. § 23-1-103, is unconstitutional based on

the Supreme Court's decision in Belmont v. Board of Law Examiners, 1974, 511 S. W.2d

461, the Board will work to have T.C.A. § 23-1-103 changed to eliminate specific

locations for the examination in Tennessee.
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f. Section 4.07(c) [at Line 784] was revised to make the clearer the waiver of the MPRE

within two years of a successful examination for applicants licensed in another

jurisdiction who are active and in good standing. The Board recognizes that such

applicants have continued their legal education and been monitored by the disciplinary

authority of the jurisdiction in which they are licensed.

Section 5.01(c) [at Line 881], Active Practice of Law, has been revised to include certain

types of practice, as suggested by the BPR, and practice exempt under Rule 43 providing

exemption from IOLTA requirements, as part of the definition of active practice of law

for purposes of comity admission. Also added is practice under a Military Spouse-type

license or registration from another jurisdiction so that time in practice pursuant to a

license issued to a Military Spouse by rule in another jurisdiction will count towards

comity.

g.

h. Section 5.01(g) [at Line 917] was added as recommended by the TBA. See paragraph (1)

below for additional explanation.

i. Section 6.03 [at Line 1001] has been revised to clarify who must apply for background

investigation (comity and exam applicants, but not In House Counsel) and what the

interviewers report to the Board to conform to existing procedures [at Line 1026].

Section 7.01(c) [at Line 1080] was added at the suggestion of Dean Koch of NSL to

grandfather in foreign-educated students who began a non-LL.M. program prior to

adoption of new LL.M. provisions (i.e., those presently enrolled in NSL for 1/3 the hours

required to graduate from a state-approved school or for 24 credit hours at an ABA-

accredited school). This is similar to the transition language recommended by the TBA

for pending Comity and MJP applications.

Handong Global University, through its Dean, Eric Enlow, submitted a comment

regarding the proposed changes to Article VII, specifically changes to Section 7.01(b)

requiring a foreign-educated applicant to receive an LL.M. at a law school in the United

States. The TBLE respectfully disagrees with the comments of Dean Enslow. The TBLE

restates its recommendation to the Court that the revisions of Article VII are to clarify

that the supplemental education required, in addition to equivalency to the education

required for U.S. educated applicants (a Bachelor's degree or higher plus a J.D. degree),

must be taught in English and on location in the United States at a school accredited by

the ABA or approved in accordance with Section 2.03. Such a requirement affords the

potential foreign-educated applicant the opportunity to practice spoken and written

English skills needed for an attorney practicing in this State, as well as familiarity with

U.S. laws and customs.
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k. Section 10.01(i) [at Line 1232] was added as recommended by the TBA and makes clear

that service to the lawyer's employer within the first 180 days of employment (the time

limit for registration as MJP) does not constitute the unauthorized practice of law.

1. Section 10.04 [at Line1444] was changed after comments to incorporate the TBA

suggestions to separate the provisions for practice before admission for applicants already

licensed in another jurisdiction from the Section 10.04, Practice Before Admission,

provisions. New Section 5.01(g) [at Line 923] applies to all applicants for admission who

are licensed in another jurisdiction, whether seeking admission without examination or

with examination. Subparagraph (ii) of 10.04(a) [at Line 1459] refers applicants who are

already licensed to the provisions of 5.01(g).

At the suggestion of the BPR, the term "bar cycle" was removed in 10.04(a)(v) [at Line

1470], and changed to a specific amount of time calculated by determining the maximum

amount of time that could pass from the first day applications can be submitted for the

July exam (March) until the usual month of the admissions ceremonies for the

examination given the following February, which is usually June the year following the

first application date, or 16 months:

YEAR 1 YEAR 2

March July October November February March April June

Application Exam Application Admissions Exam Application Grade Admissions

open for

July Year 1

Exam

open for

Feb. Year 2

Exam and

Ceremony open for

July Year 2

exam

Release Ceremony,

February

Year 2

Grade
Release for

July Year 1
exam

All other proposed amendments to Section 10.04 remain unchanged.

m. Section 10.06 [at Line1641] is new. The Board wholeheartedly supports and appreciates

the service of the members of our military and their families. The TBLE notes a theme of

overwhelming support for those who serve in the military and their spouses in the

comments submitted to the Court. However, the Board's responsibility to provide

adequate protection from harm to the public directly conflicts with the proposed

amendment that would allow the automatic licensing of a military spouse. Consequently,

the amendment to Rule 7 submitted by Ms. Josie Beets and others is not a proposition the

Board can support in its present form. If, however, the Court wishes to implement such a
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provision, the Board feels strongly that the following requirements for issuance of a

Temporary License be included in any such rule:

i. J.D. from an ABA accredited school,

ii. no adverse disciplinary history in any jurisdiction in which spouse is licensed,

iii. a background investigation,

iv. supervision by a Tennessee licensed attorney, and

v. 15 hours of CLE in Tennessee law to be completed 6 months before or after

issuance of the Temporary License.

The proposed Rule relies on suggestions from the TBA and comments submitted by

Mark Rassas, a long-serving member of the District Investigating Committee in

Montgomery County, who suggests that the Board and Supreme Court look at the Rule

for licensing military spouses recently adopted in Kentucky. The placement of the

Military Spouse Rule in Article X is a proper reflection of the Special and Limited nature

of this practice.

n. Section 12.05 [at Line 1807] has been revised to change "Rules and Statement of Policy"

to "Policy and Procedure" to prevent confusion between Supreme Court Rule and Board

rule. Also added is a provision to require the Court to approve adoption of any Policy or

Procedure as part of the Court's oversight of the Board.

o. Article XVI [at Line 2059] is new, based on comments of the BPR and intervening

changes to Rule 9. Sections 16.01 — 16.03 establish procedures for an attorney who has

been suspended, disbarred or assumed inactive status to take the bar examination to use

as evidence of the attorney's fitness to practice law. The Sections detail the type of

application to be submitted and the applicant's agreement that the applicant's scores and

background investigation may be provided to the BPR.

3. Rule 8. There were no comments regarding the proposed amendments to Rule 8,

other than the BPR's comment in support of the change. The TBLE requests the

Court to adopt the amendments as written.

4. Rule 43, Section 14(b). This is an addition to the amendments in the TBLE's original Petition to

Amend. Please note the change and comments in paragraph 2(g), above. In the spirit of education

and consistency throughout the Supreme Court Rules, the Board recommends an amendment to Rule

43, Section 14 (b) to include as "exempt" from the IOLTA rules In-House Counsel registered

pursuant to Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 7, Section 10.01. This change corresponds to the

recommended change to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8 (RPC 5.5), that was included in the original Petition to

Amend.
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The amended Rules delineating all of the deletions and additions, and highlighting the changes

addressed in Paragraphs 1 — 3, above, is attached hereto as "Exhibit A." Attached hereto as "Exhibit B"

is a final version of Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 6, Rule 7, Rule 8, RPC 5.5, and Rule 43.

Wherefore, for the foregoing reasons, the Board respectfully requests that this Honorable Court

enter an Order amending Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 6, Rule 7, Rule 8, RPC 5.5, and Rule 43, as set

forth herein.

Respectfully submitted,

TENNESSEE BOARD OF LAW
EXAMINERS

By:

6
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Rule 6. Admission of Attorneys.

An applicant who has been approved for licensing under Rule 7 may seek admission to the bar of

this Court by either:

1) Appearing in open court and representing, through a reputable member of the bar, that he or

she is a person of good moral character and that he or she has been duly  issued a Certificate 

of Eligibility to be licensed to practice law under Rule 7 and the statutes of this state; or

2) fF'iling with the Clerk of the Supreme Court an application for admission by affidavit. Such

application shall contain:

a) A personal statement by the applicant that he or she possesses all qualifications and meets

all requirements for admission as set out in the preceding paragraph; and

b) A statement by two sponsors (who must be members of the Bar of this Court and must
personally know the applicant) endorsing the correctness of the applicant's statement,

stating that the applicant possesses all the qualifications required for admission and
affirming that the applicant is of good moral and professional character. Upon timely

application and for good cause shown, the Board of Law Examiners, in its discretion,

may waive this requirement; and

c) A copy of the Certificate of Eligibility issued by the Board of Law Examiners pursuant to 

Rule 7, Section 9.01. 

3) The documents submitted by the applicant shall demonstrate that he or she possesses the

necessary qualifications for admission. Upon the applicant's taking the oath or affirmation
and paying the fee therefor, the Clerk shall issue a certificate of admission. The fee for
admission to the Bar of this Court shall be fixed by the Court. Applications may be filed in
the offices of the Clerk at Nashville, Knoxville, or Jackson.

4) Each applicant for admission shall take the following oath:

i) I ,  , do solemnly swear or
affirm that I will support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of
the State of Tennessee, and that I will truly and honestly demean myself in the
practice of my profession to the best of my skill and abilities, so help me God.

5) The foregoing oath of admission may be administered by one of the following judicial

officials in Tennessee: (A) a Justice of the Supreme Court; (B) a Judge of the Court of

Appeals; (C) a Judge of the Court of Criminal Appeals; (D) a Circuit Court Judge; (E) a
Chancellor; (F) a Criminal Court Judge; (G) a General Sessions Court Judge; (H) a Judge of

any other inferior court established by the General Assembly pursuant to Article VI, Section

1 of the Tennessee Constitution; (I) the Clerk of the Appellate Courts; (J) a Chief Deputy
Clerk of the Appellate Courts; or (K) the Clerk (not including deputy clerks) of any of the
courts of such trial judges listed above. The oath of admission also may be administered by a
justice or judge of the court of last resort in any other state.



Rule 7. Licensing of Attorneys.

2 PREFACE

3 The Board of Law Examiners for the State of Tennessee (herein, the "Board") is created as a part

4 of the judicial branch of government by The Supreme Court of Tennessee pursuant to its inherent

5 authority to regulate courts. The Supreme Court appoints the members of the Board of Law

6 Examiners and has general supervisory authority over all the Board's actions. Admission to

7 practice law is controlled by The Supreme Court, which acts on the basis of the certificate of the

8 Board.

9 ARTICLE I. ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF TENNESSEE

10 Sec. 1.01. Lieense-Required Prerequisites to Engaging in Practice of Law or Law Business.

11 No person shall engage in the "practice of law" or the "law business" in Tennessee as defined in

12 T.C.A. § 23-3-101 and Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 9, DR 10.3(e), except pursuant to the
13 authority of this Court,  as evidenced by a license issued unless: 

14 (a) he or she has been: 

15 (i) admitted to the bar of The Supreme Court in accordance with Rule 6, and 

16 (ii) issued a license by The Supreme Court in accordance with this Rule and after having
17 been administered the oath in accordance with Rule 6 ih-aeeerdanee-with as set forth in  this
18 Rule; or

19 (b) he or she has been ranted permission to engage in  special or limited practice under the 
20 provisions of Sections 5.01(g), 10.01, 10.02, 10.03, 10.04 or 10.06 of this Rule; or

21 (c) he or she is practicing in compliance with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5(c), Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8,
22 RPC 5.5 (d), or Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 19 (pro hac vice).

23 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,
24 1992.]

25 Sec. 1.02. License; Certificate of Board Eligibility Required.

26 The Supreme Court shall grant a A license evidencing admission to the bar of Tennessee Ghall be
27 granted by this The Supreme Court only upon presentation of a the Certificate of Eligibility
28 issued by the State Board pursuant to section 9.01 of this fale Rule. The applicant must comply 
29 with Rule 6 and obtain his or her license within two years of: (a) the date of the notice that the 
30 applicant successfully passed the bar examination; or (a) the date of the notice of the Board's 
31 approval of the application for admission under Article V of this rule. All bar examination scores 
32 and investigations are invalid upon the expiration of the applicable two-year period provided in
33 Section 4.07(b) of this Rule. 
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34 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,

35 1992.]

36 Sec. 1.03. Criteria for Admission -Issuance of the Certificate of Eligibility.

37 The issuance of the The Board shall issue a  Certificate of Eligibility of the Board, issued

38 pursuant to the-pfevisieas-ef section 9.01 of this Rfulerwill-be-based only  upon it's a the Board's

39 determination that the applicant:

40 Oa) is of the statutory age at least 18 years of age:,

41 (iib) has satisfied the educational requirements for admission specified by this Rule;

42 (iiic) has passed the examination or examinations required by this Rule, or is eligible for
43 admission without examination as hereinafter provided in Article V;

44 (ivd) has demonstrated soh the reputation and character as that in the opinion of the Board
45 indicates no reasonable basis for substantial doubts that the applicant will adhere to the standards
46 of conduct required of attorneys in this State; and

47 (ve) has evidenced a commitment to serve the administration of justice in this State.

48 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,
49 1992.]

50 Sec. 1.04. Waiver of Examination.

51 In the case of If an applicant who has been admitted to practice in
52 eeant-r-y-,-whe in another state in the United States, the District of Columbia, or U.S. Territories
53 satisfies the other requirements for admission, and whe demonstrates competence to practice in
54 Tennessee by meeting the criteria specified in this Rule, the Board may waive the requirement of
55 passing an examination as hereinafter provided in Article V. [Amended by order filed August 23,
56 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19, 1992.]

57

58

59

60 Sec. 1.05. Status of Persons Admitted.

Reason for changes: Revised Sec. 1.04 to make the reference to other jurisdictions consistent

with language throughout the rule.

61 All persons admitted to the bar of Tennessee are by virtue of such admission: (i) officers of the
62 courts of Tennessee, eligible for admission to practice in any court in this State, and entitled to
63 engage in the "practice of law" or the  "law business" as defined in Section 1.01 of this Ru1e;  and
64 (ii) subject to the duties and standards imposed from time to time on attorneys in this State.

65 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,
66 1992.]
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67 Sec. 1.06. Existing Licenses.

68 Nothing in this Rule will be construed as requiring the relicensing of persons holding valid

69 licenses to practice as of the date of its adoption. [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and

70 entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

71 ARTICLE II. EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION

72 Sec. 2.01. Bachelor's and-Law Degrees.

73 (a) To be eligible to take the examination or to be eligible for licensing without examination
74 pursuant to Article V, an applicant, prior to taking the bar examination, must file as part of the
75 : : - - . - 

. .
- • -

76
77
78
79
80

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

applicant-had have received a Bachelor's Degree or higher from a college on the approved list of
the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, or the equivalent regional
accrediting association, or any accreditation agency imposing at least substantially equivalent
standardsaild. As part of the bar examination application, an applicant shall provide evidence of
the degree in the form required by the Board. 

(b) A certificate from the dean or supervising authority of the school of law in which the
applicant is enrolled or from which the applicant graduated, that the school is accredited by the
American Bar Association, or is a Tennessee law school that has been approved by the Board

If the latter type of certificate is furnished, a supplemental statement by the dean or other

the date of the examination. (transferred to 2.02)

89 (eb) The Board in its discretion may waive the requirement of gEadeatien a degree from an
90 accredited undergraduate school if the applicant has graduated from either: (i) a law school
91 accredited by the American Bar Association or (ii) a Tennessee law school approved by the
92 Board pursuant to § 2.03.

93 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,
94 1992; as amended by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999; and by order filed March
95 15, 2010, effective March 15, 2010.]

96 Sec. 2.02. Legal Education and Approval of Law Schools

97 (a)  Each applicant to take the examination To be eligible to take the examination or to be eligible 
98 for licensing without examination pursuant to Article V, an applicant must have completed a
99 course of instruction in and graduated from a regularly organized law school whieh was
100 accredited by the American Bar Association at the time of applicant's graduation, or a see
101 Tennessee law school which has been approved by the Board pursuant to Section 2.03 at the time
102 of the applicant's graduation.
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103 (b) To be eligible to take the examination, an applicant must cause to be filed as part of the 
104 application a certificate from the dean or supervising authority of the school of law in which the 
105 applicant is enrolled or from which the applicant graduated, certifying that either the school is 
106 accredited by the American Bar Association or the school is a Tennessee law school that has 
107 been approved by the Board under Section 2.03 and that:

108 (I) the applicant has completed all the requirements for graduation, or

109 (ii) the applicant will have the number of credit hours required for graduation by the date of
110 the bar examination

111 If an applicant's certificate shows that the applicant has not yet graduated as in (b)(ii) above, the 
112 applicant must cause to be filed a supplemental statement by the dean or other supervising
113 authority showing completion of all requirements for graduation by the date of the examination. 

114 (c)1\lotwithstanding the provisions of §§ 2,01 and 2.02, an attorney who received a legal 
115 education in the United States or U.S. Territories but is not eligible for admission by virtue of not
116 having attended a law school accredited by the American Bar Association or a Tennessee law
117 school approved by the Board nevertheless may be considered for admission by examination
118 provided-the attorney satisfies the following requirements: 

119 (i) The attorney holds a J.D. Degree, which is not based on study by correspondence 
120 or other than in-person attendance, from a law school approved by an authority
121 similar to the Tennessee Board of Law Examiners in the jurisdiction where it exists 
122 and which requires the equivalent of a three-year course of study that is the 
123 substantial equivalent of the legal education provided by approved law schools 
124 located in Tennessee. The applicant shall bear the cost of the evaluation of his/her
125 legal education, as determined by the Board, and the applicant shall not be eligible to
126 sit for the bar examination until the applicant's legal education is approved by the 
127 Board: and

128 (ii) The attorney has passed a bar examination equivalent to that required by
129 Tennessee in the state in which the law school exists., and 

130 (iii) The attorney has been actively and substantially engaged in lawful practice of
131 law as his or her principal business or occupation for at least five of the last seven 
132 years immediately preceding the filing of the application; and 

133 (iv) In evaluating the education received the Board shall consider, but not be limited
134 to, such factors as the similarity of the curriculum taken to that offered in law schools
135 approved by the American Bar Association and that the school at which the 
136 applicant's legal education was received has been examined and approved by other
137 state bar associations examining the legal qualifications of non-ABA law school 
138 graduates, and

139 (v) The attorney meets all other requirements contained in the Rules of The Supreme 
140 Court of Tennessee pertaining to Admission of Persons to Practice Law. 



141 (d) No Correspondence Course. No correspondence course will be accepted by the Board as any 

142 part of an applicant's legal education to meet the requirements of this rule. Distance, on-line or

143 other instruction that is not in person will be accepted as part of a curriculum to the extent

144 approved by the American Bar Association for accredited law schools. 

145 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;

146 as amended by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999. Amended by order filed March

147 15, 2010, effective as of the date of the Order.]

148 Sec. 2.03. Approval of Tennessee Law Schools Not Accredited by the American Bar

149 Association

150 The Board may approve any law school in Tennessee not accredited seeking provisional 

151 accreditation and pending full accreditation by the American Bar Association for the purpose of

152 allowing its graduates to be eligible to take the Tennessee bar examination when the standards in

153 this section are met and the Board finds the school is effectively achieving its mission and

154 objectives.

155 (a) Statement of Mission or Objectives. A school shall adopt a statement of its mission or

156 objectives, which shall include a commitment to a program of legal education designed to

157 provide its graduates with:

158 (i) An understanding of their professional responsibilities as representatives of clients,
159 officers of the courts, and public citizens responsible for the quality and availability of justice

160 under the law;

161 (ii) A basic legal education through a course of study that develops an understanding of the

162 fundamental principles of public and private law, an understanding of the nature, basis and
163 role of the law and its institutions, and skills of legal analysis and writing, issue recognition,
164 reasoning, problem solving, organization, and oral and written communications necessary to
165 participate effectively in the legal profession.

166 (b) Organization and Administration. A school shall adopt and maintain an organizational and
167 administrative structure that complies with the following standards:

168 (i) It shall be governed by, and its general policies shall be established by, a governing board

169 composed of individuals who are not members of its faculty and who are dedicated to

170 fulfilling the mission or objectives of the school.

171 (ii) It shall have a dean, selected by the governing board, to whom the dean shall be
172 accountable; and who shall be provided with the authority and support needed to carry out
173 the responsibilities of the position.

174 (iii)The dean, with the advice of the faculty or its representatives, shall formulate and
175 administer the educational program of the school, including the course of study; methods of
176 instruction; admission; and academic standards for retention, advancement and graduation of
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177 students; and shall recommend to the governing board the selection, retention and
178 compensation of the faculty.

179 (iv)Alumni, students and others may be involved in assisting the governing board, the dean
180 and the faculty in developing policies and otherwise in fulfilling the mission or objectives of

181 the school, in a participatory or advisory capacity.

182 (v) A school shall not be conducted as a commercial enterprise, and the compensation of any
183 person shall not depend on the number of students or on the fees received.

184 (vi)A law school shall foster and maintain equality of opportunity in legal education,
185 including employment of faculty and staff, without discrimination or segregation on ground
186 of race, color, religion, national origin, sex or disability.

187 (c) Faculty. A school shall establish policies with respect to its faculty consistent with the
188 following standards:

189 (i) A law school shall have a faculty whose members possess a high level of competence and
190 experience as may be demonstrated by education, teaching ability, judicial service, and
191 capacity for legal research and writing.

192 (ii) To be eligible for appointment to the faculty, a person must be a licensed attorney of
193 known ability and integrity. Nothing in this section shall, however, prevent the appointment
194 of other persons of known ability and integrity who are not licensed lawyers to instruct in
195 inter-disciplinary courses such as accounting, taxation, legal research, writing skills, and
196 medicine for lawyers.

197 (iii)A law school shall take reasonable steps to ensure the teaching effectiveness of each
198 member of the faculty.

199 (iv)A number of faculty members shall be employed sufficient to fulfill the mission or
200 objectives of the school.

201 (d) Facilities. A school shall have classrooms, other physical facilities and technological
202 capacities that are adequate for the fulfillment of its mission or objectives.

203 (e) Library. A school shall maintain a law library, including access to computerized research,
204 sufficient to meet the research needs of its students and facilitate the education of its students
205 consistent with its mission or objectives. The library shall be available to all students at
206 reasonable hours.

207 (f) Program of Legal Education. A school shall maintain an educational program designed to
208 fulfill its mission or objectives, which program shall be consistent with the following standards:

209 (i) The educational program shall be designed to qualify its graduates for admission to the
210 bar and to prepare them to participate effectively and honorably in the legal profession.

211 (ii) The course of study shall:
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212 1) include instruction in those subjects generally regarded as the core of the law school

213 curriculum, including but not limited to the law school subjects covered on the Tennessee

214 bar examination and listed in section 4.04;

215 2) be designed to fulfill the school's mission or objectives, including those expressed in

216 paragraph (a) of this Section;

217 3) include at least one rigorous writing experience;

218 4) require at least the minimum standards of class hours required from time to time
219 under the American Bar Association standards for approval of law schools for the
220 particular category of school;

221 5) be based on a schedule of classes to meet the minimum standards of class hours,
222 which schedule may include weekend classes;

223 6) include adequate opportunities, and emphasis on, instruction in professional skills,
224 particularly skills in written communication.

225 (iii) a school shall adopt and adhere to sound standards of academic achievement, including:

226 1) clearly stated standards for good standing, advancement and graduation; and

227 2) termination of enrollment of a student whose inability or unwillingness to do
228 satisfactory work is sufficiently manifest so that such student's continuation in school
229 would inculcate false hopes, constitute economic exploitation, or detrimentally affect
230 the education of other students.

231 (g) Admissions. A school shall adopt and adhere to admission policies consistent with the
232 following standards:

233 (i) A school's admission policy shall be based on, and consistent with, its mission or
234 objectives.

235 (ii) To be admitted, an applicant must have:

236 1) Received or be on course to receive a bachelor's degree or higher as provided in
237 Section 2.01; and

238 2) Taken an acceptable test for the purpose of assessing the applicant's capability of
239 satisfactorily completing the school's educational program; (the Law School
240 Admission Test sponsored by the Law School Admission Council qualifies as an
241 acceptable test; and the use of any other test must be approved by the Board) and

242 3) Satisfied the minimum requirements for admission established by the governing board
243 of the school; and

244 4) Satisfied the dean and Admissions Committee that the applicant possesses good moral
245 character.

246
Reason for changes: Makes this provision consistent with the change in Sec. 2.01 that allows

for a bachelor's degree or higher prior to taking the bar examination.
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247 (iii) A law school may not use admission policies or take other action to preclude admission
248 of applicants or retention of students on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex
249 or disability.

250 (h) Basic Consumer Information. A school shall publish basic consumer information in a fair and
251 accurate manner, reflective of actual practice, including:

252 (i) a statement of mission or objectives;

253 (ii) admission data;

254 (iii) tuition, fees, living costs, financial aid, and refunds;

255 (iv) enrollment data and graduation rates;

256 (v) composition and number of faculty and administrators;

257 (vi) description of educational program and curricular offerings;

258 (vii) library resources;

259 (viii) physical facilities; and

260 (ix) placement rates and bar passage data.

261 (i) Self-Study.

262 (i) The dean and faculty shall develop and periodically revise a written self-study,
263 including an evaluation of the following topics:

264 I) the continuing relevance of the school's mission or objectives;

265 Z) the effectiveness of the program of legal education;

266 2) the appropriateness of the school's admission policies;

267 4) the significance of the trend in rates of graduation and attrition; afiel

268 the the significance of the trends in the pass/fail rate on the bar examination;

269 0) the strengths and weaknesses of the school's policies;

270 agoals to improve the educational program; and

271 8) means to accomplish unrealized goals.

272 (ii) The self-study shall be completed every seven years or earlier upon written
273 request of the Board of Law Examiners.

274 (j) Functions of Board.

275 (i) The Board shall determine whether such Tennessee law school has met these educational
276 standards and is effectively achieving its mission and objectives and when such school is
277 entitled to be approved as in good standing with the Board, subject to review by The
278 Supreme Court under the provisions of Rule 7.
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279 (ii) The Board is authorized to make inquiry to the school and respond to inquiry by the

280 school and to adopt such additional standards as in its judgment the educational needs of the

281 school may justify, which changes shall be subject to The Supreme Court's approval.

282 (iii)The Board may require a school to furnish such information, including periodic reports,

283 as it deems reasonably appropriate for carrying out its responsibilities. The Board may also

284 require a school to furnish information known to school officials relevant to the character and

285 fitness of its students.

286 (iv)The Board may investigate such law schools in accordance with section 2.07, and such

287 investigations shall be confidential to ensure a frank, candid exchange of information and

288 evaluation.

289 (v) A law school may be granted approval and be in good standing when it establishes to the
290 satisfaction of the Board that it is in compliance with the standards set forth herein and the
291 Board finds the school is effectively achieving its mission and objectives.

292 (vi)If the Board has reasonable cause to believe that a law school does not comply with the
293 standards in section 2.03, and/or the school is not effectively achieving its mission and
294 objectives, it shall inform the school of its apparent non-compliance or failure to effectively
295 achieve its mission or objectives and follow the procedures in sections 2.09, 2.10, 2.11, 2.13
296 and related sections.

297 (k) Certification of Compliance. The dean and the chairperson of the board of directors of the
298 law school shall certify annually in writing to the Board that the school is in compliance with
299 these standards and is effectively achieving its mission and objectives or, if not in compliance or
300 not effectively achieving its mission or objectives, identify areas of non-compliance or other
301 deficiencies, as well as its intention and plan of action to attain compliance.

302 (1) Tennessee Law Schools Not Accredited by the American Bar Association. The Board will 
303 approve law schools in Tennessee pending provisional accreditation by the American Bar
304 Association ("ABA") until such time as the school is provisionally accredited. Law schools that 
305 are not provisionally accredited, do not achieve full accreditation or lose their ABA 
306 accreditation, will not be approved by the Board until a new application or similar process for
307 provisional or renewed accreditation has begun with the ABA. 

308 Students of Tennessee law schools currently approved by this Board but not made pending ABA 
309 provisional accreditation shall not be barred from taking the Tennessee bar examination so long
310 as the law school continues to comply with the requirements of this Rule as it may be amended. 

311 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
312 amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective as indicated in the compiler's note.]

313
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314

315
316
317 entered nunc pro tune effective October 19, 1992.]

Abrogated. 

education to meet the requirements of this rule. [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and

318 Sec. 2.05. Statement of Status.

319 In its catalogs or other informational material distributed to prospective students, a law school
320 shall state whether it is accredited by the American Bar Association or has been approved by the
321 Board pursuant to section 2.03. Any law school in Tennessee, which has not been accredited by
322 the American Bar Association or approved by the Board and which advertises in its catalog or
323 otherwise that it is so accredited or approved, shall not be recognized by the Board as other than
324 a substandard school and will be so classified and disapproved.

325 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19, 1992;
326 amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective as indicated in the compiler's note.]

327 Sec. 2.06. New Law Schools in Tennessee.

328 Any law school located in Tennessee (whether full-time or part-time), which permits the
329 enrollment of students without first having obtained the written approval of the Board, shall be
330 classified as a substandard school. Its graduates shall be denied permission to take the
331 examination.

332 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,
333 1992.]

334 Sec. 2.07. Investigation and Evaluation by Board.

335 The Board may investigate and evaluate any law school located in Tennessee, from time to time,
336 with respect to the adequacy of its facilities, faculty and course of study. In addition,
337 representatives of the Board may participate as observers in connection with law school
338 evaluations or investigations conducted from time to time by the American Bar Association in its
339 accreditation process. The refusal of any such school to cooperate or participate in the conduct of
340 such evaluation shall be reported to The Supreme Court, which may, after hearing, take such
341 actions as the facts may justify. Each law school located in Tennessee shall furnish to the Board
342 copies of all documentation, including self-study analyses and evaluation reports, prepared,
343 completed or received in connection with such school's accreditation status with the American
344 Bar Association. The investigation of any law school, including all reports, data and other
345 information provided to the Board in connection with approval of the law school's standing with
346 the Board shall be confidential in order to ensure a frank, candid exchange of information.

347 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19, 1992;
348 amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]
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349 Sec. 2.08. Site Evaluation of Approved Law Schools.

350 (a) A site evaluation by the Board of a law school approved by The Supreme Court Board  shall

351 be conducted in the third year following the granting of approval and every seventh year

352 thereafter. The Board may order additional site evaluations of a school when special

353 circumstances warrant.

354 (b) The Board shall arrange for the site evaluation or inspection of the law school by a team of

355 qualified and objective persons who have no conflicts of interest as defined in section 2.15.

356 (c) Before the site evaluation, the law school shall furnish to the Board and members of the site

357 evaluation team a completed application (if the school is applying for approval), the current self-

358 study undertaken by the dean and faculty, and any complaints that the law school is not in

359 compliance with the standards.

360 (d) The Board shall schedule the site evaluation of the law school to take place during the

361 academic year at a time when regular academic classes are being conducted. A site evaluation

362 usually requires several days, as classes are visited, faculty quality assessed, admissions policies

363 reviewed, records inspected, physical facilities examined, the library assessed, information

364 reviewed, and consultations held with the chairperson of the board, officers of the institution, the

365 dean of the law school, members of the law school faculty, professional staff, law students, and

366 members of the legal community. In the case of a law school seeking approval, such visit shall

367 be scheduled within three months after receipt by the Board of an application for approval.

368 (e) Following a site evaluation, the team shall promptly prepare a written report based upon the
369 site evaluation. The team shall not determine compliance or non-compliance with the standards,

370 but shall report facts and observations that will enable the Board and The Supreme Court to
371 determine compliance. The report of the team should give as much pertinent information as
372 feasible.

373 (f) The team shall promptly submit its report to the Board. After reviewing the report, the Board

374 shall transmit the report to the chairperson and the dean of the law school in order to provide an
375 opportunity to make factual corrections and comments. In the letter transmitting the report, the
376 Board shall include the date on which the Board will consider the report and shall advise that any
377 response to the report must be received by the Board at least fifteen (15) days prior to the date of
378 the meeting at which the Board will consider the report. The school shall be given at least thirty
379 (30) days to prepare its response to the report, unless the school consents to a shorter time period.

380 The thirty-day period shall run from the date on which the Board mailed the report to the school.

381 (g) Following receipt of the school's response to the site evaluation report, the Board shall

382 forward a copy of the report with the school's response to members of the Board and the site

383 evaluation team.

384 (h) The Board may not consider any additional information submitted by the school after the
385 school's response to the report has been received by the Board, unless (1) the information is
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386 received in writing by the Board at least fifteen (15) days before the Board meeting at which the

387 report is scheduled to be considered, or (2) for good cause shown, the president of the Board

388 authorizes consideration of the additional information that was not received in a timely manner.

389 (i) Upon the completion of the procedures, the Board shall consider the law school's evaluation

390 and determine whether the school is in compliance with the standards and is effectively
391 achieving its mission and objectives.

392 (j) A request for postponement of a site evaluation will be granted only if the law school is in the
393 process of moving to a new physical facility or if extraordinary circumstances exist which would
394 make it impossible for the scheduled site evaluation to take place. The postponement shall not
395 exceed one year.

396 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

397 Sec. 2.09. Action Concerning Apparent Non-Compliance with Standards or Deficiencies in
398 Mission.

399 (a) If the Board has reasonable cause to believe that a law school does not comply with the
400 standards in section 2.03 or is not effectively achieving its mission or objectives, it shall inform
401 the school of its apparent non-compliance or deficiencies and request the school to furnish by a
402 date certain further information about the matter and about action taken to bring the school in
403 compliance with the standards or correct the deficiencies. The school shall furnish the requested
404 information to the Board within the time prescribed.

405 (b) If upon a review of the information furnished by the law school in response to the Board's
406 request and other relevant information, the Board determines that the school has not
407 demonstrated compliance with the standards or is not effectively achieving its mission or
408 objectives, the school may be required to appear at a hearing before the Board to be held at a
409 specified time and place to show cause why the school should not be required to take appropriate
410 remedial action, placed on probation, removed from the list of law schools approved by The
411 Supreme Court, or be subject to other appropriate action.

412 (c) If the Board finds that a law school has failed to comply with the standards or is not
413 effectively achieving its mission or objectives by refusing to furnish information or to cooperate
414 in a site evaluation, the school may be required to appear at a hearing before the Board to be held
415 at a specified time and place to show cause why the school should not be required to take
416 appropriate remedial action, placed on probation, removed from the list of law schools approved
417 by The Supreme Court, or be subject to other appropriate action.

418 (d) The Board shall give the law school at least thirty (30) days notice of the show cause hearing.
419 The notice shall specify the school's apparent non-compliance with the standards or its failure to
420 effectively achieve its mission or objectives and state the time and place of the hearing. For good
421 cause shown, the president of the Board may grant the school additional time, not to exceed
422 thirty (30) days. Both the notice and the request for extension of time must be in writing. The
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423 Board shall send the notice of hearing to the dean of the school by certified or registered United

424 States mail. [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

425 Sec. 2.10. Fact Finder.

426 (a) The president of the Board may appoint a fact finder to elicit facts relevant to any matter
427 before the Board.

428 (b) The Board shall furnish the fact finder with a copy of the most recent site evaluation report,
429 any action letters written subsequent to the most recent site evaluation report, notice of hearing
430 and other relevant information.

431 (c) Following the fact finding visit, the fact finder shall promptly prepare a written report. The
432 fact finder shall not determine compliance or non-compliance with the standards or whether the
433 school is effectively achieving its mission or objectives, but shall report facts and observations
434 that will enable the Board to determine compliance or deficiencies. The report of the fact finder
435 should give as much pertinent information as feasible.

436 (d) The fact finder shall promptly submit the report to the Board. After reviewing the report, the
437 Board shall transmit the report to the dean of the law school in order to provide an opportunity to
438 make factual corrections and comments. In the letter of transmittal of the report, the Board shall
439 include the date on which the Board will consider the report. The Board shall further advise the
440 school as to the date upon which their response to the report must be received by the Board,
441 which date shall be at least fifteen (15) days prior to the date of the meeting at which the Board
442 will consider the report. The school shall be given at least thirty (30) days to prepare its response
443 to the report, unless the school consents to a shorter time period. The thirty-day period shall run
444 from the date on which the Board mailed the report to the school.

445 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

446 Sec. 2.11. Hearing on Show Cause Order.

447 (a) The Board shall have available for review at the show cause hearing:

448 (i) the fact finder's report, if any;

449 (ii) the most recent site evaluation report;

450 (iii)any site evaluation questionnaire;

451 (iv)any action letters written subsequent to the most recent site evaluation report, which
452 letters direct the school to rectify non-compliance or correct deficiencies;

453 (v) notice of Board hearing; and

454 (vi) other relevant information.

455 (b) Representatives of the law school, including legal counsel, may appear at the hearing and
456 submit information to demonstrate that the school is currently in compliance with all of the
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457 standards and is effectively achieving its mission or objectives or to present a reliable plan for

458 bringing the school into compliance with all of the standards and to correct deficiencies within a

459 reasonable time.

460 (c) The Board may invite the fact finder, if any, and the chairperson or other member of the most

461 recent site evaluation team to appear at the hearing. The law school shall reimburse the fact

462 finder and site evaluation team member for reasonable and necessary expenses incurred in

463 attending the hearing.

464 (d) After the hearing, the Board shall determine whether the law school is in compliance with the

465 standards and whether it is effectively achieving its mission and objectives and, if not, it shall

466 direct the law school to take remedial action or shall impose sanctions, as appropriate.

467 (i) Remedial action may be ordered pursuant to a reliable plan for bringing the school
468 into compliance with all of the standards and to help it achieve its mission and
469 objectives.

470 (ii) If matters of non-compliance or deficiencies are substantial or have been
471 persistent, then the Board may recommend to The Supreme Court that the school be
472 subjected to sanctions other than removal from the list of approved law schools
473 regardless of whether the school has presented a reliable plan for bringing the school
474 into compliance or to correct deficiencies.

475 (iii) If matters of noncompliance or deficiencies are substantial or have been
476 persistent, and the school fails to present a reliable plan for bringing the school into
477 compliance with all of the standards or to correct deficiencies, the Board may
478 recommend to The Supreme Court that the school be removed from the list of
479 approved schools.

480 (e) If the Board determines that the law school is in compliance and has no deficiencies, it shall
481 conclude the matter by adopting an appropriate resolution, a copy of which shall be transmitted
482 to the dean of the school by the Board.

483 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

484 Sec. 2.12. Confidentiality of Approval and Evaluation Procedures.

485 The proceedings set forth in sections 2.03, 2.07, 2.08, 2.09, 2.10 and 2.11 shall be confidential to
486 ensure a frank, candid exchange of information.

487 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

488 Sec. 2.13. Supreme Court Consideration of Board Recommendation for Imposition of
489 Sanctions.

490 (a) If the Board determines that a law school is not in compliance with the standards or has
491 effectively failed to achieve its mission and objectives and recommends that the school be placed
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492 on probation or removed from the list of approved law schools, the Board shall notify The

493 Supreme Court and request a hearing. The Board shall notify the dean of the school of the time

494 and place of The Supreme Court hearing, which shall be open to the public.

495 (b) The Board shall file with The Supreme Court in the public record the Board's written

496 recommendation, the fact finder's report, if any, the most recent site evaluation report and any

497 action letters to the school written subsequent to the most recent site evaluation report.

498 (c) Representatives of the law school, including legal counsel, may appear at The Supreme Court

499 hearing at which the Board's recommendations are considered. The president of the Board of

500 Law Examiners (or his or her designee) shall present the Board's findings, conclusions and

501 recommendations.

502 (d) The Supreme Court shall determine whether to affirm the Board's findings and conclusions,

503 and whether to adopt the Board's recommendations. The Board's findings and conclusions shall

504 be affirmed if there is a substantial basis to support them, unless the school presents new

505 information that, in the opinion of The Supreme Court, demonstrates that the school is in

506 compliance with the standards.

507 (e) The Supreme Court may direct the law school to take appropriate remedial action or subject it

508 to sanctions other than removal from the list of approved law schools regardless of whether the

509 school has presented a reliable plan for bringing the school into compliance with all of the
510 standards.

511 (f) The Supreme Court shall inform the dean of the law school of the decision by court order. If
512 the decision is adverse to the law school, the order shall provide specific reasons for the decision.

513 (g) If The Supreme Court imposes sanctions in the absence of a reliable plan for bringing the
514 school into compliance with all of the standards or to correct deficiencies, the Board shall
515 monitor the steps taken by the school to come into compliance. If the Court imposes sanctions
516 pursuant to a reliable plan for bringing the school into compliance with the standards and/or to
517 correct deficiencies, the Board shall monitor the steps taken by the school for meeting its plan.
518 At any time that the school is not making progress toward compliance with all of the standards or
519 to correct deficiencies, or at any time that the school is not meeting the obligations of its plan, or
520 if at the end of a period of time set by the Court for coming into compliance the school has not
521 achieved compliance with all of the standards or corrected all deficiencies, the Board shall
522 forward a recommendation that the school be removed from the list of approved schools. This
523 recommendation shall be heard by the Court under the procedures of this section 2.13 but the
524 only issue for Court consideration will be whether the school has met the terms of its plan or is in
525 compliance with all of the standards or has corrected deficiencies.

526 (h) At any time that the school presents information on which the Board concludes that the
527 school is in full compliance with the standards or has corrected its deficiencies, the Board shall
528 recommend to The Supreme Court that the school be taken off probation. This recommendation
529 will be heard by the Court under the procedures of this section 2.13.
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530 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

531 Sec. 2.14. Maximum Period for Compliance with Remedial or Probationary Requirements.

532 Upon communication to a law school of a final decision that it is not in compliance with the

533 standards or has failed to effectively achieve its mission or objectives and informing it that it has

534 been ordered to take remedial action or has been placed on probation, the school shall have a

535 period as set by The Supreme Court to come into compliance. The period may not exceed two

536 (2) years unless such time is extended by The Supreme Court, as the case may be, for good cause

537 shown.

538 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

539 Sec. 2.15. Conflicts of Interest.

540 Members of the Board and any site evaluation team as well as any fact finders appointed under

541 the provisions of Article II should avoid any conflict of interest or perceived conflict of interest

542 arising because a person has an "associational interest" in the law school or the law school

543 program under review by the Board or The Supreme Court. Alumni, faculty and directors of the

544 school under review are deemed to have an associational interest in the school and should recuse

545 themselves from the process of review. Former faculty and board members who have terminated

546 their relationship with the school less than five (5) years prior to the site inspection, evaluation or

547 review process are also deemed to have an associational interest in the school and should recuse

548 themselves from the process of review.

549 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

550 ARTICLE III. APPLICATIONS-FOR ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION

551 Sec. 3.01. Application Form.

552 The Board shall cause a uniform application ferm-te-be-furnished-te process to be completed by

553 all applicants for admission. The application form process shall require the submission of such

554 information as the Board deems necessary or appropriate for the determination of the eligibility

555 of applicants for admission pursuant to the criteria and standards set forth in this Rule.

556 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992,

557 and by order filed March 23, 2004.]

558

559
560
561
562
563

dates but no later than June 10 for taking the July examination and January 10 for taking the
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564
565

566 Abrogated. 

567 [Amended by order entered June 22, 1988; and by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc

568 pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

569 Sec. 3.03. Date for Filing Application for First Examination or Reexamination.

570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586

The application process to take the first-examination shall begin on March 1 for the July 
examination and October 1 for the February examination and shall be filed completed no later
than April 15 May 20 for taking the July examination and November 15 December 20 for
taking the February examination,; provided however, that applications may be filed after such

with-the-applieatien, In order for the Board to have sufficient time to determine each applicant's
eligibility to sit for the bar examination, all documentation required to be submitted to the Board 
to complete the application process, including submitting the documents required for the 
background investigation required in Section 6.03(b) herein, must be submitted on or before the 
deadline, and all fees must be paid in full on or before the deadline. Original documents that
must be mailed to the Board must be received on or before the deadline. Applicants who have 
not completed the application process by the deadline are ineligible to sit for the examination. 
The only recourse for failure to complete the application process is to reapply for the next
examination. The Board shall list the items necessary for a complete application in the Board 
Policies and Procedures. 

587 [Amended by order entered April 18, 1985; by order entered June 22, 1988; and by order filed
588 August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19, 1992.]

589

590

591

592

593
594
595
596
597
598

Reason for change: As originally proposed, the change was to one deadline of May 31 or December
30. However, because of potential holidays that would extend the deadline, the recommendation has
been changed to May 20 and December 20.

taking a February examination and April 30 for taking a July examination; provided however,

late filing specified in the Board's schedule of fees.
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599 Abrogated. 

600 [Amended by order entered June 22, 1988; and by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc

601 pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

602

603 Abrogated. 

604
605
606
607
608
609 upon payment of the fee for the late filing specified in the Board's schedule of fees.

610 [Amended by order entered April 18, 1985; and by order entered June 22, 1988; and by order
611 filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.] 

612 Sec. 3.06. Applications by Persons Admitted in Other Jurisdictions Seeking Waiver of
613 Criteria Examination.

614 Applications for admission by persons admitted in other jurisdictions seeking waiver of
615 examination may be filed at any time in accordance with Article V of this Rule. In addition to the
616 information required-ea by the uniform application farm process, such applicants shall furnish
617 such additional information as may be required by the Board or the Administrator to enable the
618 Board to determine the applicant's eligibility for such admission.

619 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992,
620 and by order filed March 23, 2004.]

621 Sec. 3.07. Additional Information.

622 0) The Board or any individual member thereof may
623 request any applicant to furnish additional information:

624 (ai) To supplement or explain answers to any question on the application;

625 (bii) As to the applicant's character;

626 (eiii) As to the educational qualifications of the applicant, including information with
627 respect to schools attended by the applicant;

628 (div) As to the experience of the applicant; and

629 (ev) As to such other matters as may be considered germane to the provisions of this
630 Rule.
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631 MO The Board or any individual member thereof, as part of the character investigation of an

632 applicant, may request an applicant to submit to a drug test. Failure or refusal to submit to the

633 drug test shall be sufficient cause for the Board to refuse such applicant a license. 

634

635

636

After the comment period, at suggestion of TLAP 's Executive Director, subsection (b) was

added to allow the Board to direct and applicant to submit to drug testing as part of the

character assessment, which would usually occur during a show cause hearing

637 (c) Until an applicant is admitted to the Tennessee Bar, or the application is denied by the Board 

638 or voluntarily withdrawn, the applicant is under a continuing obligation to update responses to 

639 any of the information requested in the application process. Whenever there is an addition or a

640 change to the information previously provided to the Board, the applicant must amend his or her

641 application by filing an amendment or supplemental application as prescribed by the Board. 

642 Applications that have been on file for two years or more must be supplemented every two years

643 until such time as the Applicant is admitted, has been denied admission, or has withdrawn the 

644 application for admission. 

645 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

646 1992.]

647 Sec. 3.08. Duty of Candor and  Failure or Refusal to Furnish Information.

648 Each applicant for admission to the bar has a duty to be candid and to make full, careful and 
649 accurate responses and disclosures in all phases of the application and admission process. Each 

650 applicant must respond fully to all inquiries. It is not proper for an applicant to give either an 

651 incomplete or misleading description of past events reflecting on the applicant's qualifications 

652 for admission to the bar.

653 The failure or refusal by any applicant to answer fully any question on the application fefni or to

654 furnish information or submit to examination as required by the application form or pursuant to

655 the provisions of this Rule, shall be sufficient cause for the Board to refuse to allow such

656 applicant to take the examination or to be admitted.

657 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
658 1992.]

659 Sec. 3.09. False Information.

660 (a) The giving of false information or the making of false statements on the application feffli or

661 to the Board shall be sufficient cause for the Board to refuse to allow such applicant to take the

662 examination or to be admitted.

663 (b) If the Administrator Executive Director or the Board has reason to believe that any person
664 who has been admitted gave false information or made false statements to the Board, the basis
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665 for such belief shall be reported to Disciplinary Counsel of the Board of Professional
666 Responsibility.

667 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
668 1992.]

669 Sec. 3.10. No Discretion to Waive Filing Dates.

670
671
672
673
674
675

Neither Administrator  the Executive Director nor the Board shall have discretion to waive or
extend the dates for filing ftetiees-ef-intent-and applications to take the examination specified in
the Section 3.02, 3.03, 3.01 and 3.05. An applicant aggrieved by an action of the Board denying
an application pursuant to this Article shall not be entitled to petition The Supreme Court for a
review of said action.

676 [Added by order entered April 18, 1985; and amended by order entered June 22, 1988; and by
677 order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

678 Sec. 3.11. Applicants with-Disabilities Requiring Non-Standard Testing Accommodations 

679 The bar examination shall be administered to all eligible applicants in a manner that does not
680 discriminate against applicants with proven disabilities non-standard testing needs. An applicant
681 who is otherwise eligible to take the Tennessee bar examination may request a modification of
682 the manner in which the examination is administered if, by reason of a disability, such applicant
683 is unable to take the examination under normal testing conditions. The Board shall adopt a policy
684 regarding applicants requiring non-standard testing accommodations pursuant to Section 12.05 
685 of this Rule. An applicant requesting non-standard testing accommodations should make written
686 request to the Board to obtain the necessary forms and procedures and  shall complete and-ffle
687 same and submit the documents prescribed by the Board with the Board not less than thirty (30)
688 days before the deadline for filing the application by the application deadline set forth in Section
689 3.03, except when the disability first occurs after the filing deadline. Because the forms and
690 procedures are detailed, requiring the applicant to attach statements from law school officials and
691 treating professionals, any applicant requesting non-standard testing conditions is encouraged to
692 request, complete, and submit the application for admission by examination and the necessary
693 request for non-standard testing and related  forms to the Board as early as possible to permit an
694 evaluation of the request. To the extent practicable, any accommodations requested shall be
695 consistent with the security and integrity of the examination. The Board may transmit the 
696 application for non-standard testing or refer the applicant to an appropriate professional selected 
697 by the Board for assessment and recommendations regarding the accommodation to grant. By 
698 submitting a request for non-standard testing. the applicant agrees to the release of the
699 application to an appropriate professional and agrees to appear for assessment, if requested to do 
700 so by the Board.  [Added by order entered April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999.]

701 After the comment period, at the suggestion of TLAP 's Executive Director, a provision was added that allows the
Board to direct an applicant to appear or to allow the Board to provide the documentation supporting a non-

standard testing request to a professional for assistance in determining the accommodation for the applicant.
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702

703 ARTICLE IV. THE EXAMINATION

704 Sec. 4.01. The Purpose of the Examination.

705 The purpose of the examination is to enable applicants to demonstrate to the Board that they

706 possess the knowledge, skills and abilities basic to competence in the profession, which are

707 subject to testing. [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective

708 October 19, 1992.]

709 Sec. 4.02. The Structure of the Examination.

710 The Board, in its discretion, shall determine the format and the structure of the examination, and

711 shall include essay questions, the National Conference of Bar Examiners Multistate Bar

712 Examination, other multiple choice questions, the National Conference of Bar Examiners
713 Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination and such other categories of tests as the
714 Board may consider appropriate. The Board may in its discretion use questions prepared by the

715 National Conference of Bar Examiners for the Multistate Essay Examination and Multistate 
716 Performance Test. The Board may contract with others to provide test materials and to grade the

717 same,,
718
719

720 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
721 amended by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999.]

722 Sec. 4.03. The Dates and Places of Giving the Examination.

723
724
725
726

The examination shall be given in February and July of each year, at-any-ene-or-fliOre-ef-the
; ^ ; " ; :.•

held in at least one of the three grand divisions. The Court, in its discrction, may substitute. .

727 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
728 and amended by order filed July 11, 2012.]

729

730

731

732

733

734

The Board proposes an amendment beyond that originally proposed regarding test locations. The
revised amendment would allow the Board flexibility within the Grand Divisions and the possibility
to have the exam in one location only each February and July, if that is the most effective practice.
The major benefits of a single-location exam are that all examinees experience the same exam
conditions, a trained and experienced proctor pool can be utilized, and administration of the exam
does not vary from location to location. States with a much larger examinee count than Tennessee,
such as Florida and Ohio, test in a single location.
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735 Sec. 4.04. The Scope of the Examination.

736 The examination is not designed to test the applicant's knowledge of specific law school subjects.
737 However, familiarity with the following areas of the law is essential:

738 1. Constitutional law (United States and Tennessee).

739 2. Criminal law (substantive and procedural).

740 3. Contracts.

741 4. Torts.

742 5. Property (real and personal).

743 6. Evidence.

744 7. Civil procedure (United States and Tennessee).

745 8. Business organizations (including agency, partnerships and corporations).

746 9. Commercial transactions (Articles 1, 2, 37 6-and 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code).

747 10. Wills and estates.

748 11.
749 marriage and divorce, etc.).

750 12. Professional responsibility.

751 13. Restitution and remedies.

752 14. Conflicts of law.

Family law (husband and wife, parent and child,

753 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
754 1992.]

755 Sec. 4.05. Re-examination.

756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765

In case of failure on examination, the Board may, in its discretion, allow the applicant to take
another examination upon the filing of the notice of int
completion of the application process herein provided and the payment of the requisite fee.4kft
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766
767
768
769 e-xamination..

770 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

771 -1-99.24

772 Sec. 4.06. Effect of Taking Examination on Eligibility for Admission.

773 The fact that an applicant is allowed to take the examination shall not preclude further inquiries,
774 investigation or proceedings with respect to the other criteria for admission under this Rule.

775 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,
776 1992.]

777 Sec. 4.07. Anonymity4n Grading the Examination and Score Expiration.

778 La) The Board shall continue to maintain procedures which assure that the identity of each
779 applicant in the grading process is not known to any person having responsibility for grading or
780 determining whether the applicant passes or fails until the grades of all applicants have been
781 finally determined.

782 (b) Tennessee bar examination scores are valid to determine eligibility for licensing for two years 
783 after the date grades are released; after two years, the scores expire.

784 (c) A score equal to or greater than that required by Tennessee on the Multistate Professional 
785 Responsibility examination (MPRE) must be achieved within two years of successfully
786 completing the Tennessee bar examination:, provided, however, that an applicant who: 

787 (i) is licensed by examination in another state in the United States, the District of
788 Columbia, or U.S. Territories,

789 (ii) provides certification that the license is active and in good standing, and 

790 (iii) achieved a score of 75 or higher on the MPRE two (2) or more years before 
791 successful completion of the Tennessee bar examination 

792 may provide proof of that earlier score to satisfy the MPRE requirement. It is the responsibility 
793 of the applicant to cause MPRE score reports to be furnished to the Board. 

794

795

796

Section 4.07(c) was revised to clarify thatthat applicants licensed, active and in good standing in another
jurisdiction may submit an MPRE score from longer than two years prior to successful completion of
the bar exam to meet the MPRE requirement. The rationale from the original petition still applies.

797 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tune effective October 19,
798 1992.]
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799 ARTICLE V. - PERSONS ADMITTED IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS

800 SEEKING WAIVER OF EXAMINATION

801
802 Jurisdietiens.

803
804
805

806

807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824

District of Columbia (the term "state" including Territories and the District of Columbia) may

to commencement of "law business" or "practice of law" in Tennessee or
employment as a lawyer in Tennessee. In addition to the definitions of "Practice
of Law" and "Law Business" in T.C.A. § 23 3 101, "practice of law" or "law
business" as used in this section means full time private or public practice as a
licensed attorney, and includes being actively engaged as a full time teacher of
law in a law school approved by the American Bar Association, and may be
construed in the Board's discretion as being actively engaged in other full time

legal work, the nature of the work, whether legal training or a law license was a
prerequisite of employment, and other similar matters). Without waiving the
minimum five year period, the Board, in its discretion and for exceptional
circumstances shown by the applicant, may waive the requirement that such

825 [Amended and Ordered Friday, January 21, 2011] 

(ciii) has demonstrated such reputation and character as in the opinion of the826
827
828

829
830
831

adhere to the standards o

- -11 : : • • •

abilities basic to competence in the profession and has evidenced a commitment
to serve the administration of justice in this State; and

832 (ev) has passed a bar examination equivalent to that required by the Board, with a
833 grade at least equivalent to that required in Tennessee in at least one state in
834 which applicant is licensed.
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835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845

846
847
848
849
850

(fb) An applicant who was admitted and licensed to practice in another state pursuant to a
"diploma privilege" which exempts an applicant from taking a b

forth in Article XIV.

circumstances shown by the applicant, may waive the requirement of a certificate of good
standing from the highest court of each state to which applicant has been admitted.

851 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
852 amended by order entered June 30, 2000.; Amended by order filed December 17, 2003; 
853 Amended by order entered February 15, 2006.] 

854 Sec. 5.01 Minimum Requirements for Admission of Persons Admitted in Other
855 Jurisdictions. 

856 fa) Requirements. An applicant who meets the requirements of (i) through (vi) of this paragraph
857 may, upon motion, be admitted to the practice of law in this jurisdiction. The applicant shall: 

858 (i) meet the educational requirements imposed by this Rule; 

859 (ii) have been admitted by bar examination to practice law in one or more states or territories 
860 of the United States, or the District of Columbia 

861 (iii) have been primarily engaged in the active practice of law in one or more states, 
862 territories, or the District of Columbia for five of the seven years immediately preceding the
863 date upon which the application is filed:,

864 (iv) establish that the applicant is currently a member in good standing in all jurisdictions 
865 where admitted:,

866 (v) establish that the applicant is not currently subject to lawyer discipline or the subject of a 
867 pending disciplinary matter in any other jurisdiction; and 

868 (vi) establish that the applicant possesses the character and fitness to practice law in this
869 jurisdiction. 

870 (b) Diploma Privilege. An applicant who was admitted and licensed to practice in another state 
871 pursuant to a "diploma privilege" which exempts an applicant from taking a bar examination 
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872 may seek a waiver of subsection (e) (a)(i) by filing apetition with the Board setting forth the 

873 reasons why he or she should be admitted to practice law in Tennessee. The Board shall then

874 conduct a hearing in response to the petition, according to the guidelines set forth in section 

875 13.03, for the purpose of assessing the applicant's reputation, character, knowledge, skills and 

876 abilities. After considering the totality of the proof presented, the Board shall make a 
877 recommendation to The Supreme Court either for approval or denial of the petition or for such
878 other action as the Board may deem appropriate. Any applicant whose petition for waiver of
879 subsection (a)(i) is denied by the Board may file a petition for review in The Supreme Court
880 pursuant to the procedures set forth in Article XIV.

881 (c) Active Practice of Law. 

882 (i) For the purposes of this rule, in addition to the definitions of "Practice of Law" and "Law

883 Business" in Section 1.01 of this Rule, the "active practice of law" shall include the
884 following activities, if performed in a jurisdiction in which the applicant is admitted, or if
885 performed in a jurisdiction that permits such activity by a lawyer not admitted to practice: 

886 (1) full-time private or public practice as a licensed attorney:,

887 (2) teaching law full-time at a law school approved by the American Bar Association;

888 (3) service as a judicial law clerk or staff attorney; and 

889 (4) service as a Judge, Attorney General, Public Defender, U.S. Attorney, District
890 Attorney, or duly registered In-House Counsel or Military Spouse. 

891 (ii) For the purposes of this rule, in addition to the definitions of "Practice of Law" and 
892 "Law Business" in Section 1.01 of this Rule, the "active practice of law" may be construed in
893 the Board's discretion as being actively engaged in other full-time employment requiring
894 interpretation of law and application of legal knowledge if performed in a jurisdiction in 
895 which the applicant is admitted, or if performed in a jurisdiction that permits such activity by
896 a lawyer not admitted to practice; however, in no event shall any activities that were 
897 performed pursuant to a provision similar to Section 10.04 or Section 5.010) of this Rule in 
898 advance of bar admission in some state or territory of the United States or the District of
899 Columbia be accepted toward the durational requirement. The Board shall consider such
900 evaluative criteria as time devoted to legal work, the nature of the work, whether legal 
901 training or a law license was a prerequisite of employment, and other similar matters. 

902 (d) Unauthorized Practice of Law. For purposes of this rule, the active practice of law shall 
903 not include work that, as undertaken, constituted the unauthorized practice of law in the 
904 jurisdiction in which it was performed or in the jurisdiction in which the clients receiving the 
905 unauthorized services were located. 

906 (e) Previous Tennessee Bar Examination. An applicant who has failed a bar examination 
907 administered in this jurisdiction within five years of the date of filing an application under this 
908 Rule shall not be eligible for admission on motion. 
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909 (f) Admission on Motion Application and Fees. Any applicant seeking admission on motion to

910 the practice of law in Tennessee shall: 

911 Cu file an application for admission on motion, including character investigation 
912 information, in a manner established by the Board, including all required supporting

913 documents:,

914 (ii) submit a certificate of good standing from the highest court of each state to which 

915 applicant has been admitted; and 

916 (ii) pay the application fee as adopted pursuant to Section 11.01 of this Rule. 

917 (g)  Practice Pending Admission by Applicant Licensed in Another Jurisdiction. A lawyer
918 currently holding an active license to practice law in in another state in the United States, the
919 District of Columbia, or U.S. Territories and who has submitted an application for admission
920 upon motion in compliance with this Section 5.01 of this Rule or an application for examination 
921 in compliance with Section 3.03 of this Rule may provide legal services in this jurisdiction 
922 through an office or other systematic and continuous presence during the pendency of the 
923 application for admission on motion but for no more than 365 days, provided that the lawyer: 

924 ki) is not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction:,
925 (ii) has not been denied admission to practice in any jurisdiction, including Tennessee,
926 unless the Board determines otherwise:,
927 (iii) reasonably expects his/her application for admission to be granted;
928 (iv) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility in writing within 30 clays of first 
929 establishing an office or other systematic and continuous presence for the practice of law in 
930 this jurisdiction that the lawyer has done so pursuant to the authority in this Section 5.01;
931 (v) associates with a lawyer who is admitted to practice in Tennessee; 
932 (vi) complies with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 7.1 and RPC 7.5 in all communications with 
933 the public and clients regarding the nature and scope of the lawyer's practice authority in 
934 Tennessee;
935 (vii) pays the fee associated with the Application to Practice Pending Admission; 
936 (viii) does not appear before a tribunal in Tennessee that requires pro hoc vice admission
937 unless the lawyer is granted such admission:,
938 (ix) has never before practiced in Tennessee pursuant to this provision, unless the Board
939 determines otherwise; and 
940 (x) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility and the Board if the lawyer becomes
941 the subject of a pending disciplinary investigation in any other jurisdiction at any time 
942 during the period of practice authorized under this provision. 

943 (h) Termination of Right of Practice Pending Admission. The right to practice pending
944 admission established by Section 5.01(g) terminates if the lawyer withdraws the application for 
945 admission or if such application is denied; if the lawyer becomes disbarred, suspended, or takes
946 disability inactive status in any other jurisdiction in which the lawyer is licensed to practice law;
947 or if the lawyer fails to timely provide the written notice required by Section 5.01 (g)(iv). Upon 
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948 termination of the right of practice, the lawyer shall not undertake any new representation that

949 would require the lawyer to be admitted to practice law in this jurisdiction and, within 10 days. 

950 shall: 

951 fn cease to occupy an office or other systematic and continuous presence for the practice 

952 of law in Tennessee unless authorized to do so pursuant to another Rule; 

953 (ii) notify all clients being represented in pending matters, and opposing counsel or co-

954 counsel of the termination of the lawyer's authority to practice pursuant to Section 5.01;

955 (iii) and take all other necessary steps to protect the interests of the lawyer's clients.

956 Sec. 5.02. Additional Considerations. In determining whether such applicants satisfy the
957 requirements of Section 5.01, the Board shall consider any evidence submitted by the applicant

958 in an effort to demonstrate that the applicant possesses the knowledge, skill and abilities basic to
959 competence in the profession.

960 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
961 1992.]

962 See--57031Transferred-.-1

963

964

965

966

967

968 ARTICLE VI. CHARACTER AND FITNESS INVESTIGATION

After the comment period, the Board revised Sec. 5.01(c) to include types of practice exempt
under IOLTA that would count as practice for purposes of comity, such as serving as a staff
attorney or a Judge. At the suggestion of the TBA, 5.01(g) was added to allow practice
pending admission for applicants who are licensed in another jurisdiction whether applying
for admission without exam or by exam. Sec. 5.01(h) is also new and specifies events that
would terminate practice pending admission.

969 Sec. 6.01. Applicable Standard.

970 (a) An applicant shall not be admitted if in the judgment of the Board there is reasonable doubt
971 as to that applicant's honesty, respect for the rights of others, and adherence to and obedience to
972 the Constitution and laws of the State and Nation as to justify the conclusion that such applicant
973 is not likely to adhere to the duties and standards of conduct imposed on attorneys in this State.
974 Any conduct which would constitute grounds for discipline if engaged in by an attorney in this
975 State shall be considered by the Board in making its evaluation of the character of an applicant.

976 (b) The Board may adopt statements of policy to implement the application of the foregoing
977 standard.

978
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979 Sec. 6.02. Investigatory Committees.

980 (a) In order to assist the Board in conducting character investigations of applicants, The Supreme

981 Court shall appoint one or more investigating committees within each disciplinary district

982 established under Rule 9. Each committee shall consist of not less than five (5) nor more than

983 thirty (30) members of the Bar of this State who maintain an office for the practice of law within

984 that district and who are in good standing; provided, however, that the District 5 committee may

985 have up to sixty (60) members. Attorneys who teach in any capacity in any of the state's ABA

986 accredited or state-approved law schools are ineligible to serve as members of the Investigatory

987 Committees. The Board may recommend to the Court the creation of additional committees or

988 the increase in membership of any committee.

989 (b) The members of each investigating committee shall be appointed from time to time by The

990 Supreme Court and shall serve at the pleasure of the Court for terms of up to five (5) years.

991 Members may be reappointed to serve a second five-year term. Members of an investigating
992 committee may be recommended by the President or Board of Directors of the local bar
993 association or associations in the district, the President or Board of Governors of the Tennessee

994 Bar Association, members of the Board, or members of the investigatory committee in the
995 district in which the vacancy exists.

996 (c) The Supreme Court shall select each committee chair. The chair shall be responsible for the
997 administration of the work of the committee.

998 (d) The Executive Director shall provide an annual report to The Supreme Court in September
999 listing the names of the members of each committee and the name of the committee chair, as
1000 well as a report of recommendations from the Board regarding the size of any committee.

1001 Sec. 6.03. Investigating Procedures.

1002 (a) Each application for admission with examination or without examination shall be referred
1003 first to a member of the Board for preliminary review for the purpose of:

1004 (i) detecting any deficiencies in the application; and

1005 (ii) determining whether any additional information is needed with respect to any aspect of
1006 the application.

1007 (b) As part of the character and fitness requirement for licensing, each applicant,  other than an 
1008 applicant pursuant to Section 10.01 of this Rule, is required to have a current completed
1009 background investigation conducted by the National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE). It is
1010 the responsibility of each applicant to make the request to the NCBE for a background
1011 investigation and pay the required fee directly to the NCBE. In the event an applicant has not
1012 been licensed within two years of submission of the original background investigation, the
1013 applicant must request a supplemental investigation at that time and every two years thereafter,
1014 until the applicant is licensed, or the application is withdrawn or denied.
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1015 (c) The Executive Director shall transmit the application and the results of the background

1016 investigation, if available at the time of the interview, to the chair of the appropriate investigating

1017 committee. The chair shall assign applications to committee members for review, interview and

1018 investigation.

1019 (d) On the receipt of an application, the investigating committee member to whom the

1020 application has been assigned shall review same and such other information as may be
1021 transmitted by the Executive Director and shall conduct such investigation as appears to him or
1022 her to be appropriate. In any event, each applicant referred to a committee shall be interviewed in
1023 person by a member of that committee. In conducting such investigations, the investigating
1024 committee member may take statements from the applicant and from such other persons as may
1025 be considered appropriate.

1026
1027
1028
1029
1030

1031

1032

1033

1034

(e) On the completion of the investigation, the investigating committee member shall report his
or her findings to the Board, in the form directed by the Board, and shall make such

fully, recommend with reservations or not recommend the applicant for licensing and admission.

Changes after comments: Section 6.03 is modified to clarify whichwhich applicants must submit an
application to the NCBE for a background investigation. Also amended is the type of report
the investigating committee member provides to the Board to clarify thatthat the Board determines
which applicants will be issued a Show Cause Order.

1035 Sec. 6.04. Certificate of Good Moral Character. An applicant seeking admission to practice
1036 law in Tennessee must submit to the Board of Law Examiners, before permission is granted to
1037 take the Examination, a certificate from the dean or supervising authority of the law school from
1038 which the applicant graduated indicating that to the best of its knowledge and belief the
1039 candidate has demonstrated such reputation and character in the opinion of the law school that
1040 indicates no reasonable basis for substantial doubt that the applicant would adhere to the
1041 standards of conduct required of attorneys in this state and that the law school has provided full
1042 and complete information requested by the Board of Law Examiners regarding the character and
1043 fitness of the candidate. If the applicant has been previously admitted to another jurisdiction, a
1044 certificate of good standing from the highest court of each state to which applicant has been
1045 admitted must accompany the application to the Tennessee Board of Law Examiners. Without
1046 waiving the requirement of proof of good moral character, the Board, in its discretion and for
1047 exceptional circumstances shown by the applicant, may waive the requirement of a certificate of
1048 good standing from the highest court of each state to which applicant has been admitted.

1049 Amended by Order entered May 15, 2014.
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1050 ARTICLE VII. FOREIGN-EDUCATED APPLICANTS

1051 Sec. 7.01. Eligibility to Take Examination.

1052 fa) Notwithstanding the provisions of § 2.01 and § 2.02, an applicant who has completed a

1053 course of study in and graduated from a law school in a foreign country, which law school was

1054 then recognized and approved by the competent accrediting agency of such country, may qualify,

1055 in the discretion of the Board, to take the bar examination, provided that the applicant shall

1056 satisfy the Board that his or her undergraduate education and legal education were substantially

1057 equivalent to the requirements of this rule. Applicants shall furnish such additional information 

1058 as may be required by the Board to enable the Board to determine the applicant's eligibility for

1059 such admission. 

1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069

(b) In addition to the requirement in (a), above, the applicant shall also demonstrate to the

satisfaction of the Board
: 2 "

the Board under § 2.03. An ; ;

•

of in a foreign country shall

examination.: that the applicant has been awarded, by a law school fully accredited by the 
American Bar Association or a Tennessee law school approved by the Board under § 2.03, an
LL.M. Degree for the Practice of Law in the United States in a degree program that meets the 
following requirements: 

1070 (i) The degree program certifies to the Board, on such form prescribed by the Board, that the

1071 foreign-educated lawyer received his or her legal educations from a law school that is
1072 accredited by the American Bar Association or is a Tennessee law school approved by the 
1073 Board pursuant to § 

1074 (ii) The degree program prepares students for admission to the Bar and for effective and 
1075 responsible participation in the United States legal profession; and 

1076 (iii) An LL.M. for the Practice of Law in the United States must be taught in English and in 

1077 the United States or its territories and must be attended on site at the ABA accredited or
1078 Tennessee approved law school. The program may be full or part-time but, if part-time. the 
1079 LL.M. must be completed within 36 months. 

1080 (c) A foreign-educated applicant who meets the foreign education requirements in Section 
1081 7.01(a) and who began a program of 24 hours at an ABA-accredited or one-third of the credits 
1082 necessary to graduate from a Tennessee approved law school no more than twelve months prior
1083 to [the effective date of the amendments to this rule]  may, in the discretion of the Board and
1084 upon request for waiver, be deemed eligible to sit for the examination in lieu of the requirements
1085 of Section 7.01(b). 

1086
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1087

1088

1089

New 7.01(c) was added at the suggestion of Dean Koch of NSL to grandfather in foreign-

educated students who began a non-LL.M. program prior to adoption of new LL.M. provisions

(i.e., those presently enrolled in NSL for 16 credit hours). This is similar to the transition
language recommended by TBA for pending Comity and MJP applications.

1090 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993 and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
1091 amended by order filed May 29, 2009, effective August 1, 2010; and amended by order filed July
1092 21, 2011, effective September 1, 2011.]

1093 Sec. 7.02. Additional Information on-Lieensed Foreign from Applicants Licensed in a 
1094 Foreign Country.

1095 Any applicant licensed to practice in a foreign country desiring admission in Tennessee shall be
1096 required to pass the examination and shall supplement the application with the following
1097 documents:

1098 (ia) a certified copy of the record or license of the court or agency which admitted applicant to
1099 practice law in such country, and

1100 (iib) at least 3 letters from attorneys or judges in such foreign country certifying that applicant is
1101 in good standing at that bar, or was in good standing at that bar when applicant left that foreign
1102 country.

1103 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
1104 1992.]

1105 ARTICLE VIII. COMMITMENT TO SERVE THE ADMINISTRATION OF
1106 JUSTICE IN TENNESSEE

1107 Sec. 8.01. Applicable Standard.

1108 The requisite commitment to serve the administration of justice in Tennessee subject to the
1109 duties and standards imposed on attorneys in this State shall be evidenced by a statement by the
1110 applicant before examination, or admission by comity, that the applicant agrees to abide by the
1111 duties and standards imposed from time to time on attorneys in this State.

1112 Sec. 8.02. [Deleted.]

1113 Sec. 8.03. [Deleted.]

1114 ARTICLE IX. ISSUANCE OF LICENSE-EFFECTIVE DATE OF
1115 ADMISSION

1116 Sec. 9.01. Certificate of Board.

1117 (a) Upon the completion of all requirements for adffliSSieft licensing, including the payment of all
1118 required fees, the Board, acting through the Administrator Executive Director., shall certify to
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1119 The Supreme Court that an applicant is eligible for admission and issue to the applicant a

1120 "Certificate of Eligibility for Admission." The Board shall promptly notify the Clerk of The 

1121 Supreme Court and the Board of Professional Responsibility of the issuance of the Certificate of

1122 Eligibility. 

1123 (b) The Certificate of Eligibility for Admission (the "Certificate of Eligibility") shall be valid for 

1124 90 days from the date of issuance. The Board, for good cause shown and subject to the time limit
1125 imposed by section 1.02, may grant the applicant a reasonable extension of the time within
1126 which to complete the licensure process, including compliance with Rule 6, if the applicant
1127 shows to the satisfaction of the Board that he or she is unable to complete the process within the 

1128 90-day period. 

1129 Sec. 9.02. Issuance of License.

1130 (a) On the basis of the certificate of the Board Certificate of Eligibility, and upon the successful 

1131 applicant's compliance with Rule 6, The Supreme Court shall issue a license admitting each the

1132 successful applicant to the bar of Tennessee. However, if at anv time prior to the administering
1133 of the oath of admission. the Board receives notice of any event that would have changed the
1134 Board's decision to approve an applicant for licensing, the Board, in its discretion, may revoke 
1135 the Certificate of Eligibility. 

1136 (i) j The license shall be in such form as may be approved by The Supreme Court. Each such
1137 license shall be signed by the members of the Board and the members of the Court.

1138 Sec. 9.03. Effective Date of Admission.

1139
1140
1141
1142
1143

An applicant shall not be considered as conditionally admitted on the completion of all the
. " - - : . . GG

Certificate of Eligibility to Practice Law," conditioned on final approval by the Court to the bar
of Tennessee until issuance of a license by The Supreme Court and upon compliance with Rule
6.

1144 Sec. 9.04. Duty of Applicant to Inform Board of Subsequent Events.

1145 If at any time prior to the issuance of a license to an applicant he or she becomes aware of any
1146 fact or circumstance which might indicate that such applicant is not entitled to admission, such
1147 applicant shall promptly advise the Board of such fact or circumstances.

1148 Sec. 9.05. Disapproval by the Supreme Court.

1149 At any time prior to the actual issuance of a license by the Court, the Court may for good cause
1150 disapprove the issuance of such license. On such disapproval, the Court shall enter an order
1151 stating the grounds for such disapproval and may refer the matter to the Board for such further
1152 action as the Court may deem appropriate.

1153
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1154 Sec. 9.06. Replacement Licenses.

1155 For good cause shown, the Board may recommend to The Supreme Court the issuance of a

1156 replacement license to any person who has previously been licensed to practice law in

1157 Tennessee.

1158 Sec. 9.07 Denial of License. 

1159 If the decision o f the Board to deny an application is based, in whole or in part, on the failure of

1160 the applicant to demonstrate good moral character, due respect for the law, or fitness to practice 

1161 law, the applicant may not reapply for admission within a period of thirty-six (36) months after

1162 the issuance of the order denying the application. 

1163 ARTICLE X. SPECIAL OR LIMITED PRACTICE

1164 Sec. 10.01. Registration of In-house Counsel

1165 (a) A lawyer admitted to the practice of law in another United States jurisdiction who has a
1166 continuous presence in this jurisdiction and is employed pursuant to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC
1167 5.5(d)(1) as a lawyer by an organization, the business of which is lawful and consists of activities
1168 other than the practice of law or the provision of legal services, shall file an application for
1169 registration as in-house counsel within 180 days of the commencement of employment as a
1170 lawyer or if currently so employed then within 180 days of the effective date of this rule, by
1171 submitting to the Board of Law Examiners the following:

1172 (i) A completed application in the form prescribed by the Board;

1173 (ii) A fee in the amount set by the Board pursuant to Article XI:

1174 (iii) Documents proving admission to practice law and current good standing in all
1175 jurisdictions in which the lawyer is admitted to practice law; and

1176 (iv) An affidavit from an officer, director, or general counsel of the employing entity
1177 attesting to the lawyer's employment by the entity and the capacity in which the lawyer is so
1178 employed, and stating that the employment conforms to the requirements of this rule.

1179 (b) A lawyer registered under this section shall have the rights and privileges otherwise
1180 applicable to members of the bar of this jurisdiction with the following restrictions:

1181 (i) The registered lawyer is authorized to provide legal services to the entity client or
1182 its organizational affiliates, including entities that control, are controlled by, or are
1183 under common control with the employer, and for employees, officers and directors
1184 of such entities, but only on matters directly related to their work for the entity and
1185 only to the extent consistent with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 1.7; and

1186 (ii) The registered lawyer shall not:

1187 1) Except as otherwise permitted by the rules of this jurisdiction, appear before a
1188 court or any other tribunal as defined in Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 170(n-)3(m), or
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1189 2) Offer or provide legal services or advice to any person other than as described

1190 in paragraph (b)(i), or hold himself or herself out as being authorized to practice
1191 law in this jurisdiction other than as described in paragraph (b)(i) of this Section.

1192 (c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b) above, a lawyer registered under this section

1193 is authorized to provide pro bono legal services through an established not-for-profit bar

1194 association, pro bono program or legal services program or through such organization(s)

1195 specifically authorized in this jurisdiction.

1196 (d) A lawyer registered under this section shall:

1197 (i) Pay all annual fees payable by active members of the bar;

1198 (ii) Fulfill the continuing legal education requirements that are required of active
1199 members of the bar;

1200 (iii) Report to the Board, within 30 days, the following:

1201 1) Termination of the lawyer's employment;

1202 2) Whether or not public, any change in the lawyer's license status in another
1203 jurisdiction, including by the lawyer's resignation;

1204 3) Whether or not public, any disciplinary charge, finding, or sanction
1205 concerning the lawyer by any disciplinary authority, court, or other tribunal in
1206 any jurisdiction.

1207 (e) A registered lawyer who is registered or who is required to register under this section shall be
1208 subject to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8 (Rules of Professional Conduct) and all other laws and rules
1209 governing lawyers admitted to the active practice of law in this jurisdiction. The Board of
1210 Professional Responsibility has and shall retain jurisdiction over the registered lawyer who is 
1211 registered or required to register  with respect to the conduct of the lawyer in this or another
1212 jurisdiction to the same extent as it has over lawyers generally admitted in this jurisdiction.

1213 (f) A registered lawyer's rights and privileges under this section automatically terminate when:

1214 (i) The lawyer's employment terminates;

1215 (ii) The lawyer is suspended or disbarred from practice in any jurisdiction or any
1216 court or agency before which the lawyer is admitted; or

1217 (iii) The lawyer fails to maintain active status in at least one jurisdiction.

1218 Upon the occurrence of one or more of the foregoing events, the registered lawyer shall give 
1219 notice in writing within 30 days to the Board and to the Board of Professional Responsibility. 

1220 (g) A registered lawyer whose registration is terminated under paragraph (f)(i) above, may be
1221 reinstated within 180 days of termination upon submission to the Board of the following:

1222 (i) An application for reinstatement in a form prescribed by the Board;
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1223 (ii) A reinstatement fee set by the Board pursuant to Article XI; and

1224 (iii) An affidavit from the current employing entity as prescribed in paragraph (a)(iv).

1225 (h) A lawyer under this rule who fails to register days shall be:

1226 (i) Subject to professional discipline in this jurisdiction;

1227 (ii) Ineligible for admission pursuant to Article V of this rule;

1228 (iii) Referred by the Board of Law Examiners to the Board of Professional

1229 Responsibility; and

1230 (iv) Referred by the Board to the disciplinary authority of the jurisdictions of

1231 licensure.

1232 (i) A lawyer's rendering of service to the lawyer's employer prior to timely registration under

1233 this Rule shall not constitute the unauthorized practice of law or otherwise be treated as violating

1234 Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5 as long as the service are permitted under this Rule for registered 

1235 lawyers and the lawyer files the application for registration under Section 10.01(a) of this Rule

1236 within 180 days of the commencement of the lawyer's employment. 

1237 Q A lawyer seeking to practice in this State under the authority of Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC
1238 5.5(d)(1) and who complies fully with the requirements of this Rule on or before June 30,20 10
1239 [insert date that is 180 days from enactment]  shall not be barred from registration under this
1240 Rule, admission pursuant to Article V of this Rule,  or from practicing under the authority of
1241 RPC 5.5(d)(1) solely by the fact of prior noncompliance with Tennessee law concerning licensure
1242 of in-house counsel„  including RPC 5.5 in the form in which it was in forcc from and after
1243 March I, 2003.
1244 [Amended by order filed October 23, 2009, effective January 1, 2010; and amended by order
1245 filed January 18, 2012.]

1246

1247

1248

1249 Sec. 10.02. Attorneys in Clinical and Related Law School Programs.

1250 (a) An attorney who is enrolled or employed in a clinical program in an approved Tennessee law
1251 school or who, after graduation from an approved law school, is employed by or associated with
1252 an organized legal services program operated by an approved Tennessee law school providing
1253 legal assistance to indigents in civil or criminal matters, and who is a member of a court of last
1254 resort of another state (the term "state" including Territories and the District of Columbia) shall
1255 be admitted to practice before the courts of this State in all causes in which that attorney is
1256 associated with a legal clinic operated in conjunction with an approved law school. Admission to

Paragraph (i) is added at suggestion of TBA and provides that practice during the first 180
days of employment is not unauthorized practice of law. Paragraph 0) is former paragraph (i)
and provides amnesty for those who have not previously registered.
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1257 practice under this Rule shall be limited to the above causes and shall become effective upon

1258 filing with the Secretary of the Board

1259 (i) A certificate of any court of last resort certifying that the attorney is a member in
1260 good standing at the bar of that court; and

1261 (ii) A statement signed by the Dean of the law school that the attorney is enrolled or
1262 employed in a clinical program in an approved Tennessee law school.

1263 (b) When the above requirements are met to the satisfaction of the State Board of Law
1264 Examiner-s,  they  it shall grant admission to practice to the applicant and shall certify such by
1265 letter to the applicant.

1266 (c) Admission to practice under the Rule shall cease to be effective whenever the attorney ceases
1267 to be enrolled in or associated with such program. When an attorney admitted under this Rule
1268 ceases to be so enrolled or associated, a statement to that effect shall be filed with the Secretary
1269 ef-the Board of Bar Examiners of the State of Tennessee by a representative of the law school or
1270 legal services program. In no event shall admission to practice under this Rule remain in effect
1271 longer than 2 years for any individual admitted under this Rule, except in the discretion of The
1272 Supreme Court in special situations for good cause shown. Attorneys who wish to continue to 
1273 practice in the State must seek admission under Article III (by examination) or Article V 
1274 (without examination) of this Rule so that they are eligible for licensing prior to the expiration of
1275 the two year period. Time in practice pursuant to this provision will count as "active practice of
1276 law" for purposes of admission pursuant to Article V (without examination) of this Rule. 

1277 (d) Attorneys admitted to practice under this Rule may be suspended from practice in the manner
1278 now or hereafter provided by Rule for the suspension or disbarment of attorneys.

1279 Sec. 10.03. Law Student Practice

1280 (a) Any law student who has successfully completed one-half of the legal studies required for
1281 graduation from any school of law from which a graduate is eligible under this rule to take the
1282 Tennessee bar examination may, with the written approval of The Supreme Court of Tennessee,
1283 provide legal services to, and/or may appear in any municipal, county, or state court on behalf of,
1284 any person or entity financially unable to afford counsel or on behalf of the state of Tennessee or
1285 of any municipal or county government; provided, however, that the law student is participating
1286 in a law school clinical program, furnishing assistance through a legal aid program, or serving as
1287 an assistant to a District Attorney, Public Defender, the State's Attorney General, the general
1288 counsel of any state agency, or a county or municipal legal director's office, and that the law
1289 student is under the immediate and personal supervision of a member of the law school's faculty,
1290 a licensed legal aid attorney, a District Public Defender or designated Assistant District Attorney
1291 General, a District Public Defender or designate Assistant District Public Defender, the Attorney
1292 General of Tennessee or any assistant in his or her office, the general counsel of any state agency
1293 or any staff attorney in his or her office, or the director of a county or municipal legal office or
1294 designated staff attorney.
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1295 (b) Before any student shall be eligible to provide legal services and/or appear in court under this

1296 rule, the dean of the approved law school or the director of the law school clinical program shall

1297 file with The Supreme Court of Tennessee for its approval a list of students who are eligible for

1298 certification under this Rule and certify to The Supreme Court that such students meet the

1299 requirements of this Rule. Upon written approval by The Supreme Court of Tennessee of such

1300 students so selected and certified, such approved students shall be and are thereby authorized to

1301 provide legal services and/or appear in any municipal, county or state court on behalf of any

1302 person or entity financially unable to afford counsel, the state of Tennessee, or any municipality

1303 or county in the State of Tennessee in a manner consistent with the requirements of this rule.

1304 (c) The Board shall approve a law school's clinical program and shall certify such approval to

1305 The Supreme Court of the State of Tennessee as a prerequisite for the approval of law students

1306 who are practicing under this Rule in a clinical setting. The criteria for approval shall be:

1307 (i) that the law school itself is approved under the foregoing sections of this Rule;

1308 (ii) that if the law school has an in-house legal clinic which directly represents clients,

1309 that the program has a full-time faculty member as director, who is an attorney

1310 licensed to practice law in Tennessee; and

1311 (iii) that the law school clinical program is otherwise operated in a manner consistent

1312 with the requirements of this rule.

1313 Certification of approval of such law school clinical program may be withdrawn by the Board if

1314 the same ceases to meet this criterion.

1315 (d) In the case of students working in a legal aid office, a Public Defender's Office, District
1316 Attorney's office, the office of the Attorney General of Tennessee, the office of the general
1317 counsel of any state agency, or the office of a municipal or county legal director, it shall be the
1318 responsibility of the director of clinical education or the dean of the law school to transmit to the
1319 legal aid office, Public Defender's Office, District Attorney's office, office of the Attorney
1320 General of Tennessee, office of the general counsel of any state agency, or the office of the
1321 municipal or county legal director the names of the students who are certified under this Rule.

1322 (e) The written approval of such students by The Supreme Court of Tennessee shall be and
1323 remain in force and effect until the student graduates from law school or ceases to be enrolled in

1324 the law school.

1325

1326 Explanatory Comments.

1327 (1) The purpose of this Rule is educational; consequently, its focus is on providing opportunities

1328 for students to further their legal studies through properly supervised experiential education.

1329 Interpretation of this Rule should be in accordance with its educational goal.

1330 (2) The term "approved law school" refers to any law school in the state of Tennessee that has
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1331 been accredited by the ABA or any law school in the state of Tennessee approved under Rule 7 §
1332 2.03 of this Court.
1333 (3) In order to provide consistency between three and four year law school programs, the Rule
1334 allows for certification of a student who has completed at least half of his or her law school
1335 studies. At a four year law school, a student is eligible for certification under this Rule after
1336 successful completion of two years of law school, while at a three year law school, a student is
1337 eligible after successful completion of three semesters.
1338 (4) The term "provide legal services" is to be construed broadly, so as to allow a law student who
1339 is admitted under this Rule to provide any and all services that could be provided by a licensed
1340 attorney. Students admitted under this Rule may also appear in capacities such as guardian ad
1341 litem where the person whose interests are represented would qualify for appointed counsel.
1342 (5) Students shall be personally and directly supervised by a clinical faculty member or legal aid
1343 lawyer, public defender, district attorney, assistant Attorney General, staff attorney for a state
1344 agency or staff attorney at a metropolitan legal office when appearing in court or tribunal;
1345 however, it is not necessary that the licensed attorney be personally present when the student
1346 engages in other activities such as interviewing, investigation and negotiation. It is, however, the
1347 responsibility of the licensed attorney to ensure that the student is properly supervised and
1348 instructed, including compliance with Rule of Professional Conduct 5.3.
1349 (6) "Person or entity financially unable to afford counsel" includes all persons who would be
1350 termed "indigent" by a legal aid provider, all persons whom any court deems eligible for the
1351 appointment of counsel, as well as persons and organizations who have unsuccessfully attempted
1352 to secure legal counsel or who can otherwise demonstrate to the satisfaction of the clinic director
1353 that they cannot reasonably afford counsel . The term also encompasses any organization which
1354 is composed of a majority of persons who meet the federal definition of "indigency" as well as
1355 any not-for profit organization the purpose of which is to assist "indigent" persons.
1356 (7) When the dean or director of clinical education certifies to the court that a student has met the
1357 conditions for admission under this Rule, the dean or director is certifying that the student is in
1358 good standing and has successfully completed sufficient credit hours to satisfy the minimum
1359 requirements for the second half of law school. A student will be deemed to have successfully
1360 completed the requisite amount of credits when he or she has been deemed to have passed (rather
1361 than simply have completed) sufficient courses.
1362 (8) A law school clinical program includes a live-client clinic within the law school, an
1363 externship program operated by the law school - regardless whether it is a part of the legal clinic-
1364 or any other law school credit-bearing activity that involves the representation of clients.
1365 (9) A student may be certified under this Rule and represent clients under the provisions of this
1366 Rule when working at a legal aid office, district attorney's office, public defender's office, office
1367 of the Attorney General of Tennessee, office of the general counsel of any state agency or the
1368 office of the director of a municipal or county law department whether or not the student is
1369 receiving law school credit for that work. It is the responsibility of the dean or clinic director at
1370 the school at which the student is enrolled to ensure that the supervision provided by the legal aid
1371 office, public defender, district attorney, Attorney General, general counsel of a state agency or
1372 Metropolitan Legal office is adequate under the Rule.
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1402
1403
1404
1405

1373 (10) The terms director of a municipal or county law office or director of a municipal of county

1374 law department presume an office within the county or municipality which represents the county

1375 or municipality. For such an office to be recognized under this Rule, there must be at least one

1376 attorney in that office whose full-time employment is as the attorney for the municipality or

1377 county.
1378 [Amended by order filed June 5, 2006.]

1379 Explanatory Comment [20081. 

1380 Subsection 10.03(a) is amended so that, to be eligible to provide legal services under this section,

1381 a law student is no longer required to attend a law school located in the state of Tennessee.

1382 Rather the amendment extends the provisions of this section to students enrolled in any law

1383 school from which a graduate would be eligible to take the Tennessee Bar Examination.

1384
1385
1386
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392

1393 (a) Office Practice. Such person may:

1394 (i) Engage in legal research, without limitation;

1395

1396
1397

1398

• ••

1399 Sueh-persen-fnay-net

1400
1401 bar; and

(ii) Make any direct charge, or receive any compensation for such person's services, provided,

- . -

charge for the time so expended. Under no cir

1406 (b) Court Appearances. Such person may:
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1407
1408
1409

1410
1411

1412
1413
1414

1415 Such person may not:

1416
1417 administrative agency; and

1418
1419
1420
1421

counsel;

administrative agency, but subject to the consent of the client.

: " t

nor shall it be considered in establishing a rate of compensation.

.7.

1422 Trial judges shall in all cases insure that this Rule be construed and applied in such a manner as
1423

1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429

• -

The right to engage in limited and supervised practice, as herein defined and delineated shall

shall first occur.

1430 Any perso
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435

1436
1437
1438
1439
1440
1441

5

to make a tentative connection or association with a practicing lawyer or law firm may make

the person intends to practice, for aid in the establishment of a limited and supervised practice
under this Rule. Trial judges are admonished that such practice must accord strictly with the
foregoing provisions of the Rule. No deviation will be permitted.

It is the intent of this Rule to recognize that there is a hiatus between graduation and successful
completion of the bar, during which the potential lawyer's education, training and experience are

education and simultaneously to safeguard and protect the public interest.
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1442 [As amended by order filed September 11, 1981; by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1,
1443 -1-9497-]

1444 Sec. 10.04 Practice before Admission by Examination.

1445 (a) Eligibility. 

1446 (i) An applicant may register with the Board in order to perform the services described in 
1447 paragraph (c) of this Rule provided the applicant:

1448 (1) has never been licensed to practice law in in another state in the United States or U.S. 
1449 Territories.

1450 (2) has submitted an application pursuant to Section 3.03 of this Rule,

1451 (3) meets the educational requirements of Section 2.01 of this Rule,

1452 (4) is working in Tennessee under the supervision of a licensed Tennessee attorney, and

1453 (5) has: 

1454 (A) not yet had an opportunity to take the Tennessee bar examination.,

1455 (B) taken the examination but not yet received notification of the results of the 
1456 examination; or

1457 (C) taken the examination, but has not yet been admitted as a member of the
1458 Tennessee bar. 

1459 (ii) Applicants licensed in another jurisdiction. An applicant who is licensed in another 
1460 jurisdiction and seeking admission by examination pursuant to Article III or without
1461 examination pursuant to Article V of this Rule, may practice as provided in Section 5.01(g) 
1462 of this Rule. 

1463 (iii) An applicant is eligible for supervised practice beginning with the submission of the
1464 first Application to the Bar of Tennessee by examination. The privilege to engage in 
1465 supervised practice expires on the date of the admissions ceremony for successful
1466 examination applicants, grade release for unsuccessful applicants, or issuance of an Order to
1467 Show Cause. 

1468 (iv) Applicants who are unsuccessful on the examination may register for supervised 
1469 practice upon submitting an application for the next available exam. 

1470 (v) In no event shall the privilege to engage in supervised practice continue for more than 
1471 sixteen (16) months from the date of an applicant's first Application for Admission. The
1472 Board shall have no discretion to extend the time an applicant may engage in limited
1473 practice. 

1474 (b) Registration Process. In order to perform the services described in paragraph (c), the
1475 applicant must have submitted to the Board the NCBE application. completed the Tennessee 
1476 Supplemental application process and paid the fees associated with the application. Additionally,
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1477 the applicant must have registered for supervised practice according to the procedures
1478 established by the Board and paid the required fee. The Applicant must include with the 

1479 registration an affidavit from an attorney licensed and in good standing in Tennessee stating that
1480 the attorney agrees to undertake the supervision of the applicant in accordance with this Rule. 

1481 (c) Services Permitted. Under the supervision of a member of the bar of this State, and with
1482 the written consent of the person on whose behalf the applicant is acting, an applicant approved 
1483 for supervised practice may render the following services: 

1484 (i) Applicant may counsel and advise clients, negotiate in the settlement of claims, represent 
1485 clients in mediation and other non-litigation matters, and engage in the preparation and 
1486 drafting of legal instruments. Any communication other than internal communications may
1487 be signed by the Applicant with the accompanying designation "Tennessee Bar Applicant" 
1488 but must also be signed by the supervising member of the bar. 

1489 (ii) Applicant may appear in the trial courts, courts of review and administrative tribunals of
1490 this state, including court-annexed arbitration and mediation, subject to the following
1491 qualifications: 

1492 1) Written consent to representation of the person on whose behalf the applicant is 
1493 acting shall be filed in the case and brought to the attention of the judge or presiding
1494 officer. 

1495 2) Appearances, pleadings, motions, and other documents to be filed with the court may
1496 be prepared by the applicant and may be signed with the accompanying designation
1497 "Tennessee Bar Applicant." 

1498 3) In criminal cases, in which the penalty may be imprisonment, in proceedings 
1499 challenging sentences of imprisonment, and in civil or criminal contempt proceedings,
1500 the applicant may participate in pretrial, trial, and post-trial proceedings as an assistant of
1501 the supervising member of the bar, who shall be present and responsible for the conduct 
1502 of the proceedings. 

1503 4) In all other civil and criminal cases in the trial courts or administrative tribunals, the 
1504 applicant may conduct all pretrial, trial, and post-trial proceedings with the supervising
1505 attorney present unless the applicant is permitted by the judge or presiding officer 
1506 participate without direct supervision. 

1507 5) In matters before appellate courts, the applicant may prepare briefs, excerpts from 
1508 record, abstracts, and other documents, If any such filings set forth the name of the 
1509 applicant as a counsel of record in addition to the supervising member of the bar, the 
1510 name of the applicant must be accompanied by the designation "Tennessee Bar 
1511 Applicant" but must be filed in the name of the supervising member of the bar. Upon 
1512 motion by the supervising member of the bar, the applicant may request authorization to 
1513 argue the matter before the appellate court but, even if the applicant is permitted to argue,
1514 the supervising member of the bar must be present and responsible for the conduct of the
1515 applicant at the hearing. 
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1516 (d) Compensation. An applicant rendering services authorized by this rule shall not request or

1517 accept any compensation from the person for whom applicant renders the services. The

1518 supervising attorney may make an appropriate charge. The applicant may be compensated as an

1519 employee of a firm, agency, clinic or other organization so long as the rate of such compensation

1520 is established independent of compensation paid for representation.

1521 (c) Any applicant who otherwise meets all the qualifications contemplated in this Rule, but who
1522 is unable to make a connection or association with a practicing attorney for purposes of serving
1523 as a supervising attorney as required by this Rule may make application to any trial judge
1524 holding court in the county of such applicant's residence for aid in the establishment of a
1525 supervised practice under this Rule. Trial judges are admonished that such practice must accord
1526 strictly with the provisions of this Rule. No deviation will be permitted. 

1527

1528

1529

1530

1531

1532 Sec. 10.05. Conditional Admission.

Section 10.04 was changed after the comment period to incorporate TBA suggestions adding
a provision for practice before admission for applicants already licensed in another
jurisdiction to Sec. 5.01(g). Subparagraph (ii) of 10.04(a) refers applicants who are already
licensed to the provisions of 5.01(g). At the suggestion of the BPR, the term "bar cycle" was
removed in 10.04(a)(v).

1533 An applicant whose previous conduct or behavior would or might result in a denial of admission
1534 may be conditionally admitted to the practice of law upon a showing of sufficient rehabilitation
1535 and/or mitigating circumstances. The Board of Law Examiners shall recommend relevant
1536 conditions relative to the conduct or the cause of such conduct with which the applicant must
1537 comply during the period of conditional admission.

1538 (a) Conditions. The Board of Law Examiners may recommend that an applicant's admission be
1539 conditioned on the applicant's complying with conditions that are designed to detect behavior
1540 that could render the applicant unfit to practice law and to protect the clients and the public, such
1541 as submitting to alcohol, drug, or mental health treatment; medical, psychological, or psychiatric
1542 care; participation in group therapy or support; random chemical screening; office practice or
1543 debt management counseling; and monitoring, supervision; mentoring or other conditions
1544 deemed appropriate by the Board of Law Examiners. The conditions shall be tailored to detect
1545 recurrence of the conduct or behavior which could render an applicant unfit to practice law or
1546 pose a risk to clients or the public and to encourage continued abstinence, treatment, or other
1547 support. The conditions should be established on the basis of clinical or other appropriate
1548 evaluations, take into consideration the recommendations of qualified professionals, when
1549 appropriate, and protect the privacy interests of the conditionally admitted lawyer to professional
1550 treatment records to the extent possible. The terms shall be set forth in a confidential order (the
1551 "Conditional Admission Order"). The Conditional Admission Order shall be made a part of the
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1552 conditionally admitted lawyer's application file and shall remain confidential, except as provided

1553 in this and any other applicable rules. The Board shall issue the Temporary Certificate of

1554 Eligibility for Admission pursuant to Sec. 9.01 upon completion of the registration process after

1555 issuance of the Conditional Admission Order. The Board of Law Examiners shall have no

1556 further authority over the conditionally admitted lawyer once such lawyer obtains a license to
1557 practice law.

1558 (b) Notification to the Board of Professional Responsibility. Immediately upon issuance of a
1559 Conditional Admission Order, the Board of Law Examiners shall transmit a copy of the order to
1560 the Board of Professional Responsibility. If the Board of Professional Responsibility or any other
1561 jurisdiction's disciplinary authority receives a complaint alleging unprofessional conduct by the
1562 conditionally admitted lawyer, or if the Monitoring Authority designated pursuant to paragraph
1563 (d) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility of substantial noncompliance with the
1564 Conditional Admission Order, the Board of Professional Responsibility shall request a copy of
1565 relevant portions of the lawyer's bar application file, and the Board of Law Examiners shall
1566 promptly provide the requested materials to the Board of Professional Responsibility.

1567 (c) Length of Conditional Admission. The conditional admission period shall be set in the
1568 Conditional Admission Order, but shall not exceed sixty (60) months, unless notification of
1569 substantial noncompliance with the Conditional Admission Order has been received by the
1570 Board of Professional Responsibility or a complaint of unprofessional conduct has been made
1571 against the conditionally admitted lawyer with the Board of Professional Responsibility or any
1572 other lawyer disciplinary authority.

1573 (d) Compliance with Conditional Admission Order. During the conditional admission period,
1574 the Monitoring Authority shall be the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program. The Tennessee
1575 Lawyers Assistance Program shall take such action as is necessary to monitor compliance with
1576 the terms of the Conditional Admission Order, including, but not limited to, requiring that the
1577 conditionally admitted lawyer submit written verification of compliance with the conditions,
1578 appear before the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program monitor, and provide information
1579 requested by the monitor or the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program.

1580 (e) Costs of Conditional Admission. The applicant shall be responsible for any direct costs of
1581 investigation, testing and monitoring. Other costs shall be borne in accord with this or any other
1582 applicable Supreme Court Rule.

1583 (f) Failure to Fulfill the Terms of Conditional Admission. Failure of a conditionally admitted
1584 lawyer to fulfill the terms of a Conditional Admission Order may result in a modification of the
1585 Order that may include extension of the period of conditional admission, suspension or
1586 revocation of the Conditional Admission Order or such other action as may be appropriate under
1587 Supreme Court Rule 9, including temporary suspension pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 9, § 
1588 12.3. The Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program shall promptly notify the Board of
1589 Professional Responsibility whenever it determines that the conditionally admitted lawyer is in
1590 substantial noncompliance with the terms of the Conditional Admission Order. Notification of
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1591 such failure by the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program shall automatically extend the

1592 conditional admission until disposition of the matter by the Board of Professional Responsibility

1593 and any resulting appeals.

1594
1595
1596
1597
1598
1599
1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
1610

(g) Violation of Conditional Admission Order.

Assimactee-Pr-egrams:-The Board of Professional Responsibility shall initiate proceedings to 
determine whether the conditional admission should be revoked, extended or modified by filing a
petition to review conditional admission. Consideration and disposition of any such petition shall 
follow the procedure for formal proceedings as set forth in Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 9., however, the
only issue to be determined is whether the conditional admission should be revoked, extended or 
modified. Any decision to extend or modify the Conditional Admission Order must be made in 
consultation with the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Programs. If the conditionally admitted 
attorney was temporarily suspended due to substantial noncompliance with a monitoring
agreement, any disposition of the petition to review conditional admission may include 
dissolution of the temporary suspension. 

1611 (h) Expiration of Conditional Admission Order. Unless the Conditional Admission Order is
1612 revoked or extended as provided herein, upon completion of the period of conditional admission,
1613 the conditions imposed by the Conditional Admission Order shall expire. The Tennessee
1614 Lawyers Assistance Program shall notify the Board of Professional Responsibility of such
1615 expiration.

1616 (i) Confidentiality. Except as otherwise provided herein, and unless The Supreme Court orders
1617 otherwise, the fact that an individual is conditionally admitted and the terms of the Conditional
1618 Admission Order shall be confidential provided that the applicant shall disclose the entry of any
1619 Conditional Admission Order to the admissions authority in any jurisdiction where the applicant
1620 applies for admission to practice law. In addition to ensuring that the relevant records of the
1621 Board of Law Examiners, the Board of Professional Responsibility and the Tennessee Lawyers
1622 Assistance Program are confidential, the Board of Law Examiners shall use reasonable efforts to
1623 structure the terms and conditions of the conditional admission so that the conditional admission
1624 does not pose a significant risk to confidentiality. These provisions for confidentiality shall not
1625 prohibit or restrict the ability of the applicant to disclose to third parties that the applicant has
1626 been conditionally admitted under this Rule, nor prohibit requiring third-party verification of
1627 compliance with the terms of the Conditional Admission Order by admission authorities in
1628 jurisdictions to which the conditionally admitted lawyer may subsequently apply.
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1629 (j) Education. The Board of Law Examiners shall make information about its conditional

1630 admission process publicly available and shall reasonably cooperate with the Tennessee Lawyers

1631 Assistance Program in its efforts to educate law students, law school administrators and

1632 applicants for bar admission regarding the nature and extent of chemical abuse, dependency, and

1633 mental health concerns that affect law students and lawyers.

1634 (k) Disciplinary Complaints. The provisions of this rule shall not affect the authority of the

1635 Board of Professional Responsibility, pursuant to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 9, to investigate a complaint

1636 filed against a conditionally admitted lawyer by a person or entity other than the Tennessee

1637 Lawyers Assistance Program, to recommend a disposition of such complaint pursuant to Tenn.

1638 Sup. Ct. R. 9, 8.1, or to initiate a formal disciplinary proceeding as to such complaint, pursuant to

1639 Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 9, 8 8.2.

1640 [Section 10.05 amended by Order filed September 3, 2009]

1641 Sec. 10.06. Temporary License of Spouse of a Military Servicemember

1642 (a) Qualifications. An applicant who meets all of the following requirements listed in (i) 

1643 through (xii) below may be temporarily licensed and admitted to the practice of law in 

1644 Tennessee, upon approval of the Board. Applicant: 

1645 (i) is the spouse of an active duty servicemember of the United States Uniformed Services as

1646 defined by the Department of Defense and that servicemember is on military orders stationed

1647 in the State of Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky; 

1648 (ii) has been licensed and admitted by examination to practice law before the court of last 

1649 resort in at least one other jurisdiction of the United States:,

1650 (iii) meets the educational requirements of Section 2.01 and 2.02 of this Rule-,

1651 (iv) has achieved a passing score on the Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination 

1652 as it is established in Tennessee at the time of application.,

1653 (v) is currently an active member in good standing in every jurisdiction to which the 

1654 applicant has been admitted to practice, or has resigned or been administratively revoked 

1655 while in good standing from every jurisdiction without any pending disciplinary actions; 

1656 (vi) is not currently subject to lawyer discipline in any other jurisdiction; 

1657 (vii) possesses the moral character and fitness required of all applicants for admission and 

1658 licensing in this State:,

1659 (viii) is physically residing in Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, due to the 

1660 servicemember's military orders:,

1661 (ix) has completed fifteen (15) hours of instruction approved by the Tennessee Continuing

1662 Legal Education Board on Tennessee substantive and/or procedural law, including three (3) 

1663 hours of ethics, within the six-month period immediately preceding or following the filing of

1664 the applicant's application:,
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1665 (x) has never failed the Tennessee bar examination; 

1666 (xi) certifies that he or she has read and is familiar with the Tennessee Rules of Professional

1667 Conduct; and

1668 (xii) has paid such fees as may be set by the Board. 

1669 (b) Application Requirements. Any applicant seeking a temporary license under this Section to 
1670 practice law in Tennessee shall: 

1671 (i) file an application for Temporary License for Servicemember's Spouse and an
1672 application for character investigation, including all required supporting documents, in the
1673 manner established by the Board:,

1674 (ii) submit a copy of the applicant's Military Spouse Dependent Identification and 
1675 documentation evidencing a spousal relationship with the servicemember.,

1676 (iii) provide a copy of the servicemember's military orders to a military installation in
1677 Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, or a letter from the servicemember's command 
1678 verifying that the requirement in Paragraph (a)(vii) of this Section is met;

1679 (iv) submit Certificate(s) of Good Standing from the highest court of each state to which 
1680 applicant has been admitted and Disciplinary History(ies) to demonstrate satisfaction of the
1681 requirements of Paragraph (a)(iv) of this Section:,

1682 (v) associate Local Counsel as set forth in Paragraph (c) of this Section, below:,

1683 (vi) certify compliance with the Continuing Legal Education requirement in Paragraph
1684 (a)(ix) of this Section; and 

1685 (vii) pay the fee established pursuant to Section 11.01 of this Rule. 

1686 (c) Supervision of Local Counsel. A person applying for a Temporary License under this Rule 
1687 may engage in the practice of law in this jurisdiction only under the supervision and direction
1688 of Local Counsel. 

1689 (i) As used in this Rule, Local Counsel means an active member in good standing of the
1690 Tennessee Bar, whose office is located in Tennessee. 

1691 ,(ii) Local Counsel must provide to the Board his or her Tennessee Bar number, physical 
1692 office address, mailing address, email address, telephone number, and written consent to 
1693 serve as Local Counsel, on the form provided by the Board of Bar Examiners. 

1694 (iii)_ Unless specifically excused from attendance by the trial judge, Local Counsel shall 
1695 personally appear with the temporarily admitted attorney on all matters before the court. 

1696 (iv) Local Counsel will be responsible to the courts, the Board of Professional 
1697 Responsibility, The Supreme Court of Tennessee, and the client for all services provided by 
1698 the temporarily admitted attorney pursuant to this Rule.
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1699 (v) Local Counsel is obligated to notify the Executive Director of the Board and the Board 

1700 of Professional Responsibility when the supervising relationship between the attorney 

1701 holding the Temporary License and Local Counsel is terminated. 

1 702 (d) Issuance, Renewal and Subsequent Application. 

1703 (i) Issuance. Upon approval and certification by the Board, the applicant for temporary

1704 license shall, upon registration and payment of applicable dues and taking the oath of

1705 admission as set forth in Sections 9.01 and 9.02 of this Rule, become a member of the 

1706 Tennessee Bar. An attorney temporarily licensed pursuant to this Rule shall be subject to the

1707 same membership obligations, including payment of dues and continuing legal education

1708 requirements, as other active members of the Tennessee Bar, and all legal services provided 

1709 in Tennessee by a lawyer licensed and admitted pursuant to this Rule shall be deemed the

1710 practice of law and shall subject the attorney to all rules governing the practice of law in 

1711 Tennessee, including the Tennessee Rules of Professional Conduct. The original term of the 

1712 license is one year. 

1713 (ii)  Duration and Renewal. 

1714 1) Persons who hold a temporary license under this provision may apply for a one year

1715 extension to their license upon filing of an application for extension with the Board. The 

1716 application for extension must include sworn verification that the temporarily licensed

1717 attorney continues to meet all of the qualifications for temporary license as set forth in 

1718 Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this Section, and include the required fee for the

1719 application. Requests for extension must be submitted to the Board at least one month 

1720 prior to the expiration of the temporary license. Requests for extension must be
1721 approved by the Board and The Supreme Court to be effective. 

1722 2) When the active duty servicemember is assigned to an unaccompanied or remote
1723 follow-on assignment and the temporarily licensed attorney continues to physically
1724 reside in Tennessee, the temporary license may be renewed until that unaccompanied or
1725 remote assignment ends, provided that the attorney complies with the other requirements
1726 for renewal. 

1727 3) Subsequent Applications. A temporarily licensed attorney who wishes to become a
1728 permanent member of the Bar of Tennessee may apply for admission under Article III 
1729 (by examination) or Article V (without examination) of this Rule for the standard
1730 application fee minus the application fee paid to the Board for the application for
1731 temporary license, not including any fees for requests for extension or background 
1732 investigation fees. The requirement for a background investigation will be waived if the 
1733 application for admission is submitted within two years of the original Application for
1734 Temporary License. 

1735 (e) Termination. 

1736 (i) Event of Termination. An attorney's temporary license to practice law pursuant to this 
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1737 Rule shall immediately terminate and the attorney shall immediately cease all activities under

1738 this Rule upon the occurrence of any of the following: 

1739 1) the spouse's discharge, separation or retirement from active duty in the United States 

1740 Uniformed Services, or the spouse's no longer being on military orders stationed in the 

1741 State of Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, except as provided in Paragraph (d)(2)(ii) 
1742 of this Section; 

1743 2) failure of the temporary attorney to meet any licensing requirements applicable to all
1744 active attorneys possessing a license to practice law in this state, including failure to submit
1745 a timely application to renew the temporary license;

1746 3) the absence of supervision by Local Counsel;

1747 4) the attorney no longer physically residing within the State of Tennessee or at Fort 
1748 Campbell, Kentucky;

1749 5) the request of the temporary attorney;

1750 6) the issuance to the temporary attorney of a Tennessee license under Article III (bv
1751 examination) or Article V (without examination) of this Rule;

1752 7) the temporarily licensed attorney receiving a failing score on the Tennessee bar
1753 examination; or

1754 8) the suspension, disbarment or other action affecting the temporarily licensed attorney's
1755 good standing with the bar of Tennessee or any other jurisdiction in the United States in
1756 which the temporarily licensed attorney is licensed. 

1757 (ii) Notices Required. 

1758 1) An attorney temporarily licensed under this Rule shall provide written notice to this
1759 Board and the Board of Professional Responsibility of any Event of Termination within 
1760 thirty (30) days of the occurrence thereof; 

1761 2) Within thirty (30) days of the occurrence of any Event of Termination, the terns orarily
1762 licensed attorney shall: 

1763 (a) provide written notice to all his or her clients that he or she can no longer represent 
1764 such clients and furnish proof to this Board and the Board of Professional Responsibility 
1765 within forty-five (45) days of such notification; and

1766 (b) file in each matter pending before any court or tribunal in this State a notice that the
1767 attorney will no longer be involved in the matter, which shall include the substitution of
1768 the Local Counsel, or such other attorney licensed to practice law in Tennessee selected 
1769 by the client, as counsel in the place of the temporarily licensed attorney.

1770

1771

1772

If the Court wishes to implement a military spouse provision, the Board suggests new Section 10.06, above, which
includes an ABA education requirement, a background investigation, supervision by a TN attorney, and 15 hours
of CLE prior to issuance of the temporary license. The proposed section relies on suggestions from the TBA and
comments submitted by Mark Rassas, a long-serving member of the District Investigating Committee in
Montgomery County. Mr. Rassas suggested that the Board and Supreme Court look at the Rule for licensing
military spouses recently adopted in Kentucky, which has been relied on heavily in the drafting of this provision.
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1773

1774 ARTICLE XI. FEES

1775 Sec. 11.01. Schedule of Fees.

1776 The Board shall adopt, from time to time, a schedule of fees to be paid by applicants. No fee

1777 shall be charged without the approval of The Supreme Court.

1778 Sec. 11.02. Payment Mandatory.

1779 No step in the admissions process may be taken except upon the payment of the fees required for

1780 that step. No license will be issued until all fees due from the applicant have been paid.

1781 Sec. 11.03. Refunds. 

1782 Fees are non-transferable and non-refundable, except that 1/2 the fee for examination or re-
1783 examination, not including any other fee, may be refunded if applicant withdraws from the exam

1784 by February 15 for the February examination and July 15 for the July examination. 

1785 ARTICLE XII. ORGANIZATION AND POWERS OF BOARD

1786 Sec. 12.01. Composition of Board and Term.

1787 The Board shall consist of five attorneys licensed to practice law in this State and in good
1788 standing. The Board members shall be appointed to three-year terms by The Supreme Court. No
1789 member who has served three successive three-year terms shall be eligible for reappointment to
1790 the Board until three years after the termination of the most recent term.

1791 [Amended by order filed November 15, 2013]

1792 Sec. 12.02. Officers and Allocation of Responsibilities.

1793 The officers of the Board shall consist of a President, a Vice President and a Secretary-Treasurer.
1794 The Board may, however, allocate responsibilities not requiring formal action, as it deems
1795 appropriate, on an informal basis.

1796 Sec. 12.03. Official Seal.

1797 The Board shall use a seal of office containing the following words: "STATE OF TENNESSEE
1798 BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS."

1799 Sec. 12.04. Formal Actions; Quorum.

1800 (a) Denial of an application to take the examination, or denial of a license, or the adoption of
1801 Board policies and rules shall be taken only on formal action concurred in by at least three
1802 members of the Board, expressed in an order.

1803 (b) Three (3) members of the Board shall constitute a quorum.
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1804 (c) Preliminary approval to take the examination may be given and any other informal action

1805 may be taken by any member of the Board.

1806 [Amended by order filed March 14, 2002.]

1807 Sec. 12.05. Rules-and-Statements-of Policy and Procedure of the Board.

1808 (a) The Board shall have the power to adopt such ruies-and-sueh statements of policy and
1809 procedure as it may deem necessary or expedient, not inconsistent with the rules of The Supreme
1810 Court. Upon adoption by the Board, the Executive Director shall provide a copy of the policy or
1811 procedure to the Court for approval. 

1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819

1820

1821

1822

1823

1824

(b) All such rules and statements of policy and procedure shall be kept-in-arreffieial-minuteale
and-peliey-Peek maintained by the Administrator Executive Director as the Board's Statement of
Policy and Procedure Copies of such rules and statements of policy shall be filed with the Court

 . The minute rules-and peliey-beek policies-and
preeedures  and shall be open to public inspection. mid4The Board shall take reasonably
appropriate steps to assure that applicants are given the opportunity to become familiar with the

• Board's Statement of Policy and Procedure, as well as with this

• :

Rule.
- :

The Board recommended change in addition to the original revision to distinguish the Policies
and Procedures of the Board from the minutes that are considered confidential pursuant to
Section 12.11. The provision has been modified to require Court approval of the Policies and
Procedures as part of the Court's oversight function. Board Policies and Procedures are
maintained on the TBLE website.

Sec. 12.06. Docket of Proceedings.

1825 The Administrator Executive Director shall maintain a docket of all proceedings before the
1826 Board in which formal action of the Board is taken, or a hearing is held with respect to any
1827 application for admission.

1828 Sec. 12.07. Appointment and Duties of Administratef Executive Director 

1829 The Supreme Court shall appoint an Administrator Executive Director  of the Board, who shall
1830 serve at the pleasure of the Court. Following his or her appointment by the Court, the
1831 Administrater Executive Director  shall report to the Board, which shall conduct regular
1832 performance evaluations of the Administrator Executive Director and report such evaluations to
1833 the Court. The Administrator Executive Director shall be responsible for all administrative duties
1834 in the enforcement of this Rule, including, but not limited to, investigation of the character of
1835 applicants, investigation of schools, preliminary review of applications, making arrangements for
1836 the giving of examinations, keeping books, records and files, and such other responsibilities as
1837 may be delegated or directed by the Board.
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1838 Sec. 12.08. Secretarial Assistance.

1839 The -A-Elmiiiistrater Executive Director may employ such full or part-time secretarial and other

1840 office assistance as he or she may deem appropriate.

1841 Sec. 12.09. Assistants to the Board.

1842 The Supreme Court may appoint attorneys licensed to practice law in this State and in good

1843 standing to assist in the preparation and grading of examination questions, and to perform such

1844 other duties in the enforcement of this Rule as the Board may from time to time direct. The

1845 assistants shall serve staggered terms of five (5) years, and may be reappointed to serve a second

1846 five-year term, provided that shorter terms may be designated initially by the Court where

1847 necessary to observe the above rotation practices.

1848 Sec. 12.10. Salaries.

1849 Subject to budgetary limitations, the Board shall fix the salary of the Administratef Executive 

1850 Director, of attorney assistants and employees of the Board.

1851 Sec. 12.11. Confidentiality of Board Records and Files.

1852 Applications for admission, examination papers and grades, and all investigative records of the

1853 Board, including but not limited to, correspondence and/or electronic transmissions to and from

1854 the Board, its members and staff, minutes of Board meetings and its deliberations and all
1855 documents, communications and proceedings prepared in connection with evaluations or
1856 investigations of law schools under Rule 7, §§ 2.03, 2.07, 2.08, 2.09, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, and 2.15

1857 whether inpaper or electronic form, shall be treated as confidential and shall not be open to
1858 inspection by members of the public without written application to and authorization by an
1859 appropriate order of The Supreme Court. Statistical information not identified with any particular
1860 applicant and information relating to whether and when an applicant has been admitted may be
1861 released to any person. The Board is authorized to release information which would otherwise be
1862 confidential to the licensing, disciplinary or law enforcement agencies of any jurisdiction, the
1863 Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program, the Board of Professional Responsibility, and to the

1864 National Conference of Bar Examiners. Notwithstanding the provisions above, completion of an
1865 Application to the Bar of Tennessee constitutes Applicant's permission allowing the Board to release 
1866 Applicant's name, address and email address to Bar and professional legal associations in Tennessee, as
1867 approved by the Board, and, for applications for admission by examination, Applicant's name and exam 
1868 result to the law school from which Applicant graduated.

1869 [Amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001, and by order filed
1870 August 31, 2004.]

1871 Sec. 12.12. No Power to Waive or Modify Rule of The Supreme Court.

1872 Except as expressly provided in this Rule, the Board has no power to waive or modify any

1873 provision of this Rule.
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1874 Sec. 12.13. Subpoena Power.

1875 The Board and each member thereof are vested with the power to issue subpoenas for witnesses,

1876 to compel their attendance, and to compel the production of books, records and documents, to

1877 administer oaths to witnesses and to compel witnesses to give testimony under oath, and to have

1878 and exercise all other power and authority conferred by the laws of this State and the rules of The

1879 Supreme Court upon Commissioners or upon Special Masters of this Court. Said subpoenas shall

1880 in each instance be attested by one of the Clerks of this Court. Subpoenas shall be issued and

1881 enforced in accordance with the provisions of Title 24, Tenn. Code Ann., as in the case of
1882 Commissioners authorized to take depositions.

1883 Sec. 12.14. Counsel for Board.

1884 (a) The Board is authorized to request any of the attorney assistants to the Board to act as
1885 counsel, or to request the State or any local bar association to furnish counsel, to assist the Board

1886 in investigations, preparation for hearings, or the conduct of hearings.

1887 (b) The Attorney General shall represent the Board in any proceedings in court, including the

1888 review of Board actions in The Supreme Court.

1889 Sec. 12.15. Immunity

1890 (a) Members of the
1891 Board, district committee members, the Executive Director, Assistants and employees of the
1892 Board shall be  immune from all civil liability for damages for conduct and communications
1893
1894
1895 to the practice of law from civil suit in the course of their official duties. 

1896 (b) Records, statements of opinion, and other information regarding an applicant for admission to
1897 the bar communicated by any entity, including any person, firm or institution, without malice, to
1898 the Board of Law Examiners, or to its members, employees or agents, are privileged, and civil
1899 suits for damages predicated thereon may not be instituted.

1900 (c) The immunity granted in this Section shall not be construed to limit any other form of
1901 immunity available to any covered person. 

1902 [Adopted by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999.]

1903 ARTICLE XIII. FORMAL PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE BOARD

1904 Sec. 13.01. Show Cause Orders.

1905 If the Board finds, from the information furnished it or from investigations made under its
1906 authority, that grounds for doubt exist as to whether an applicant meets the criteria and standards
1907 provided in this Rule, the Board shall issue an order requiring the applicant to show cause why
1908 the applicant should not be denied admission or the opportunity to take the examination as the
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1909 Board may determine. Any such show cause order shall state the grounds thereof, and shall

1910 afford the applicant an opportunity to reply thereto within a period designated therein. Any such

1911 reply shall be in writing, under oath, and may include such additional affidavits or other
1912 documents as the applicant may choose to furnish. If the Board determines that any such reply is
1913 not sufficient, the Board shall notify the applicant and afford him or her the opportunity to be
1914 heard in accordance with the procedures provided in this Rule. The Board or the Administfatef
1915 Executive Director, however, may contact the applicant in order to secure an informal resolution
1916 of the matter before resorting to the formal procedures herein provided, but no such informal
1917 disposition shall be made without the consent of the applicant.

1918 Sec. 13.02. Petitions to Board.

1919 (a) Any person who is aggrieved by any action of the Board involving or arising from the
1920 enforcement of this Rule (other than failure to pass the bar examination) may petition the Board
1921 for such relief as is within the jurisdiction of the Board to grant.

1922 (b) Any such petition must:

1923 (i) Be in writing, under oath;

1924 (ii) Be filed with the Administrator within 30 days after notice of such action by the
1925 board; and

1926 (iii) Must state with reasonable particularity the relief which is sought and the
1927 grounds therefor.

1928 (c) Any such petition may:

1929 (i) Be accompanied by such affidavits and other documentary evidence as the
1930 petitioner may deem appropriate;

1931 (ii) May be supported by a Iffief Memorandum of Law setting forth pertinent
1932 authorities and arguments; and

1933 (iii) May ask the Board to set the matter for hearing.

1934 (d) The Board may order a hearing of any such petition on its own motion.

1935 Sec. 13.03. Hearings Before the Board.

1936 (a) The Administrator shall serve notice on the petitioner or the respondent to a show cause order
1937 and any other interested parties fixing the time and place of the hearing and indicating the
1938 matters to be heard.

1939 (b) The petitioner or respondent and any other person made a party to the proceeding shall have
1940 the right to be represented by counsel and to present evidence and argument with respect to the
1941 matters in issue.
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1942 (c) The burden of proof shall be upon the petitioner, or the respondent in the case of a show

1943 cause order.

1944 (d) Any person having a direct interest in the matters in issue in any proceeding may, upon

1945 written motion, be allowed to intervene and become a party of record.

1946 (e) The Board shall not be bound by the rules of evidence applicable in a court, but it may admit

1947 and give probative effect to any evidence which in the judgment of the Board possesses such

1948 probative value as would entitle it to be accepted by reasonably prudent persons in the conduct of

1949 their affairs. The Board, however, shall give effect to the rules of privilege recognized by law.

1950 The Board may exclude incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and unduly repetitious evidence.

1951 (f) All evidence, including records and documents in the possession of the Board of which it

1952 desires to avail itself, shall be offered and made a part of the record, and no factual information
1953 shall be considered by the Board which is not made part of the record.

1954 (g) Documentary evidence may be received in the form of copies or excerpts, or by incorporation
1955 by reference.

1956 (h) The Board may take notice of judicially cognizable facts, and, in addition, may take notice of
1957 general or technical facts within its specialized knowledge.

1958 (i) The Board may cause subpoenas to be issued for such witnesses as any party may in good
1959 faith and for good cause shown request in writing.

1960 (j) The Administrator shall arrange for the presence of a court reporter to transcribe any oral
1961 hearing. The per diem charge of such reporter shall be paid by the party requesting the hearing,
1962 or, in the case of a show cause order, by the Board. In its discretion, the Board may waive the
1963 presence of a reporter and use an electronic or similar recording device. At the direction of the
1964 Board, or at the request of any party, a transcription of the hearing shall be made, and shall be
1965 incorporated in the record, if made. The party requesting the transcription shall bear the cost
1966 thereof. If the Board elects to transcribe the proceedings, any party shall be provided copies
1967 thereof upon payment to the Board of a reasonable compensatory charge.

1968 (k) At the direction of the Board and by agreement of the parties, all or part of a hearing may be
1969 conducted by telephone, television, or other electronic means, if each party has an opportunity to
1970 participate in, to hear, and, if technically feasible, to see the entire proceeding while it is taking
1971 place.

1972 (1) Any member of the Board may hold hearings when authorized by the Board to do so, but any
1973 decision shall be made by a majority of the Board. Any member participating in the decision
1974 without being present shall read the transcript of the proceedings and the entire record before the
1975 Board.

1976
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1977 Sec. 13.04. Default.

1978 (a) If a party fails to respond to a show cause order, the Board may hold that party in default,

1979 serve a notice of default on that party, and after the period stated in that notice, enter an order

1980 taking such action as the Board deems appropriate.

1981 (b) If a party fails to appear at a hearing, the Board may hold that party in default, serve a notice

1982 of default on the party, and after the period stated in that notice, dismiss the petition, or, in the

1983 case of a hearing set by the Board on its own motion, enter an order taking such action as the
1984 Board deems appropriate.

1985 (c) When a party fails to respond to a show cause order, or fails to appear at a hearing, the Board
1986 may, at its election, proceed with the hearing in the absence of that party.

1987 (d) A party who has been held in default may file a petition for setting aside that default within
1988 15 days after the entry of an order based on that default, which petition shall state with
1989 particularity the grounds thereof.

1990 Sec. 13.05. Costs.

1991 The Board may require payment of or security for the costs and expenses of any hearing before
1992 the Board, in such a manner as it deems reasonably compensatory.

1993 Sec. 13.06. Decisions of Board.

1994 The Board's decision on any hearing before it shall be made in writing and a copy thereof shall
1995 be mailed or delivered to all parties of record.

1996 Sec. 13.07. Informal Disposition.

1997 Unless precluded by law or by this Rule, informal disposition may be had of any matter before
1998 the Board by stipulation, agreed settlement, or consent order.

1999 Sec. 13.08. Motions and Other Matters Preliminary to Hearing.

2000 (a) Any party who desires to raise any matter preliminary to the hearing or to obtain any order
2001 from the Board prior to the hearing shall do so by motion, which shall be made in writing, shall
2002 state with reasonable partieularly particularity the grounds therefor, and shall set forth the relief
2003 or order sought.

2004 (b) Any member of the Board may dispose of any motion, subject to the right of review by the
2005 entire Board.

2006
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2007 ARTICLE XIV. REVIEW OF BOARD DECISIONS

2008 Sec. 14.01. Petition for Review.

2009 Any person aggrieved by any action of the Board may petition The Supreme Court for a review

2010 thereof as under the common law writ of certiorari, unless otherwise expressly precluded from

2011 doing so under this Rule. A petition filed under this section shall be made under oath or on

2012 affirmation and shall state that it is the first application for the writ. See Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 27-

2013 8-104(a) and 27-8-106. On the grant of the writ, the Administrator shall certify and forward to

2014 the Court a complete record of the proceedings before the Board in that matter. Any such petition

2015 must be filed within 60 days after the-aetion-eomplaineel-ef.  entry of the order of the Board. The

2016 Board shall have 30 days after filing of any such petition within which to file a response.

2017 [Amended by order entered June 22, 1988; by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999;

2018 and amended by order entered May 2, 2011.]

2019 Sec. 14.02. Costs.

2020 The Supreme Court may make such orders as it may consider appropriate with respect to the

2021 payment of or security for costs and other expenses of hearings before the Court.

2022 Sec. 14.03. Exhaustion of Board Remedies.

2023 The Supreme Court will entertain no application or petition from any person who may be

2024 affected directly or indirectly by this Rule, unless that person has first exhausted his remedy

2025 before the Board.

2026 Sec. 14.04. No Review of Failure to Pass Bar Examination.

2027 The only remedy afforded for a grievance for failure to pass the bar examination shall be the

2028 right to re-examination as herein provided.

2029 ARTICLE XV. SURRENDER OF LAW LICENSE

2030 An attorney licensed to practice in Tennessee may petition The Supreme Court to accept the

2031 surrender of his or her license to practice law.

2032 The petition shall be filed in the office of the Clerk of the Appellate Courts in Nashville. The

2033 petitioner shall contemporaneously serve copies of the petition upon the Chief Disciplinary

2034 Counsel of the Board of Professional Responsibility, the Executive Seeret-ai,, Director  of the

2035 Board of Law Examiners, and the Executive Director of the Commission on Continuing Legal

2036 Education and Specialization.

2037 The petition shall state under oath:

2038 (a) the reason(s) for the requested surrender;
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2039 (b) whether disbarment, suspension, disciplinary, or other administrative action of any nature is

2040 in effect or pending as to the petitioner;

2041 (c) whether there is a potential grievance, complaint, disciplinary or administrative action of any

2042 nature in any jurisdiction which may likely be filed against the petitioner;

2043 (d) whether the attorney is currently on probation, under criminal charge(s), or under
2044 investigation for criminal charge(s), of any nature in any jurisdiction.

2045 The Court may decline to consider any petition during the pendency of any of the matters
2046 described herein above.

2047 The attorney shall attach the law license to the petition or shall attach an affidavit fully
2048 explaining why the license is not attached.

2049 Upon consideration of the petition, the Court may grant the petition or deny it. If the Court grants
2050 the petition, the order accepting the surrender shall state the date the surrender shall take effect.
2051 The Clerk shall mail a copy of the order to the surrendering attorney, the Board of Professional
2052 Responsibility, the Board of Law Examiners, and the Commission on Continuing Legal
2053 Education and Specialization.

2054 As of the effective date of the order accepting surrender, the attorney shall have no license to
2055 practice law in this state. After the effective date of the order, this license shall not be reinstated,
2056 and the attorney may not be licensed to practice law in Tennessee until he or she applies for a
2057 law license in Tennessee and meets the requirements of Rule 7, Rules of The Supreme Court.

2058 [Article added by order entered April 11, 1996.]

2059 ARTICLE XVI. REINSTATEMENT OF LAW LICENSE 

2060 Sec. 16.01. In accordance with Tenn. Sup. Ct. Rule 9, .S§ 10 and 13, an attorney who has been 
2061 suspended, disbarred or assumed inactive status and who wishes to take the bar examination as 
2062 evidence of the attorney's fitness to practice law, must apply for examination as provided in
2063 Section 3.03 of this Rule, and attach to the application a disclosure that the application is being
2064 submitted pursuant to Section 16.01 of Rule 7. 

2065 Sec. 16.02 Applicant's bar examination scores will not be posted but will be released directly to
2066 the applicant. 

2067 Sec. 16.03. Submitting an application to take the bar examination constitutes the applicant's 
2068 permission to allow the Board to release the results of the bar examination and the background 
2069 investigation directly to the Board of Professional Responsibility. 

2070

2071
Article XVI is new based on comments of the BPR and intervening changes to Rule 9.
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RULE 5.5: UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW;
MULTIJURISDICTIONAL PRACTICE OF LAW

(a) A lawyer shall not practice law in a jurisdiction in violation of the regulation of the legal profession in that jurisdiction, or

assist another in doing so.

(b) A lawyer who is not admitted to practice in this jurisdiction shall not:

(1) except as authorized by these Rules or other law, establish an office or other systematic and continuous presence in this

jurisdiction for the practice of law; or

(2) hold out to the public or otherwise represent that the lawyer is admitted to practice law in this jurisdiction.

(c) A lawyer admitted in another United States jurisdiction, and not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction,

may provide legal services on a temporary basis in this jurisdiction that:

(1) are undertaken in association with a lawyer who is admitted to practice in this jurisdiction and who actively participates in

the matter;

(2) are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential proceeding before a tribunal in this or another jurisdiction, if the

lawyer, or a person the lawyer is assisting, is authorized by law or order to appear in such proceeding or reasonably expects

to be so authorized;

(3) are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential arbitration, mediation, or other alternative dispute resolution

proceeding in this or another jurisdiction, if the services arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer's representation

of an existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to practice and are not services for which the forum

requires pro hac vice admission; or

(4) are not within paragraphs (c)(2) or (c)(3) and arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer's representation of an

existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to practice.

(d) A lawyer admitted in another United States jurisdiction, and not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction,
may provide legal services in this jurisdiction that:

(1) are provided to the lawyer's employer or its organizational affiliates and are not services for which the forum requires pro
hac vice admission; or

(2) are services that the lawyer is authorized to provide by federal law or other law of this jurisdiction.

(3) A lawyer providing legal services Pursuant to paragraph fd)(1) is subject to registration Pursuant to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § -WV, 
and may be subject to other requirements, including assessments for client protection funds and mandatory continuing legal 
education. Failure to register in a timely manner may preclude the lawyer from later seeking admission in this jurisdiction. 

(e) A lawyer authorized to provide legal services in this jurisdiction pursuant to paragraph (d)(1) of this Rule may also provide
pro bono legal services in this jurisdiction, provided that these services are offered through an established not-for-profit bar
association, pro bono program or legal services program or through such organization(s) specifically authorized in this
jurisdiction and provided that these are services for which the forum does not require pro hac vice admission.

(f) A lawyer providing legal services in Tennessee pursuant to paragraph (c) or (d) shall advise the lawyer's client that the
lawyer is not admitted to practice in Tennessee and shall obtain the client's informed consent to such representation.

(g) A lawyer providing legal services in Tennessee pursuant to paragraph (c) or (d) shall be deemed to have submitted
himself or herself to personal jurisdiction in Tennessee for claims arising out of the lawyer's actions in providing such
services in this state.

(h) A lawyer or law firm shall not employ or continue the employment of a disbarred or suspended lawyer as an attorney,
legal consultant, law clerk, paralegal or in any other position of a quasi-legal nature.



Comment

[1] A lawyer may practice law only in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is authorized to practice. A lawyer may be admitted to

practice law in a jurisdiction on a regular basis or may be authorized by court rule or order or by law to practice for a limited

purpose or on a restricted basis. Paragraph (a) applies to unauthorized practice of law by a lawyer, whether through the lawyer's

direct action or by the lawyer assisting another person.

[2] The definition of the practice of law is established by law and varies from one jurisdiction to another. Whatever the

definition, limiting the practice of law to members of the bar protects the public against rendition of legal services by

unqualified persons. This Rule does not prohibit a lawyer from employing the services of paraprofessionals and delegating

functions to them, so long as the lawyer supervises the delegated work and retains responsibility for their work. See RPC

5.3.

[3] A lawyer may provide professional advice and instruction to nonlawyers whose employment requires knowledge of the

law, for example, claims adjusters, employees of financial or commercial institutions, social workers, accountants and

persons employed in government agencies. Lawyers also may assist independent nonlawyers, such as paraprofessionals,

who are authorized by the law of a jurisdiction to provide particular law-related services. In addition, a lawyer may counsel

nonlawyers who wish to proceed pro se.

[4] Other than as authorized by law or this Rule, a lawyer who is not admitted to practice generally in this jurisdiction violates

paragraph (b) if the lawyer establishes an office or other systematic and continuous presence in this jurisdiction for the

practice of law. Presence may be systematic and continuous even if the lawyer is not physically present here. Such a lawyer

must not hold out to the public or otherwise represent that the lawyer is admitted to practice law in this jurisdiction. See

also RPCs 7.1(a) and 7.5(b).

[5] There are occasions in which a lawyer admitted to practice in another United States jurisdiction, and not disbarred or

suspended from practice in any jurisdiction, may provide legal services on a temporary basis in this jurisdiction under

circumstances that do not create an unreasonable risk to the interests of their clients, the public or the courts. Paragraph (c)

identifies four such circumstances. The fact that conduct is not so identified does not imply that the conduct is or is not

authorized. With the exception of paragraphs (d)(1) and (d)(2), this Rule does not authorize a lawyer to establish an office or

other systematic and continuous presence in this jurisdiction without being admitted to practice generally here.

[6] There is no single test to determine whether a lawyer's services are provided on a "temporary basis" in this jurisdiction,

and may therefore be permissible under paragraph (c). Services may be "temporary" even though the lawyer provides

services in this jurisdiction on a recurring basis, or for an extended period of time, as when the lawyer is representing a

client in a single lengthy negotiation or litigation.

[7] Paragraphs (c) and (d) apply to lawyers who are admitted to practice law in any United States jurisdiction, which includes

the District of Columbia and any state, territory or commonwealth of the United States. The word "admitted" in paragraph (c)

contemplates that the lawyer is authorized to practice in the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted and excludes a

lawyer who while technically admitted is not authorized to practice, because, for example, the lawyer is on inactive status.

[8] Paragraph (c)(1) recognizes that the interests of clients and the public are protected if a lawyer admitted only in another

jurisdiction associates with a lawyer licensed to practice in this jurisdiction. For this paragraph to apply, however, the lawyer

admitted to practice in this jurisdiction must actively participate in and share responsibility for the representation of the client.

[9] Lawyers not admitted to practice generally in a jurisdiction may be authorized by law or order of a tribunal or an

administrative agency to appear before the tribunal or agency. This authority may be granted pursuant to formal rules

governing admission pro hac vice or pursuant to informal practice of the tribunal or agency. Under paragraph (c)(2), a lawyer

does not violate this Rule when the lawyer appears before a tribunal or agency pursuant to such authority. To the extent that

a court rule or other law of this jurisdiction requires a lawyer who is not admitted to practice in this jurisdiction to obtain

admission pro hac vice before appearing before a tribunal or administrative agency, this Rule requires the lawyer to obtain

that authority.

[10] Paragraph (c)(2) also provides that a lawyer rendering services in this jurisdiction on a temporary basis does not violate

this Rule when the lawyer engages in conduct in anticipation of a proceeding or hearing in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer

is authorized to practice law or in which the lawyer reasonably expects to be admitted pro hac vice. Examples of such

conduct include meetings with the client, interviews of potential witnesses, and the review of documents. Similarly, a lawyer

admitted only in another jurisdiction may engage in conduct temporarily in this jurisdiction in connection with pending

litigation in another jurisdiction in which the lawyer is or reasonably expects to be authorized to appear, including taking



depositions in this jurisdiction.

[11] When a lawyer has been or reasonably expects to be admitted to appear before a court or administrative agency,

paragraph (c)(2) also permits conduct by lawyers who are associated with that lawyer in the matter, but who do not expect to

appear before the court or administrative agency. For example, subordinate lawyers may conduct research, review

documents, and attend meetings with witnesses in support of the lawyer responsible for the litigation.

[12] Paragraph (c)(3) permits a lawyer admitted to practice law in another jurisdiction to perform services on a temporary

basis in this jurisdiction if those services are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential arbitration, mediation, or other

alternative dispute resolution proceeding in this or another jurisdiction, if the services arise out of or are reasonably related

to the lawyer's representation of an existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to practice. The lawyer,

however, must obtain admission pro hac vice in the case of a court-annexed arbitration or mediation or otherwise if court

rules or law so require.

[13] Paragraph (c)(4) permits a lawyer admitted in another jurisdiction to provide certain legal services on a temporary basis

in this jurisdiction that arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer's representation of an existing client in a

jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted but are not within paragraphs (c)(2) or (c)(3). These services include both legal

services and services that nonlawyers may perform but that are considered the practice of law when performed by lawyers.

[14] Paragraphs (c)(3) and (c)(4) require that the services arise out of or be reasonably related to the lawyer's representation

of an existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted. A variety of factors evidence such a relationship. The

lawyer's client may be resident in or have substantial contacts with the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted. The

matter, although involving other jurisdictions, may have a significant connection with that jurisdiction. The necessary

relationship might arise when the client's activities or the legal issues involve multiple jurisdictions, such as when the

officers of a multinational corporation survey potential business sites and seek the services of their lawyer in assessing the

relative merits of each. Lawyers desiring to provide pro bono legal services on a temporary basis in a jurisdiction that has

been affected by a major disaster, but in which they are not otherwise authorized to practice law, as well as lawyers from the

affected jurisdiction who seek to practice law temporarily in another jurisdiction, but in which they are not otherwise

authorized to practice law, should consult Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 47.

[15] Paragraph (d) identifies two circumstances in which a lawyer who is admitted to practice in another United States

jurisdiction, and is not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction, may establish an office or other systematic

and continuous presence in this jurisdiction for the practice of law as well as provide legal services on a temporary basis.

Except as provided in paragraphs (d)(1) and (d)(2), a lawyer who is admitted to practice law in another jurisdiction and who

establishes an office or other systematic or continuous presence in this jurisdiction must become admitted to practice law

generally in this jurisdiction.

[16] Paragraph (d)(1) applies to a lawyer who is employed by a client to provide legal services to the client or its

organizational affiliates, i.e., entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with the employer. This

paragraph does not authorize the provision of personal legal services to the employer's officers or employees. The

paragraph applies to in-house corporate lawyers, government lawyers and others who are employed to render legal

services to the employer. The lawyer's ability to represent the employer outside the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is

licensed generally serves the interests of the employer and does not create an unreasonable risk to the client and others

because the employer is well situated to assess the lawyer's qualifications and the quality of the lawyer's work.

[17] If-,an-employed-lawyer establishes-an-office or other &yste rhatic-presehoe4n-thi-s-jarisiaistion-for the purpose of-rehdeFicig-

I eg a I service& to-the-employer, the lawyer-may-be subject to registration-or-other-tequirementstastuding a coo es me n t s for

olteht-proteotion-fuhda-ohd mandatory-ooritim4thg-4egal-eciuoation—Soo-Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 10:01  (-Regiatfation of In House-

Counsel} Moved to paragraph (d)(3) above.

[18] Paragraph (d)(2) recognizes that a lawyer may provide legal services in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is not licensed

when authorized to do so by federal or other law, which includes statute, court rule, executive regulation or judicial precedent.

[19] A lawyer who practices law in this jurisdiction pursuant to paragraphs (c) or (d) or otherwise is subject to the disciplinary

authority of this jurisdiction. See RPC 8.5(a). Additionally, under paragraph (g), a lawyer providing legal services in

Tennessee pursuant to paragraphs (c) or (d) shall be deemed to have submitted himself or herself to personal jurisdiction

in Tennessee for claims arising out of the lawyer's actions in providing such services in this state.

[20] Paragraph (f) requires a lawyer who practices law in this jurisdiction pursuant to paragraphs (c) or (d) to inform the client

that the lawyer is not licensed to practice law in this jurisdiction. See also RPC 1.4(b).



[21] Paragraphs (c) and (d) do not authorize communications advertising legal services to prospective clients in this

jurisdiction by lawyers who are admitted to practice in other jurisdictions. Whether and how lawyers may communicate the

availability of their services to prospective clients in this jurisdiction is governed by RPCs 7.1 to 7.5.

[22] Paragraph (h) provides that a lawyer or law firm may not employ or continue the employment of a disbarred or

suspended lawyer as an attorney, legal consultant, law clerk, paralegal or in any other position of a quasi-legal nature. That

paragraph is consistent with existing Tennessee law. See Formal Ethics Opinion 83-F-50; Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 9, § 18.7

(providing, "[u]pon the effective date of the order [imposing disbarment, suspension or transfer to disability inactive status],

the respondent shall not maintain a presence or occupy an office where the practice of law is conducted").

DEFINITIONAL CROSS-REFERENCES

"Informed consent" See RPC 1.0(e)
"Reasonably" See RPC 1.0(h)
"Tribunal" See RPC 1.0(m)



RULE 43: INTEREST ON LAWYERS' TRUST ACCOUNTS.

Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 8, Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15, requires that Tennessee

lawyers who maintain pooled trust checking accounts for the deposit of client funds participate in

the IOLTA (Interest On Lawyers' Trust Accounts) program.

Section 14. Unless exempt under this Section 14, every lawyer admitted to practice in Tennessee

shall certify in the lawyer's annual registration statement required by Tennessee Supreme Court

Rule 9, as a condition of licensure, that all funds in the lawyer's possession that are required

pursuant to RPC 1.1 5(b) to be held in an IOLTA account are, in fact, so held and shall list the

name(s) of the financial institution(s) and account number(s) where such funds are deposited.

This certification shall be made on a form provided by the Board of Professional Responsibility

and shall be submitted by the lawyer within the time period set forth in Rule 9 for the annual

registration statement. A lawyer licensed in Tennessee is exempt, and shall so certify on the

lawyer's annual registration statement, if:

(a) the lawyer is not engaged in the private practice of law in the State of Tennessee;

(b) the lawyer serves as a Judge, Attorney General, Public Defender, U.S. Attorney, District

Attorney, in-house counsel registered pursuant to Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 7,Section

10.01, teacher of law, on active duty in the armed forces or employed by state, local or federal

government and not otherwise engaged in the private practice of law;

(c) the lawyer does not have an office in Tennessee; however, for purposes of this Rule, a lawyer

who practices, as a principal, employee, of counsel, or in any other capacity, with a firm that has

an office in Tennessee shall be deemed for purposes of this Rule to have an office in Tennessee

if the lawyer utilizes one or more offices of the firm located in Tennessee more than the lawyer

utilizes one or more offices of the firm located in any other single state;

(d) under regulations adopted by the Board of Professional Responsibility under criteria

established upon recommendation of the Tennessee Bar Foundation, the lawyer or law firm is

exempted from maintaining an IOLTA account because such an IOLTA account has not and

cannot reasonably be expected to produce interest or dividends in excess of allowable reasonable

fees; or

(e) the lawyer is exempted by the Tennessee Bar Foundation from the application of this Rule

following a written request for exemption by the lawyer and determination by the Tennessee Bar

Foundation that no eligible financial institution (as defined and determined in accordance with

this Rule 43) is located within reasonable proximity of that lawyer.



EXHIBIT B



Rule 6. Admission of Attorneys.

An applicant who has been approved for licensing under Rule 7 may seek admission to the bar of

this Court by either:

1) Appearing in open court and representing, through a reputable member of the bar, that he or
she is a person of good moral character and that he or she has been issued a Certificate of
Eligibility to be licensed to practice law under Rule 7 and the statutes of this state; or

2) Filing with the Clerk of the Supreme Court an application for admission by affidavit. Such
application shall contain:

a) A personal statement by the applicant that he or she possesses all qualifications and meets
all requirements for admission as set out in the preceding paragraph;

b) A statement by two sponsors (who must be members of the Bar of this Court and must
personally know the applicant) endorsing the correctness of the applicant's statement,
stating that the applicant possesses all the qualifications required for admission and
affirming that the applicant is of good moral and professional character. Upon timely
application and for good cause shown, the Board of Law Examiners, in its discretion,
may waive this requirement; and,

c) A copy of the Certificate of Eligibility issued by the Board of Law Examiners pursuant to
Rule 7, Section 9.01.

3) The documents submitted by the applicant shall demonstrate that he or she possesses the
necessary qualifications for admission. Upon the applicant's taking the oath or affirmation
and paying the fee therefor, the Clerk shall issue a certificate of admission. The fee for
admission to the Bar of this Court shall be fixed by the Court. Applications may be filed in
the offices of the Clerk at Nashville, Knoxville, or Jackson.

4) Each applicant for admission shall take the following oath:

i) I ,  , do solemnly swear or
affirm that I will support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of
the State of Tennessee, and that I will truly and honestly demean myself in the
practice of my profession to the best of my skill and abilities, so help me God.

5) The foregoing oath of admission may be administered by one of the following judicial
officials in Tennessee: (A) a Justice of the Supreme Court; (B) a Judge of the Court of
Appeals; (C) a Judge of the Court of Criminal Appeals; (D) a Circuit Court Judge; (E) a
Chancellor; (F) a Criminal Court Judge; (G) a General Sessions Court Judge; (H) a Judge of
any other inferior court established by the General Assembly pursuant to Article VI, Section
1 of the Tennessee Constitution; (I) the Clerk of the Appellate Courts; (J) a Chief Deputy
Clerk of the Appellate Courts; or (K) the Clerk (not including deputy clerks) of any of the
courts of such trial judges listed above. The oath of admission also may be administered by a
justice or judge of the court of last resort in any other state.



1 Rule 7. Licensing of Attorneys.

2 PREFACE

3 The Board of Law Examiners for the State of Tennessee (herein, the "Board") is created as a part

4 of the judicial branch of government by The Supreme Court of Tennessee pursuant to its inherent

5 authority to regulate courts. The Supreme Court appoints the members of the Board of Law
6 Examiners and has general supervisory authority over all the Board's actions. Admission to
7 practice law is controlled by The Supreme Court, which acts on the basis of the certificate of the
8 Board.

9 ARTICLE I. ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF TENNESSEE

10 Sec. 1.01. Prerequisites to Engaging in Practice of Law or Law Business.

11 No person shall engage in the "practice of law" or the "law business" in Tennessee as defined in
12 T.C.A. § 23-3-101 and Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 9, DR 10.3(e), except pursuant to the
13 authority of this Court, unless:

14 (a) he or she has been:

15 (i) admitted to the bar of The Supreme Court in accordance with Rule 6, and

16 (ii) issued a license by The Supreme Court in accordance with this Rule and after having
17 been administered the oath in accordance with Rule 6 as set forth in this Rule; or

18 (b) he or she has been granted permission to engage in special or limited practice under the
19 provisions of Sections 5.01(g), 10.01, 10.02, 10.03, 10.04 or 10.06 of this Rule; or

20 (c) he or she is practicing in compliance with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5(c), Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8,
21 RPC 5.5 (d), or Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 19 (pro hac vice).

22 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
23 1992.]

24 Sec. 1.02. License; Certificate of Eligibility Required.

25 The Supreme Court shall grant a license evidencing admission to the bar of Tennessee only
26 upon presentation of a Certificate of Eligibility issued by the Board pursuant to section 9.01 of
27 this Rule. The applicant must comply with Rule 6 and obtain his or her license within two years
28 of: (a) the date of the notice that the applicant successfully passed the bar examination; or (b) the
29 date of the notice of the Board's approval of the application for admission under Article V of this
30 rule. All bar examination scores and investigations are invalid upon the expiration of the
31 applicable two-year period provided in Section 4.07(b) of this Rule.

32 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
33 1992.]
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34 Sec. 1.03. Criteria for Issuance of the Certificate of Eligibility.

35 The Board shall issue a Certificate of Eligibility pursuant to section 9.01 of this Rule only upon

36 its determination that the applicant:

37 (a) is at least 18 years of age;

38 (b) has satisfied the educational requirements for admission specified by this Rule;

39 (c) has passed the examination or examinations required by this Rule, or is eligible for admission

40 without examination as hereinafter provided in Article V;

41 (d) has demonstrated the reputation and character that in the opinion of the Board indicates no

42 reasonable basis for substantial doubts that the applicant will adhere to the standards of conduct

43 required of attorneys in this State; and

44 (e) has evidenced a commitment to serve the administration of justice in this State.

45 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
46 1992.]

47 Sec. 1.04. Waiver of Examination.

48 If an applicant who has been admitted to practice in in another state in the United States, the
49 District of Columbia, or U.S. Territories satisfies the other requirements for admission, and
50 demonstrates competence to practice in Tennessee by meeting the criteria specified in this Rule,
51 the Board may waive the requirement of passing an examination as provided in Article V.
52 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
53 1992.]

54 Sec. 1.05. Status of Persons Admitted.

55 All persons admitted to the bar of Tennessee are by virtue of such admission: (i) officers of the
56 courts of Tennessee, eligible for admission to practice in any court in this State, and entitled to
57 engage in the "practice of law" or the "law business" as defined in Section 1.01 of this Rule; and
58 (ii) subject to the duties and standards imposed from time to time on attorneys in this State.

59 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
60 1992.]

61 Sec. 1.06. Existing Licenses.

62 Nothing in this Rule will be construed as requiring the relicensing of persons holding valid
63 licenses to practice as of the date of its adoption. [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and
64 entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

65
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66 ARTICLE II. EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION

67 Sec. 2.01. Bachelor's Degree.

68 (a) To be eligible to take the examination or to be eligible for licensing without examination

69 pursuant to Article V, an applicant, prior to taking the bar examination, must have received a

70 Bachelor's Degree or higher from a college on the approved list of the Southern Association of

71 Colleges and Secondary Schools, or the equivalent regional accrediting association, or any

72 accreditation agency imposing at least substantially equivalent standards. As part of the bar

73 examination application, an applicant shall provide evidence of the degree in the form required

74 by the Board.

75 (transferred to 2.02)

76 (b) The Board in its discretion may waive the requirement of a degree from an accredited

77 undergraduate school if the applicant has graduated from either: (i) a law school accredited by

78 the American Bar Association or (ii) a Tennessee law school approved by the Board pursuant to

79 § 2.03.

80 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
81 1992; as amended by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999; and by order filed March

82 15, 2010, effective March 15, 2010.]

83 Sec. 2.02. Legal Education and Approval of Law Schools

84 (a) To be eligible to take the examination or to be eligible for licensing without examination
85 pursuant to Article V, an applicant must have completed a course of instruction in and graduated
86 from a regularly organized law school accredited by the American Bar Association at the time
87 of applicant's graduation, or a Tennessee law school approved by the Board pursuant to Section
88 2.03 at the time of the applicant's graduation.

89 (b) To be eligible to take the examination, an applicant must cause to be filed as part of the
90 application a certificate from the dean or supervising authority of the school of law in which the
91 applicant is enrolled or from which the applicant graduated, certifying that either the school is
92 accredited by the American Bar Association or the school is a Tennessee law school that has
93 been approved by the Board under Section 2.03 and that:

94 (i) the applicant has completed all the requirements for graduation, or

95 (ii) the applicant will have the number of credit hours required for graduation by the date of
96 the bar examination

97 If an applicant's certificate shows that the applicant has not yet graduated as in (b)(ii) above, the
98 applicant must cause to be filed a supplemental statement by the dean or other supervising
99 authority showing completion of all requirements for graduation by the date of the examination.
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100 (c) Notwithstanding the provisions of §§ 2.01 and 2.02, an attorney who received a legal

101 education in the United States or U.S. Territories but is not eligible for admission by virtue of not

102 having attended a law school accredited by the American Bar Association or a Tennessee law

103 school approved by the Board nevertheless may be considered for admission by examination

104 provided the attorney satisfies the following requirements:

105 (i) The attorney holds a J.D. Degree, which is not based on study by correspondence

106 or other than in-person attendance, from a law school approved by an authority

107 similar to the Tennessee Board of Law Examiners in the jurisdiction where it exists

108 and which requires the equivalent of a three-year course of study that is the
109 substantial equivalent of the legal education provided by approved law schools
110 located in Tennessee. The applicant shall bear the cost of the evaluation of his/her

111 legal education, as determined by the Board, and the applicant shall not be eligible to
112 sit for the bar examination until the applicant's legal education is approved by the

113 Board; and

114 (ii) The attorney has passed a bar examination equivalent to that required by

115 Tennessee in the state in which the law school exists; and

116 (iii) The attorney has been actively and substantially engaged in lawful practice of
117 law as his or her principal business or occupation for at least five of the last seven
118 years immediately preceding the filing of the application; and

119 (iv) In evaluating the education received the Board shall consider, but not be limited
120 to, such factors as the similarity of the curriculum taken to that offered in law schools
121 approved by the American Bar Association and that the school at which the
122 applicant's legal education was received has been examined and approved by other
123 state bar associations examining the legal qualifications of non-ABA law school
124 graduates; and

125 (v) The attorney meets all other requirements contained in the Rules of The Supreme
126 Court of Tennessee pertaining to Admission of Persons to Practice Law.

127 (d) No Correspondence Course. No correspondence course will be accepted by the Board as any
128 part of an applicant's legal education to meet the requirements of this rule. Distance, on-line or
129 other instruction that is not in person will be accepted as part of a curriculum to the extent
130 approved by the American Bar Association for accredited law schools.

131 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
132 as amended by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999. Amended by order filed March
133 15, 2010, effective as of the date of the Order.]

134 Sec. 2.03. Approval of Tennessee Law Schools Not Accredited by the American Bar
135 Association

136 The Board may approve any law school in Tennessee seeking provisional accreditation and
137 pending full accreditation by the American Bar Association for the purpose of allowing its



138 graduates to be eligible to take the Tennessee bar examination when the standards in this section

139 are met and the Board finds the school is effectively achieving its mission and objectives.

140 (a) Statement of Mission or Objectives. A school shall adopt a statement of its mission or

141 objectives, which shall include a commitment to a program of legal education designed to

142 provide its graduates with:

143 (i) An understanding of their professional responsibilities as representatives of clients,

144 officers of the courts, and public citizens responsible for the quality and availability of justice

145 under the law;

146 (ii) A basic legal education through a course of study that develops an understanding of the

147 fundamental principles of public and private law, an understanding of the nature, basis and
148 role of the law and its institutions, and skills of legal analysis and writing, issue recognition,

149 reasoning, problem solving, organization, and oral and written communications necessary to

150 participate effectively in the legal profession.

151 (b) Organization and Administration. A school shall adopt and maintain an organizational and
152 administrative structure that complies with the following standards:

153 (i) It shall be governed by, and its general policies shall be established by, a governing board

154 composed of individuals who are not members of its faculty and who are dedicated to

155 fulfilling the mission or objectives of the school.

156 (ii) It shall have a dean, selected by the governing board, to whom the dean shall be
157 accountable; and who shall be provided with the authority and support needed to carry out
158 the responsibilities of the position.

159 (iii)The dean, with the advice of the faculty or its representatives, shall formulate and
160 administer the educational program of the school, including the course of study; methods of
161 instruction; admission; and academic standards for retention, advancement and graduation of
162 students; and shall recommend to the governing board the selection, retention and
163 compensation of the faculty.

164 (iv)Alumni, students and others may be involved in assisting the governing board, the dean
165 and the faculty in developing policies and otherwise in fulfilling the mission or objectives of
166 the school, in a participatory or advisory capacity.

167 (v) A school shall not be conducted as a commercial enterprise, and the compensation of any
168 person shall not depend on the number of students or on the fees received.

169 (vi)A law school shall foster and maintain equality of opportunity in legal education,
170 including employment of faculty and staff, without discrimination or segregation on ground
171 of race, color, religion, national origin, sex or disability.

172 (c) Faculty. A school shall establish policies with respect to its faculty consistent with the
173 following standards:
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174 (i) A law school shall have a faculty whose members possess a high level of competence and

175 experience as may be demonstrated by education, teaching ability, judicial service, and

176 capacity for legal research and writing.

177 (ii) To be eligible for appointment to the faculty, a person must be a licensed attorney of

178 known ability and integrity. Nothing in this section shall, however, prevent the appointment

179 of other persons of known ability and integrity who are not licensed lawyers to instruct in

180 inter-disciplinary courses such as accounting, taxation, legal research, writing skills, and

181 medicine for lawyers.

182 (iii)A law school shall take reasonable steps to ensure the teaching effectiveness of each
183 member of the faculty.

184 (iv)A number of faculty members shall be employed sufficient to fulfill the mission or
185 objectives of the school.

186 (d) Facilities. A school shall have classrooms, other physical facilities and technological
187 capacities that are adequate for the fulfillment of its mission or objectives.

188 (e) Library. A school shall maintain a law library, including access to computerized research,
189 sufficient to meet the research needs of its students and facilitate the education of its students
190 consistent with its mission or objectives. The library shall be available to all students at
191 reasonable hours.

192 (0 Program of Legal Education. A school shall maintain an educational program designed to
193 fulfill its mission or objectives, which program shall be consistent with the following standards:

194 (i) The educational program shall be designed to qualify its graduates for admission to the
195 bar and to prepare them to participate effectively and honorably in the legal profession.

196 (ii) The course of study shall:

197 1) include instruction in those subjects generally regarded as the core of the law school
198 curriculum, including but not limited to the law school subjects covered on the Tennessee
199 bar examination and listed in section 4.04;

200 2) be designed to fulfill the school's mission or objectives, including those expressed in
201 paragraph (a) of this Section;

202 3) include at least one rigorous writing experience;

203 4) require at least the minimum standards of class hours required from time to time
204 under the American Bar Association standards for approval of law schools for the
205 particular category of school;

206 5) be based on a schedule of classes to meet the minimum standards of class hours,
207 which schedule may include weekend classes;

208 6) include adequate opportunities, and emphasis on, instruction in professional skills,
209 particularly skills in written communication.
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210 (iii) a school shall adopt and adhere to sound standards of academic achievement, including:

211 1) clearly stated standards for good standing, advancement and graduation; and

212 2) termination of enrollment of a student whose inability or unwillingness to do

213 satisfactory work is sufficiently manifest so that such student's continuation in school

214 would inculcate false hopes, constitute economic exploitation, or detrimentally affect

215 the education of other students.

216 (g) Admissions. A school shall adopt and adhere to admission policies consistent with the

217 following standards:

218 (i) A school's admission policy shall be based on, and consistent with, its mission or

219 objectives.

220 (ii) To be admitted, an applicant must have:

221 1) Received or be on course to receive a bachelor's degree or higher as provided in

222 Section 2.01; and

223 2) Taken an acceptable test for the purpose of assessing the applicant's capability of
224 satisfactorily completing the school's educational program; (the Law School

225 Admission Test sponsored by the Law School Admission Council qualifies as an
226 acceptable test; and the use of any other test must be approved by the Board) and

227 3) Satisfied the minimum requirements for admission established by the governing board

228 of the school; and

229 4) Satisfied the dean and Admissions Committee that the applicant possesses good moral
230 character.

231 (iii) A law school may not use admission policies or take other action to preclude admission
232 of applicants or retention of students on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex

233 or disability.

234 (h) Basic Consumer Information. A school shall publish basic consumer information in a fair and

235 accurate manner, reflective of actual practice, including:

236 (i) a statement of mission or objectives;

237 (ii) admission data;

238 (iii) tuition, fees, living costs, financial aid, and refunds;

239 (iv) enrollment data and graduation rates;

240 (v) composition and number of faculty and administrators;

241 (vi) description of educational program and curricular offerings;

242 (vii) library resources;

243 (viii) physical facilities; and

244 (ix) placement rates and bar passage data.
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245 (i) Self-Study.

246 (i) The dean and faculty shall develop and periodically revise a written self-study,

247 including an evaluation of the following topics:

248 1) the continuing relevance of the school's mission or objectives;

249 2) the effectiveness of the program of legal education;

250 3) the appropriateness of the school's admission policies;

251 4) the significance of the trend in rates of graduation and attrition;

252 5) the significance of the trends in the pass/fail rate on the bar examination;

253 6) the strengths and weaknesses of the school's policies;

254 7) goals to improve the educational program; and

255 8) means to accomplish unrealized goals.

256 (ii) The self-study shall be completed every seven years or earlier upon written

257 request of the Board .

258 (j) Functions of Board.

259 (i) The Board shall determine whether such Tennessee law school has met these educational

260 standards and is effectively achieving its mission and objectives and when such school is

261 entitled to be approved as in good standing with the Board, subject to review by The

262 Supreme Court under the provisions of Rule 7.

263 (ii) The Board is authorized to make inquiry to the school and respond to inquiry by the
264 school and to adopt such additional standards as in its judgment the educational needs of the

265 school may justify, which changes shall be subject to The Supreme Court's approval.

266 (iii)The Board may require a school to furnish such information, including periodic reports,

267 as it deems reasonably appropriate for carrying out its responsibilities. The Board may also

268 require a school to furnish information known to school officials relevant to the character and

269 fitness of its students.

270 (iv)The Board may investigate such law schools in accordance with section 2.07, and such

271 investigations shall be confidential to ensure a frank, candid exchange of information and

272 evaluation.

273 (v) A law school may be granted approval and be in good standing when it establishes to the

274 satisfaction of the Board that it is in compliance with the standards set forth herein and the
275 Board finds the school is effectively achieving its mission and objectives.

276 (vi)If the Board has reasonable cause to believe that a law school does not comply with the

277 standards in section 2.03, and/or the school is not effectively achieving its mission and
278 objectives, it shall inform the school of its apparent non-compliance or failure to effectively

279 achieve its mission or objectives and follow the procedures in sections 2.09, 2.10, 2.11, 2.13
280 and related sections.
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281 (k) Certification of Compliance. The dean and the chairperson of the board of directors of the

282 law school shall certify annually in writing to the Board that the school is in compliance with

283 these standards and is effectively achieving its mission and objectives or, if not in compliance or

284 not effectively achieving its mission or objectives, identify areas of non-compliance or other

285 deficiencies, as well as its intention and plan of action to attain compliance.

286 (1) Tennessee Law Schools Not Accredited by the American Bar Association. The Board will

287 approve law schools in Tennessee pending provisional accreditation by the American Bar

288 Association ("ABA") until such time as the school is provisionally accredited. Law schools that

289 are not provisionally accredited, do not achieve full accreditation or lose their ABA

290 accreditation, will not be approved by the Board until a new application or similar process for

291 provisional or renewed accreditation has begun with the ABA.

292 Students of Tennessee law schools currently approved by this Board but not made pending ABA

293 provisional accreditation shall not be barred from taking the Tennessee bar examination so long

294 as the law school continues to comply with the requirements of this Rule as it may be amended.

295 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;

296 amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective as indicated in the compiler's note.]

297 Sec. 2.04. No Correspondence Course. Abrogated. [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993,

298 and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

299 Sec. 2.05. Statement of Status.

300 In its catalogs or other informational material distributed to prospective students, a law school
301 shall state whether it is accredited by the American Bar Association or has been approved by the
302 Board pursuant to section 2.03. Any law school in Tennessee, which has not been accredited by
303 the American Bar Association or approved by the Board and which advertises in its catalog or
304 otherwise that it is so accredited or approved, shall not be recognized by the Board as other than
305 a substandard school and will be so classified and disapproved.

306 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
307 amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective as indicated in the compiler's note.]

308 Sec. 2.06. New Law Schools in Tennessee.

309 Any law school located in Tennessee (whether full-time or part-time), which permits the
310 enrollment of students without first having obtained the written approval of the Board, shall be

311 classified as a substandard school. Its graduates shall be denied permission to take the
312 examination.

313 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
314 1992.]

315
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316 Sec. 2.07. Investigation and Evaluation by Board.

317 The Board may investigate and evaluate any law school located in Tennessee, from time to time,

318 with respect to the adequacy of its facilities, faculty and course of study. In addition,

319 representatives of the Board may participate as observers in connection with law school

320 evaluations or investigations conducted from time to time by the American Bar Association in its

321 accreditation process. The refusal of any such school to cooperate or participate in the conduct of

322 such evaluation shall be reported to The Supreme Court, which may, after hearing, take such

323 actions as the facts may justify. Each law school located in Tennessee shall furnish to the Board

324 copies of all documentation, including self-study analyses and evaluation reports, prepared,

325 completed or received in connection with such school's accreditation status with the American

326 Bar Association. The investigation of any law school, including all reports, data and other

327 information provided to the Board in connection with approval of the law school's standing with

328 the Board shall be confidential in order to ensure a frank, candid exchange of information.

329 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;

330 amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

331 Sec. 2.08. Site Evaluation of Approved Law Schools.

332 (a) A site evaluation by the Board of a law school approved by The Supreme Board shall be
333 conducted in the third year following the granting of approval and every seventh year thereafter.

334 The Board may order additional site evaluations of a school when special circumstances warrant.

335 (b) The Board shall arrange for the site evaluation or inspection of the law school by a team of

336 qualified and objective persons who have no conflicts of interest as defined in section 2.15.

337 (c) Before the site evaluation, the law school shall furnish to the Board and members of the site
338 evaluation team a completed application (if the school is applying for approval), the current self-

339 study undertaken by the dean and faculty, and any complaints that the law school is not in
340 compliance with the standards.

341 (d) The Board shall schedule the site evaluation of the law school to take place during the
342 academic year at a time when regular academic classes are being conducted. A site evaluation
343 usually requires several days, as classes are visited, faculty quality assessed, admissions policies
344 reviewed, records inspected, physical facilities examined, the library assessed, information
345 reviewed, and consultations held with the chairperson of the board, officers of the institution, the
346 dean of the law school, members of the law school faculty, professional staff, law students, and
347 members of the legal community. In the case of a law school seeking approval, such visit shall
348 be scheduled within three months after receipt by the Board of an application for approval.

349 (e) Following a site evaluation, the team shall promptly prepare a written report based upon the
350 site evaluation. The team shall not determine compliance or non-compliance with the standards,

351 but shall report facts and observations that will enable the Board and The Supreme Court to
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352 determine compliance. The report of the team should give as much pertinent information as

353 feasible.

354 (f) The team shall promptly submit its report to the Board. After reviewing the report, the Board

355 shall transmit the report to the chairperson and the dean of the law school in order to provide an

356 opportunity to make factual corrections and comments. In the letter transmitting the report, the

357 Board shall include the date on which the Board will consider the report and shall advise that any

358 response to the report must be received by the Board at least fifteen (15) days prior to the date of

359 the meeting at which the Board will consider the report. The school shall be given at least thirty

360 (30) days to prepare its response to the report, unless the school consents to a shorter time period.

361 The thirty-day period shall run from the date on which the Board mailed the report to the school.

362 (g) Following receipt of the school's response to the site evaluation report, the Board shall

363 forward a copy of the report with the school's response to members of the Board and the site

364 evaluation team.

365 (h) The Board may not consider any additional information submitted by the school after the

366 school's response to the report has been received by the Board, unless (1) the information is

367 received in writing by the Board at least fifteen (15) days before the Board meeting at which the

368 report is scheduled to be considered, or (2) for good cause shown, the president of the Board

369 authorizes consideration of the additional information that was not received in a timely manner.

370 (i) Upon the completion of the procedures, the Board shall consider the law school's evaluation

371 and determine whether the school is in compliance with the standards and is effectively

372 achieving its mission and objectives.

373 (j) A request for postponement of a site evaluation will be granted only if the law school is in the

374 process of moving to a new physical facility or if extraordinary circumstances exist which would

375 make it impossible for the scheduled site evaluation to take place. The postponement shall not

376 exceed one year.

377 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

378 Sec. 2.09. Action Concerning Apparent Non-Compliance with Standards or Deficiencies in

379 Mission.

380 (a) If the Board has reasonable cause to believe that a law school does not comply with the
381 standards in section 2.03 or is not effectively achieving its mission or objectives, it shall inform

382 the school of its apparent non-compliance or deficiencies and request the school to furnish by a

383 date certain further information about the matter and about action taken to bring the school in
384 compliance with the standards or correct the deficiencies. The school shall furnish the requested

385 information to the Board within the time prescribed.

386 (b) If upon a review of the information furnished by the law school in response to the Board's
387 request and other relevant information, the Board determines that the school has not
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388 demonstrated compliance with the standards or is not effectively achieving its mission or

389 objectives, the school may be required to appear at a hearing before the Board to be held at a

390 specified time and place to show cause why the school should not be required to take appropriate

391 remedial action, placed on probation, removed from the list of law schools approved by The

392 Supreme Court, or be subject to other appropriate action.

393 (c) If the Board finds that a law school has failed to comply with the standards or is not

394 effectively achieving its mission or objectives by refusing to furnish information or to cooperate

395 in a site evaluation, the school may be required to appear at a hearing before the Board to be held

396 at a specified time and place to show cause why the school should not be required to take

397 appropriate remedial action, placed on probation, removed from the list of law schools approved

398 by The Supreme Court, or be subject to other appropriate action.

399 (d) The Board shall give the law school at least thirty (30) days notice of the show cause hearing.

400 The notice shall specify the school's apparent non-compliance with the standards or its failure to

401 effectively achieve its mission or objectives and state the time and place of the hearing. For good

402 cause shown, the president of the Board may grant the school additional time, not to exceed
403 thirty (30) days. Both the notice and the request for extension of time must be in writing. The
404 Board shall send the notice of hearing to the dean of the school by certified or registered United

405 States mail. [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

406 Sec. 2.10. Fact Finder.

407 (a) The president of the Board may appoint a fact finder to elicit facts relevant to any matter
408 before the Board.

409 (b) The Board shall furnish the fact finder with a copy of the most recent site evaluation report,
410 any action letters written subsequent to the most recent site evaluation report, notice of hearing
411 and other relevant information.

412 (c) Following the fact finding visit, the fact finder shall promptly prepare a written report. The
413 fact finder shall not determine compliance or non-compliance with the standards or whether the
414 school is effectively achieving its mission or objectives, but shall report facts and observations
415 that will enable the Board to determine compliance or deficiencies. The report of the fact finder
416 should give as much pertinent information as feasible.

417 (d) The fact finder shall promptly submit the report to the Board. After reviewing the report, the
418 Board shall transmit the report to the dean of the law school in order to provide an opportunity to
419 make factual corrections and comments. In the letter of transmittal of the report, the Board shall
420 include the date on which the Board will consider the report. The Board shall further advise the
421 school as to the date upon which their response to the report must be received by the Board,
422 which date shall be at least fifteen (15) days prior to the date of the meeting at which the Board
423 will consider the report. The school shall be given at least thirty (30) days to prepare its response
424 to the report, unless the school consents to a shorter time period. The thirty-day period shall run
425 from the date on which the Board mailed the report to the school.
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426 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

427 Sec. 2.11. Hearing on Show Cause Order.

428 (a) The Board shall have available for review at the show cause hearing:

429 (i) the fact finder's report, if any;

430 (ii) the most recent site evaluation report;

431 (iii)any site evaluation questionnaire;

432 (iv)any action letters written subsequent to the most recent site evaluation report, which

433 letters direct the school to rectify non-compliance or correct deficiencies;

434 (v) notice of Board hearing; and

435 (vi)other relevant information.

436 (b) Representatives of the law school, including legal counsel, may appear at the hearing and

437 submit information to demonstrate that the school is currently in compliance with all of the

438 standards and is effectively achieving its mission or objectives or to present a reliable plan for

439 bringing the school into compliance with all of the standards and to correct deficiencies within a

440 reasonable time.

441 (c) The Board may invite the fact finder, if any, and the chairperson or other member of the most

442 recent site evaluation team to appear at the hearing. The law school shall reimburse the fact

443 finder and site evaluation team member for reasonable and necessary expenses incurred in

444 attending the hearing.

445 (d) After the hearing, the Board shall determine whether the law school is in compliance with the

446 standards and whether it is effectively achieving its mission and objectives and, if not, it shall

447 direct the law school to take remedial action or shall impose sanctions, as appropriate.

448 (i) Remedial action may be ordered pursuant to a reliable plan for bringing the school

449 into compliance with all of the standards and to help it achieve its mission and

450 objectives.

451 (ii) If matters of non-compliance or deficiencies are substantial or have been

452 persistent, then the Board may recommend to The Supreme Court that the school be

453 subjected to sanctions other than removal from the list of approved law schools

454 regardless of whether the school has presented a reliable plan for bringing the school

455 into compliance or to correct deficiencies.

456 (iii) If matters of noncompliance or deficiencies are substantial or have been

457 persistent, and the school fails to present a reliable plan for bringing the school into

458 compliance with all of the standards or to correct deficiencies, the Board may

459 recommend to The Supreme Court that the school be removed from the list of

460 approved schools.
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461 (e) If the Board determines that the law school is in compliance and has no deficiencies, it shall

462 conclude the matter by adopting an appropriate resolution, a copy of which shall be transmitted

463 to the dean of the school by the Board.

464 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

465 Sec. 2.12. Confidentiality of Approval and Evaluation Procedures.

466 The proceedings set forth in sections 2.03, 2.07, 2.08, 2.09, 2.10 and 2.11 shall be confidential to

467 ensure a frank, candid exchange of information.

468 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

469 Sec. 2.13. Supreme Court Consideration of Board Recommendation for Imposition of
470 Sanctions.

471 (a) If the Board determines that a law school is not in compliance with the standards or has
472 effectively failed to achieve its mission and objectives and recommends that the school be placed
473 on probation or removed from the list of approved law schools, the Board shall notify The
474 Supreme Court and request a hearing. The Board shall notify the dean of the school of the time
475 and place of The Supreme Court hearing, which shall be open to the public.

476 (b) The Board shall file with The Supreme Court in the public record the Board's written
477 recommendation, the fact finder's report, if any, the most recent site evaluation report and any
478 action letters to the school written subsequent to the most recent site evaluation report.

479 (c) Representatives of the law school, including legal counsel, may appear at The Supreme Court
480 hearing at which the Board's recommendations are considered. The president of the Board of
481 Law Examiners (or his or her designee) shall present the Board's findings, conclusions and
482 recommendations.

483 (d) The Supreme Court shall determine whether to affirm the Board's findings and conclusions,
484 and whether to adopt the Board's recommendations. The Board's findings and conclusions shall
485 be affirmed if there is a substantial basis to support them, unless the school presents new
486 information that, in the opinion of The Supreme Court, demonstrates that the school is in
487 compliance with the standards.

488 (e) The Supreme Court may direct the law school to take appropriate remedial action or subject it
489 to sanctions other than removal from the list of approved law schools regardless of whether the
490 school has presented a reliable plan for bringing the school into compliance with all of the
491 standards.

492 (f) The Supreme Court shall inform the dean of the law school of the decision by court order. If
493 the decision is adverse to the law school, the order shall provide specific reasons for the decision.

494 (g) If The Supreme Court imposes sanctions in the absence of a reliable plan for bringing the
495 school into compliance with all of the standards or to correct deficiencies, the Board shall
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496 monitor the steps taken by the school to come into compliance. If the Court imposes sanctions

497 pursuant to a reliable plan for bringing the school into compliance with the standards and/or to

498 correct deficiencies, the Board shall monitor the steps taken by the school for meeting its plan.

499 At any time that the school is not making progress toward compliance with all of the standards or

500 to correct deficiencies, or at any time that the school is not meeting the obligations of its plan, or

501 if at the end of a period of time set by the Court for coming into compliance the school has not

502 achieved compliance with all of the standards or corrected all deficiencies, the Board shall
503 forward a recommendation that the school be removed from the list of approved schools. This
504 recommendation shall be heard by the Court under the procedures of this section 2.13 but the
505 only issue for Court consideration will be whether the school has met the terms of its plan or is in
506 compliance with all of the standards or has corrected deficiencies.

507 (h) At any time that the school presents information on which the Board concludes that the
508 school is in full compliance with the standards or has corrected its deficiencies, the Board shall
509 recommend to The Supreme Court that the school be taken off probation. This recommendation
510 will be heard by the Court under the procedures of this section 2.13.

511 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

512 Sec. 2.14. Maximum Period for Compliance with Remedial or Probationary Requirements.

513 Upon communication to a law school of a final decision that it is not in compliance with the
514 standards or has failed to effectively achieve its mission or objectives and informing it that it has
515 been ordered to take remedial action or has been placed on probation, the school shall have a
516 period as set by The Supreme Court to come into compliance. The period may not exceed two
517 (2) years unless such time is extended by The Supreme Court, as the case may be, for good cause
518 shown.

519 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]

520 Sec. 2.15. Conflicts of Interest.

521 Members of the Board and any site evaluation team as well as any fact finders appointed under
522 the provisions of Article II should avoid any conflict of interest or perceived conflict of interest
523 arising because a person has an "associational interest" in the law school or the law school
524 program under review by the Board or The Supreme Court. Alumni, faculty and directors of the
525 school under review are deemed to have an associational interest in the school and should recuse
526 themselves from the process of review. Former faculty and board members who have terminated
527 their relationship with the school less than five (5) years prior to the site inspection, evaluation or
528 review process are also deemed to have an associational interest in the school and should recuse
529 themselves from the process of review.

530 [Adopted by order entered December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001.]
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531 ARTICLE III. APPLICATIONFOR ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION

532 Sec. 3.01. Application Form.

533 The Board shall cause a uniform application process to be completed by all applicants for

534 admission. The application process shall require the submission of such information as the

535 Board deems necessary or appropriate for the determination of the eligibility of applicants for

536 admission pursuant to the criteria and standards set forth in this Rule.

537 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992,

538 and by order filed March 23, 2004.]

539 Sec. 3.02. Notice of Intent to Take First Examination. Abrogated.

540 [Amended by order entered June 22, 1988; and by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc

541 pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

542 Sec. 3.03. Date for Filing Application for Examination or Reexamination.

543 The application process to take the examination shall begin on March 1 for the July examination

544 and October 1 for the February examination and shall be completed no later than May 20 for

545 taking the July examination and December 20 for taking the February examination. In order for

546 the Board to have sufficient time to determine each applicant's eligibility to sit for the bar
547 examination, all documentation required to be submitted to the Board to complete the application
548 process, including submitting the documents required for the background investigation required
549 in Section 6.03(b) herein, must be submitted on or before the deadline, and all fees must be paid
550 in full on or before the deadline. Original documents that must be mailed to the Board must be
551 received on or before the deadline. Applicants who have not completed the application process
552 by the deadline are ineligible to sit for the examination. The only recourse for failure to complete
553 the application process is to reapply for the next examination. The Board shall list the items
554 necessary for a complete application in the Board Policies and Procedures. [Amended by order
555 entered April 18, 1985; by order entered June 22, 1988; and by order filed August 23, 1993, and
556 entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

557

558

559

Reason for change: As originally proposed, the change was to one deadline of May 31 or December

30. However, because of potential holidays that would extend the deadline, the recommendation has

been changed to May 20 and December 20.

560 Sec. 3.04. Notice of Intent to Be Re-examined. Abrogated.

561 [Amended by order entered June 22, 1988; and by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc
562 pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

563 Sec. 3.05. Supplemental Application for Re-examination. Abrogated.
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564 Sec. 3.06. Applications by Persons Admitted in Other Jurisdictions Seeking Waiver of

565 Examination.

566 Applications for admission by persons admitted in other jurisdictions seeking waiver of

567 examination may be filed at any time in accordance with Article V of this Rule. In addition to the

568 information required by the uniform application process, such applicants shall furnish such

569 additional information as may be required by the Board to enable the Board to determine the

570 applicant's eligibility for such admission.

571 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tuns effective October 19, 1992,

572 and by order filed March 23, 2004.]

573 Sec. 3.07. Additional Information.

574 (a) The Board or any individual member thereof may request any applicant to furnish additional

575 information:

576 (i) To supplement or explain answers to any question on the application;

577 (ii) As to the applicant's character;

578 (iii) As to the educational qualifications of the applicant, including information with

579 respect to schools attended by the applicant;

580 (iv) As to the experience of the applicant; and

581 (v) As to such other matters as may be considered germane to the provisions of this

582 Rule.

583 (b) The Board or any individual member thereof, as part of the character investigation of an
584 applicant, may request an applicant to submit to a drug test. Failure or refusal to submit to the
585 drug test shall be sufficient cause for the Board to refuse such applicant a license.

586 (c) Until an applicant is admitted to the Tennessee Bar, or the application is denied by the Board

587 or voluntarily withdrawn, the applicant is under a continuing obligation to update responses to

588 any of the information requested in the application process. Whenever there is an addition or a

589 change to the information previously provided to the Board, the applicant must amend his or her

590 application by filing an amendment or supplemental application as prescribed by the Board.

591 Applications that have been on file for two years or more must be supplemented every two years

592 until such time as the Applicant is admitted, has been denied admission, or has withdrawn the

593 application for admission.

594 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

595 1992.]

596 Sec. 3.08. Duty of Candor and Failure or Refusal to Furnish Information.

597 Each applicant for admission to the bar has a duty to be candid and to make full, careful and

598 accurate responses and disclosures in all phases of the application and admission process. Each
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599 applicant must respond fully to all inquiries. It is not proper for an applicant to give either an

600 incomplete or misleading description of past events reflecting on the applicant's qualifications

601 for admission to the bar.

602 The failure or refusal by any applicant to answer fully any question on the application or to

603 furnish information or submit to examination as required by the application or pursuant to the

604 provisions of this Rule, shall be sufficient cause for the Board to refuse to allow such applicant to

605 take the examination or to be admitted.

606 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

607 1992.]

608 Sec. 3.09. False Information.

609 (a) The giving of false information or the making of false statements on the application or to the

610 Board shall be sufficient cause for the Board to refuse to allow such applicant to take the

611 examination or to be admitted.

612 (b) If the Executive Director or the Board has reason to believe that any person who has been

613 admitted gave false information or made false statements to the Board, the basis for such belief

614 shall be reported to Disciplinary Counsel of the Board of Professional Responsibility.

615 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

616 1992.]

617 Sec. 3.10. No Discretion to Waive Filing Dates.

618 Neither the Executive Director nor the Board shall have discretion to waive or extend the dates

619 for filing applications to take the examination specified in Section 3.03. An applicant aggrieved

620 by an action of the Board denying an application pursuant to this Article shall not be entitled to

621 petition The Supreme Court for a review of said action.

622 [Added by order entered April 18, 1985; and amended by order entered June 22, 1988; and by

623 order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992.]

624 Sec. 3.11. Applicants Requiring Non-Standard Testing Accommodations

625 The bar examination shall be administered to all eligible applicants in a manner that does not

626 discriminate against applicants with non-standard testing needs. An applicant who is otherwise

627 eligible to take the Tennessee bar examination may request a modification of the manner in

628 which the examination is administered if such applicant is unable to take the examination under

629 normal testing conditions. The Board shall adopt a policy regarding applicants requiring non-

630 standard testing accommodations pursuant to Section 12.05 of this Rule. An applicant
631 requesting non-standard testing accommodations shall complete and submit the documents

632 prescribed by the Board by the application deadline set forth in Section 3.03, except when the

633 disability first occurs after the filing deadline. Because the forms and procedures are detailed,
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634 requiring the applicant to attach statements from law school officials and treating professionals,

635 any applicant requesting non-standard testing conditions is encouraged to request, complete, and

636 submit the application for admission by examination and the necessary request for non-standard

637 testing and related forms to the Board as early as possible to permit an evaluation of the request.

638 To the extent practicable, any accommodations requested shall be consistent with the security

639 and integrity of the examination. The Board may transmit the application for non-standard

640 testing or refer the applicant to an appropriate professional selected by the Board for assessment

641 and recommendations regarding the accommodation to grant. By submitting a request for non-
642 standard testing, the applicant agrees to the release of the application to an appropriate
643 professional and agrees to appear for assessment, if requested to do so by the Board. [Added by
644 order entered April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999.]

645 ARTICLE IV. THE EXAMINATION

646 Sec. 4.01. The Purpose of the Examination.

647 The purpose of the examination is to enable applicants to demonstrate to the Board that they
648 possess the knowledge, skills and abilities basic to competence in the profession, which are
649 subject to testing. [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective
650 October 19, 1992.]

651 Sec. 4.02. The Structure of the Examination.

652 The Board, in its discretion, shall determine the format and the structure of the examination, and
653 shall include essay questions, the National Conference of Bar Examiners Multistate Bar
654 Examination, other multiple choice questions, the National Conference of Bar Examiners
655 Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination and such other categories of tests as the
656 Board may consider appropriate. The Board may in its discretion use questions prepared by the
657 National Conference of Bar Examiners for the Multistate Essay Examination and Multistate
658 Performance Test. The Board may contract with others to provide test materials and to grade the
659 same.[Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
660 1992; amended by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999.]

661 Sec. 4.03. The Dates and Places of Giving the Examination.

662 The examination shall be given in February and July of each year, in at least one of the three
663 grand divisions.

664 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;
665 and amended by order filed July 11, 2012.]

666 Sec. 4.04. The Scope of the Examination.

667 The examination is not designed to test the applicant's knowledge of specific law school subjects.
668 However, familiarity with the following areas of the law is essential:
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669 1. Constitutional law (United States and Tennessee).

670 2. Criminal law (substantive and procedural).

671 3. Contracts.

672 4. Torts.

673 5. Property (real and personal).

674 6. Evidence.

675 7. Civil procedure (United States and Tennessee).

676 8. Business organizations (including agency, partnerships and corporations).

677 9. Commercial transactions (Articles 1, 2, and 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code).

678 10. Wills and estates.

679 11. Family law (husband and wife, parent and child, marriage and divorce, etc.).

680 12. Professional responsibility.

681 13. Restitution and remedies.

682 14. Conflicts of law.

683 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

684 1992.]

685 Sec. 4.05. Re-examination.

686 In case of failure on examination, the Board may, in its discretion, allow the applicant to take
687 another examination upon completion of the application process herein provided and the

688 payment of the requisite fee.

689 Sec. 4.06. Effect of Taking Examination on Eligibility for Admission.

690 The fact that an applicant is allowed to take the examination shall not preclude further inquiries,
691 investigation or proceedings with respect to the other criteria for admission under this Rule.

692 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
693 1992.]

694 Sec. 4.07. Grading the Examination and Score Expiration.

695 (a) The Board shall continue to maintain procedures which assure that the identity of each
696 applicant in the grading process is not known to any person having responsibility for grading or
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697 determining whether the applicant passes or fails until the grades of all applicants have been

698 finally determined.

699 (b) Tennessee bar examination scores are valid to determine eligibility for licensing for two years

700 after the date grades are released; after two years, the scores expire.

701 (c) A score equal to or greater than that required by Tennessee on the Multistate Professional

702 Responsibility examination (MPRE) must be achieved within two years of successfully

703 completing the Tennessee bar examination; provided, however, that an applicant who:

704 (i) is licensed by examination in another state in the United States, the District of

705 Columbia, or U.S. Territories,

706 (ii) provides certification that the license is active and in good standing, and

707 (iii) achieved a score of 75 or higher on the MPRE two (2) or more years before

708 successful completion of the Tennessee bar examination

709 may provide proof of that earlier score to satisfy the MPRE requirement. It is the responsibility

710 of the applicant to cause MPRE score reports to be furnished to the Board.

711 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

712 1992.]

713 ARTICLE V. - PERSONS ADMITTED IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS

714 SEEKING WAIVER OF EXAMINATION

715 Sec. 5.01 Minimum Requirements for Admission of Persons Admitted in Other

716 Jurisdictions.

717 (a) Requirements. An applicant who meets the requirements of (i) through (vi) of this paragraph

718 may, upon motion, be admitted to the practice of law in this jurisdiction. The applicant shall:

719 (i) meet the educational requirements imposed by this Rule;

720 (ii) have been admitted by bar examination to practice law in one or more states or territories

721 of the United States, or the District of Columbia;

722 (iii) have been primarily engaged in the active practice of law in one or more states,

723 territories, or the District of Columbia for five of the seven years immediately preceding the

724 date upon which the application is filed;

725 (iv) establish that the applicant is currently a member in good standing in all jurisdictions

726 where admitted;

727 (v) establish that the applicant is not currently subject to lawyer discipline or the subject of a

728 pending disciplinary matter in any other jurisdiction; and

729 (vi) establish that the applicant possesses the character and fitness to practice law in this

730 jurisdiction.
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731 (b) Diploma Privilege. An applicant who was admitted and licensed to practice in another state

732 pursuant to a "diploma privilege" which exempts an applicant from taking a bar examination

733 may seek a waiver of subsection (a)(i) by filing a petition with the Board setting forth the

734 reasons why he or she should be admitted to practice law in Tennessee. The Board shall then

735 conduct a hearing in response to the petition, according to the guidelines set forth in section

736 13.03, for the purpose of assessing the applicant's reputation, character, knowledge, skills and

737 abilities. After considering the totality of the proof presented, the Board shall make a

738 recommendation to The Supreme Court either for approval or denial of the petition or for such

739 other action as the Board may deem appropriate. Any applicant whose petition for waiver of

740 subsection (a)(i) is denied by the Board may file a petition for review in The Supreme Court

741 pursuant to the procedures set forth in Article XIV.

742 (c) Active Practice of Law.

743 (i) For the purposes of this rule, in addition to the definitions of "Practice of Law" and "Law

744 Business" in Section 1.01 of this Rule, the "active practice of law" shall include the

745 following activities, if performed in a jurisdiction in which the applicant is admitted, or if

746 performed in a jurisdiction that permits such activity by a lawyer not admitted to practice:

747 (1) full-time private or public practice as a licensed attorney;

748 (2) teaching law full-time at a law school approved by the American Bar Association;

749 (3) service as a judicial law clerk or staff attorney; and

750 (4) service as a Judge, Attorney General, Public Defender, U.S. Attorney, District

751 Attorney, or duly registered In-House Counsel or Military Spouse.

752 (ii) For the purposes of this rule, in addition to the definitions of "Practice of Law" and
753 "Law Business" in Section 1.01 of this Rule, the "active practice of law" may be construed in

754 the Board's discretion as being actively engaged in other full-time employment requiring

755 interpretation of law and application of legal knowledge if performed in a jurisdiction in
756 which the applicant is admitted, or if performed in a jurisdiction that permits such activity by

757 a lawyer not admitted to practice; however, in no event shall any activities that were
758 performed pursuant to a provision similar to Section 10.04 or Section 5.01(g) of this Rule in
759 advance of bar admission in some state or territory of the United States or the District of
760 Columbia be accepted toward the durational requirement. The Board shall consider such
761 evaluative criteria as time devoted to legal work, the nature of the work, whether legal

762 training or a law license was a prerequisite of employment, and other similar matters.

763 (d) Unauthorized Practice of Law. For purposes of this rule, the active practice of law shall

764 not include work that, as undertaken, constituted the unauthorized practice of law in the

765 jurisdiction in which it was performed or in the jurisdiction in which the clients receiving the
766 unauthorized services were located.
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767 (e) Previous Tennessee Bar Examination. An applicant who has failed a bar examination

768 administered in this jurisdiction within five years of the date of filing an application under this

769 Rule shall not be eligible for admission on motion.

770 (f) Admission on Motion Application and Fees. Any applicant seeking admission on motion to

771 the practice of law in Tennessee shall:

772 (i) file an application for admission on motion, including character investigation

773 information, in a manner established by the Board, including all required supporting

774 documents;

775 (ii) submit a certificate of good standing from the highest court of each state to which

776 applicant has been admitted; and

777 (ii) pay the application fee as adopted pursuant to Section 11.01 of this Rule.

778 (g) Practice Pending Admission by Applicant Licensed in Another Jurisdiction. A lawyer

779 currently holding an active license to practice law in in another state in the United States, the

780 District of Columbia, or U.S. Territories and who has submitted an application for admission

781 upon motion in compliance with this Section 5.01 of this Rule or an application for examination

782 in compliance with Section 3.03 of this Rule may provide legal services in this jurisdiction

783 through an office or other systematic and continuous presence during the pendency of the

784 application for admission on motion but for no more than 365 days, provided that the lawyer:

785 (i) is not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction;

786 (ii) has not been denied admission to practice in any jurisdiction, including Tennessee,

787 unless the Board determines otherwise;
788 (iii) reasonably expects his/her application for admission to be granted;

789 (iv) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility in writing within 30 days of first

790 establishing an office or other systematic and continuous presence for the practice of law in

791 this jurisdiction that the lawyer has done so pursuant to the authority in this Section 5.01;

792 (v) associates with a lawyer who is admitted to practice in Tennessee;

793 (vi) complies with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 7.1 and RPC 7.5 in all communications with

794 the public and clients regarding the nature and scope of the lawyer's practice authority in

795 Tennessee;
796 (vii) pays the fee associated with the Application to Practice Pending Admission;

797 (viii) does not appear before a tribunal in Tennessee that requires pro hac vice admission

798 unless the lawyer is granted such admission;
799 (ix) has never before practiced in Tennessee pursuant to this provision, unless the Board

800 determines otherwise; and
801 (x) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility and the Board if the lawyer becomes

802 the subject of a pending disciplinary investigation in any other jurisdiction at any time

803 during the period of practice authorized under this provision.
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804 (h) Termination of Right of Practice Pending Admission. The right to practice pending

805 admission established by Section 5.01(g) terminates if the lawyer withdraws the application for

806 admission or if such application is denied; if the lawyer becomes disbarred, suspended, or takes

807 disability inactive status in any other jurisdiction in which the lawyer is licensed to practice law;

808 or if the lawyer fails to timely provide the written notice required by Section 5.01 (g)(iv). Upon

809 termination of the right of practice, the lawyer shall not undertake any new representation that

810 would require the lawyer to be admitted to practice law in this jurisdiction and, within 10 days.

811 shall:

812 (i) cease to occupy an office or other systematic and continuous presence for the practice
813 of law in Tennessee unless authorized to do so pursuant to another Rule;
814 (ii) notify all clients being represented in pending matters, and opposing counsel or co-
815 counsel of the termination of the lawyer's authority to practice pursuant to Section 5.01; and
816 (iii) take all other necessary steps to protect the interests of the lawyer's clients.

817 Sec. 5.02. Additional Considerations. In determining whether such applicants satisfy the
818 requirements of Section 5.01, the Board shall consider any evidence submitted by the applicant
819 in an effort to demonstrate that the applicant possesses the knowledge, skill and abilities basic to
820 competence in the profession.

821 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,
822 1992.]

823 ARTICLE VI. CHARACTER AND FITNESS INVESTIGATION

824 Sec. 6.01. Applicable Standard.

825 (a) An applicant shall not be admitted if in the judgment of the Board there is reasonable doubt
826 as to that applicant's honesty, respect for the rights of others, and adherence to and obedience to
827 the Constitution and laws of the State and Nation as to justify the conclusion that such applicant
828 is not likely to adhere to the duties and standards of conduct imposed on attorneys in this State.
829 Any conduct which would constitute grounds for discipline if engaged in by an attorney in this
830 State shall be considered by the Board in making its evaluation of the character of an applicant.

831 (b) The Board may adopt statements of policy to implement the application of the foregoing
832 standard.

833 Sec. 6.02. Investigatory Committees.

834 (a) In order to assist the Board in conducting character investigations of applicants, The Supreme
835 Court shall appoint one or more investigating committees within each disciplinary district
836 established under Rule 9. Each committee shall consist of not less than five (5) nor more than
837 thirty (30) members of the Bar of this State who maintain an office for the practice of law within
838 that district and who are in good standing; provided, however, that the District 5 committee may
839 have up to sixty (60) members. Attorneys who teach in any capacity in any of the state's ABA
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840 accredited or state-approved law schools are ineligible to serve as members of the Investigatory

841 Committees. The Board may recommend to the Court the creation of additional committees or

842 the increase in membership of any committee.

843 (b) The members of each investigating committee shall be appointed from time to time by The

844 Supreme Court and shall serve at the pleasure of the Court for terms of up to five (5) years.

845 Members may be reappointed to serve a second five-year term. Members of an investigating

846 committee may be recommended by the President or Board of Directors of the local bar

847 association or associations in the district, the President or Board of Governors of the Tennessee

848 Bar Association, members of the Board, or members of the investigatory committee in the

849 district in which the vacancy exists.

850 (c) The Supreme Court shall select each committee chair. The chair shall be responsible for the

851 administration of the work of the committee.

852 (d) The Executive Director shall provide an annual report to The Supreme Court in September

853 listing the names of the members of each committee and the name of the committee chair, as

854 well as a report of recommendations from the Board regarding the size of any committee.

855 Sec. 6.03. Investigating Procedures.

856 (a) Each application for admission with examination or without examination shall be referred

857 first to a member of the Board for preliminary review for the purpose of:

858 (i) detecting any deficiencies in the application; and

859 (ii) determining whether any additional information is needed with respect to any aspect of

860 the application.

861 (b) As part of the character and fitness requirement for licensing, each applicant, other than an

862 applicant pursuant to Section 10.01 of this Rule, is required to have a current completed
863 background investigation conducted by the National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE). It is

864 the responsibility of each applicant to make the request to the NCBE for a background

865 investigation and pay the required fee directly to the NCBE. In the event an applicant has not

866 been licensed within two years of submission of the original background investigation, the
867 applicant must request a supplemental investigation at that time and every two years thereafter,

868 until the applicant is licensed, or the application is withdrawn or denied.

869 (c) The Executive Director shall transmit the application and the results of the background

870 investigation, if available at the time of the interview, to the chair of the appropriate investigating

871 committee. The chair shall assign applications to committee members for review, interview and

872 investigation.

873 (d) On the receipt of an application, the investigating committee member to whom the
874 application has been assigned shall review same and such other information as may be
875 transmitted by the Executive Director and shall conduct such investigation as appears to him or
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876 her to be appropriate. In any event, each applicant referred to a committee shall be interviewed in

877 person by a member of that committee. In conducting such investigations, the investigating

878 committee member may take statements from the applicant and from such other persons as may

879 be considered appropriate.

880 (e) On the completion of the investigation, the investigating committee member shall report his
881 or her findings to the Board, in the form directed by the Board, and shall recommend fully,
882 recommend with reservations or not recommend the applicant for licensing and admission.

883 Sec. 6.04. Certificate of Good Moral Character. An applicant seeking admission to practice
884 law in Tennessee must submit to the Board of Law Examiners, before permission is granted to
885 take the Examination, a certificate from the dean or supervising authority of the law school from
886 which the applicant graduated indicating that to the best of its knowledge and belief the
887 candidate has demonstrated such reputation and character in the opinion of the law school that
888 indicates no reasonable basis for substantial doubt that the applicant would adhere to the
889 standards of conduct required of attorneys in this state and that the law school has provided full
890 and complete information requested by the Board of Law Examiners regarding the character and
891 fitness of the candidate. If the applicant has been previously admitted to another jurisdiction, a
892 certificate of good standing from the highest court of each state to which applicant has been
893 admitted must accompany the application to the Tennessee Board of Law Examiners. Without
894 waiving the requirement of proof of good moral character, the Board, in its discretion and for
895 exceptional circumstances shown by the applicant, may waive the requirement of a certificate of
896 good standing from the highest court of each state to which applicant has been admitted.

897 Amended by Order entered May 15, 2014.

898 ARTICLE VII. FOREIGN-EDUCATED APPLICANTS

899 Sec. 7.01. Eligibility to Take Examination.

900 (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of § 2.01 and § 2.02, an applicant who has completed a
901 course of study in and graduated from a law school in a foreign country, which law school was
902 then recognized and approved by the competent accrediting agency of such country, may qualify,
903 in the discretion of the Board, to take the bar examination, provided that the applicant shall
904 satisfy the Board that his or her undergraduate education and legal education were substantially
905 equivalent to the requirements of this rule. Applicants shall furnish such additional information
906 as may be required by the Board to enable the Board to determine the applicant's eligibility for
907 such admission.

908 (b) In addition to the requirement in (a), above, the applicant shall demonstrate to the satisfaction
909 of the Board that the applicant has been awarded, by a law school fully accredited by the
910 American Bar Association or a Tennessee law school approved by the Board under § 2.03, an
911 LL.M. Degree for the Practice of Law in the United States in a degree program that meets the
912 following requirements:
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913 (i) The degree program certifies to the Board, on such form prescribed by the Board, that the

914 foreign-educated lawyer received his or her legal educations from a law school that is

915 accredited by the American Bar Association or is a Tennessee law school approved by the

916 Board pursuant to § 2.03;

917 (ii) The degree program prepares students for admission to the Bar and for effective and

918 responsible participation in the United States legal profession; and

919 (iii) An LL.M. for the Practice of Law in the United States must be taught in English and in

920 the United States or its territories and must be attended on site at the ABA accredited or

921 Tennessee approved law school. The program may be full or part-time but, if part-time, the

922 LL.M. must be completed within 36 months.

923 (c) A foreign-educated applicant who meets the foreign education requirements in Section

924 7.01(a) and who began a program of 24 hours at an ABA-accredited or one-third of the credits

925 necessary to graduate from a Tennessee approved law school no more than twelve months prior

926 to [the effective date of the amendments to this rule] may, in the discretion of the Board and

927 upon request for waiver, be deemed eligible to sit for the examination in lieu of the requirements

928 of Section 7.01(b).

929 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993 and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19, 1992;

930 amended by order filed May 29, 2009, effective August 1, 2010; and amended by order filed July

931 21, 2011, effective September 1, 2011.]

932 Sec. 7.02. Additional Information from Applicants Licensed in a Foreign Country.

933 Any applicant licensed to practice in a foreign country desiring admission in Tennessee shall be

934 required to pass the examination and shall supplement the application with the following

935 documents:

936 (a) a certified copy of the record or license of the court or agency which admitted applicant to

937 practice law in such country, and

938 (b) at least 3 letters from attorneys or judges in such foreign country certifying that applicant is

939 in good standing at that bar, or was in good standing at that bar when applicant left that foreign

940 country.

941 [Amended by order filed August 23, 1993, and entered nunc pro tunc effective October 19,

942 1992.]

943 ARTICLE VIII. COMMITMENT TO SERVE THE ADMINISTRATION OF

944 JUSTICE IN TENNESSEE

945 Sec. 8.01. Applicable Standard.

946 The requisite commitment to serve the administration of justice in Tennessee subject to the

947 duties and standards imposed on attorneys in this State shall be evidenced by a statement by the
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948 applicant before examination, or admission by comity, that the applicant agrees to abide by the

949 duties and standards imposed from time to time on attorneys in this State.

950 Sec. 8.02. [Deleted.]

951 Sec. 8.03. [Deleted.]

952 ARTICLE IX. ISSUANCE OF LICENSE-EFFECTIVE DATE OF

953 ADMISSION

954 Sec. 9.01. Certificate of Board.

955 (a) Upon the completion of all requirements for licensing, including the payment of all required

956 fees, the Board, acting through the Executive Director, shall certify to The Supreme Court that an

957 applicant is eligible for admission and issue to the applicant a "Certificate of Eligibility for

958 Admission." The Board shall promptly notify the Clerk of The Supreme Court and the Board of

959 Professional Responsibility of the issuance of the Certificate of Eligibility.

960 (b) The Certificate of Eligibility for Admission (the "Certificate of Eligibility") shall be valid for

961 90 days from the date of issuance. The Board, for good cause shown and subject to the time limit

962 imposed by section 1.02, may grant the applicant a reasonable extension of the time within

963 which to complete the licensure process, including compliance with Rule 6, if the applicant

964 shows to the satisfaction of the Board that he or she is unable to complete the process within the

965 90-day period.

966 Sec. 9.02. Issuance of License.

967 (a) On the basis of the Certificate of Eligibility, and upon the successful applicant's compliance

968 with Rule 6, The Supreme Court shall issue a license admitting the successful applicant to the

969 bar of Tennessee. However, if at any time prior to the administering of the oath of admission, the

970 Board receives notice of any event that would have changed the Board's decision to approve an

971 applicant for licensing, the Board, in its discretion, may revoke the Certificate of Eligibility.

972 (b) The license shall be in such form as may be approved by The Supreme Court. Each such

973 license shall be signed by the members of the Board and the members of the Court.

974 Sec. 9.03. Effective Date of Admission.

975 An applicant shall not be considered admitted. to the bar of Tennessee until issuance of a license

976 by The Supreme Court and upon compliance with Rule 6.

977 Sec. 9.04. Duty of Applicant to Inform Board of Subsequent Events.

978 If at any time prior to the issuance of a license to an applicant he or she becomes aware of any

979 fact or circumstance which might indicate that such applicant is not entitled to admission, such

980 applicant shall promptly advise the Board of such fact or circumstances.
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981 Sec. 9.05. Disapproval by The Supreme Court.

982 At any time prior to the actual issuance of a license by the Court, the Court may for good cause

983 disapprove the issuance of such license. On such disapproval, the Court shall enter an order

984 stating the grounds for such disapproval and may refer the matter to the Board for such further

985 action as the Court may deem appropriate.

986 Sec. 9.06. Replacement License.

987 For good cause shown, the Board may recommend to The Supreme Court the issuance of a

988 replacement license to any person who has previously been licensed to practice law in

989 Tennessee.

990 Sec. 9.07 Denial of License.

991 If the decision of the Board to deny an application is based, in whole or in part, on the failure of

992 the applicant to demonstrate good moral character, due respect for the law, or fitness to practice

993 law, the applicant may not reapply for admission within a period of thirty-six (36) months after

994 the issuance of the order denying the application.

995 ARTICLE X. SPECIAL OR LIMITED PRACTICE

996 Sec. 10.01. Registration of In-house Counsel

997 (a) A lawyer admitted to the practice of law in another United States jurisdiction who has a
998 continuous presence in this jurisdiction and is employed pursuant to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC
999 5.5(d)(1) as a lawyer by an organization, the business of which is lawful and consists of activities
1000 other than the practice of law or the provision of legal services, shall file an application for
1001 registration as in-house counsel within 180 days of the commencement of employment as a
1002 lawyer or if currently so employed then within 180 days of the effective date of this rule, by
1003 submitting to the Board of Law Examiners the following:

1004 (i) A completed application in the form prescribed by the Board;

1005 (ii) A fee in the amount set by the Board pursuant to Article XI:

1006 (iii) Documents proving admission to practice law and current good standing in all
1007 jurisdictions in which the lawyer is admitted to practice law; and

1008 (iv) An affidavit from an officer, director, or general counsel of the employing entity
1009 attesting to the lawyer's employment by the entity and the capacity in which the lawyer is so
1010 employed, and stating that the employment conforms to the requirements of this rule.

1011 (b) A lawyer registered under this section shall have the rights and privileges otherwise
1012 applicable to members of the bar of this jurisdiction with the following restrictions:

1013 (i) The registered lawyer is authorized to provide legal services to the entity client or
1014 its organizational affiliates, including entities that control, are controlled by, or are
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1015 under common control with the employer, and for employees, officers and directors

1016 of such entities, but only on matters directly related to their work for the entity and

1017 only to the extent consistent with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 1.7; and

1018 (ii) The registered lawyer shall not:

1019 1) Except as otherwise permitted by the rules of this jurisdiction, appear before a

1020 court or any other tribunal as defined in Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 1 (m), or

1021 2) Offer or provide legal services or advice to any person other than as described
1022 in paragraph (b)(i), or hold himself or herself out as being authorized to practice
1023 law in this jurisdiction other than as described in paragraph (b)(i) of this Section.

1024 (c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b) above, a lawyer registered under this section
1025 is authorized to provide pro bono legal services through an established not-for-profit bar
1026 association, pro bono program or legal services program or through such organization(s)
1027 specifically authorized in this jurisdiction.

1028 (d) A lawyer registered under this section shall:

1029 (i) Pay all annual fees payable by active members of the bar;

1030 (ii) Fulfill the continuing legal education requirements that are required of active
1031 members of the bar;

1032 (iii) Report to the Board, within 30 days, the following:

1033 1) Termination of the lawyer's employment;

1034 2) Whether or not public, any change in the lawyer's license status in another
1035 jurisdiction, including by the lawyer's resignation;

1036 3) Whether or not public, any disciplinary charge, finding, or sanction
1037 concerning the lawyer by any disciplinary authority, court, or other tribunal in
1038 any jurisdiction.

1039 (e) A lawyer who is registered or who is required to register under this section shall be subject to
1040 Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8 (Rules of Professional Conduct) and all other laws and rules governing
1041 lawyers admitted to the active practice of law in this jurisdiction. The Board of Professional
1042 Responsibility has and shall retain jurisdiction over the lawyer who is registered or required to
1043 register with respect to the conduct of the lawyer in this or another jurisdiction to the same extent
1044 as it has over lawyers generally admitted in this jurisdiction.

1045 (f) A registered lawyer's rights and privileges under this section automatically terminate when:

1046 (i) The lawyer's employment terminates;

1047 (ii) The lawyer is suspended or disbarred from practice in any jurisdiction or any
1048 court or agency before which the lawyer is admitted; or

1049 (iii) The lawyer fails to maintain active status in at least one jurisdiction.
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1050 Upon the occurrence of one or more of the foregoing events, the registered lawyer shall give

1051 notice in writing within 30 days to the Board and to the Board of Professional Responsibility.

1052 (g) A registered lawyer whose registration is terminated under paragraph (f)(i) above, may be

1053 reinstated within 180 days of termination upon submission to the Board of the following:

1054 (i) An application for reinstatement in a form prescribed by the Board;

1055 (ii) A reinstatement fee set by the Board pursuant to Article XI; and

1056 (iii) An affidavit from the current employing entity as prescribed in paragraph (a)(iv).

1057 (h) A lawyer under this rule who fails to register days shall be:

1058 (i) Subject to professional discipline in this jurisdiction;

1059 (ii) Ineligible for admission pursuant to Article V of this rule;

1060 (iii) Referred by the Board to the Board of Professional Responsibility; and

1061 (iv) Referred by the Board to the disciplinary authority of the jurisdictions of

1062 licensure.

1063 (i) A lawyer's rendering of service to the lawyer's employer prior to timely registration under

1064 this Rule shall not constitute the unauthorized practice of law or otherwise be treated as violating

1065 Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5 as long as the service are permitted under this Rule for registered

1066 lawyers and the lawyer files the application for registration under Section 10.01(a) of this Rule

1067 within 180 days of the commencement of the lawyer's employment.

1068 (j) A lawyer seeking to practice in this State under the authority of Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC

1069 5.5(d)(1) and who complies fully with the requirements of this Rule on or before [insert date

1070 that is 180 days from enactment] shall not be barred from registration under this Rule,

1071 admission pursuant to Article V of this Rule, or from practicing under the authority of RPC

1072 5.5(d)(1) solely by the fact of prior noncompliance with Tennessee law concerning licensure of

1073 in-house counsel.
1074 [Amended by order filed October 23, 2009, effective January 1, 2010; and amended by order

1075 filed January 18, 2012.]

1076 Sec. 10.02. Attorneys in Clinical and Related Law School Programs.

1077 (a) An attorney who is enrolled or employed in a clinical program in an approved Tennessee law

1078 school or who, after graduation from an approved law school, is employed by or associated with

1079 an organized legal services program operated by an approved Tennessee law school providing

1080 legal assistance to indigents in civil or criminal matters, and who is a member of a court of last

1081 resort of another state (the term "state" including Territories and the District of Columbia) shall

1082 be admitted to practice before the courts of this State in all causes in which that attorney is

1083 associated with a legal clinic operated in conjunction with an approved law school. Admission to

1084 practice under this Rule shall be limited to the above causes and shall become effective upon

1085 filing with the Board:
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1086 (i) A certificate of any court of last resort certifying that the attorney is a member in

1087 good standing at the bar of that court; and

1088 (ii) A statement signed by the Dean of the law school that the attorney is enrolled or

1089 employed in a clinical program in an approved Tennessee law school.

1090 (b) When the above requirements are met to the satisfaction of the Board, it shall grant admission
1091 to practice to the applicant and shall certify such by letter to the applicant.

1092 (c) Admission to practice under the Rule shall cease to be effective whenever the attorney ceases
1093 to be enrolled in or associated with such program. When an attorney admitted under this Rule
1094 ceases to be so enrolled or associated, a statement to that effect shall be filed with the Board by
1095 a representative of the law school or legal services program. In no event shall admission to
1096 practice under this Rule remain in effect longer than 2 years for any individual admitted under
1097 this Rule, except in the discretion of The Supreme Court in special situations for good cause
1098 shown. Attorneys who wish to continue to practice in the State must seek admission under
1099 Article III (by examination) or Article V (without examination) of this Rule so that they are
1100 eligible for licensing prior to the expiration of the two year period. Time in practice pursuant to
1101 this provision will count as "active practice of law" for purposes of admission pursuant to Article
1102 V (without examination) of this Rule.

1103 (d) Attorneys admitted to practice under this Rule may be suspended from practice in the manner
1104 now or hereafter provided by Rule for the suspension or disbarment of attorneys.

1105 Sec. 10.03. Law Student Practice

1106 (a) Any law student who has successfully completed one-half of the legal studies required for
1107 graduation from any school of law from which a graduate is eligible under this rule to take the
1108 Tennessee bar examination may, with the written approval of The Supreme Court of Tennessee,
1109 provide legal services to, and/or may appear in any municipal, county, or state court on behalf of,
1110 any person or entity financially unable to afford counsel or on behalf of the state of Tennessee or
1111 of any municipal or county government; provided, however, that the law student is participating
1112 in a law school clinical program, furnishing assistance through a legal aid program, or serving as
1113 an assistant to a District Attorney, Public Defender, the State's Attorney General, the general
1114 counsel of any state agency, or a county or municipal legal director's office, and that the law
1115 student is under the immediate and personal supervision of a member of the law school's faculty,
1116 a licensed legal aid attorney, a District Public Defender or designated Assistant District Attorney
1117 General, a District Public Defender or designate Assistant District Public Defender, the Attorney
1118 General of Tennessee or any assistant in his or her office, the general counsel of any state agency
1119 or any staff attorney in his or her office, or the director of a county or municipal legal office or
1120 designated staff attorney.

1121 (b) Before any student shall be eligible to provide legal services and/or appear in court under this
1122 rule, the dean of the approved law school or the director of the law school clinical program shall
1123 file with The Supreme Court of Tennessee for its approval a list of students who are eligible for
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1124 certification under this Rule and certify to The Supreme Court that such students meet the

1125 requirements of this Rule. Upon written approval by The Supreme Court of Tennessee of such

1126 students so selected and certified, such approved students shall be and are thereby authorized to

1127 provide legal services and/or appear in any municipal, county or state court on behalf of any

1128 person or entity financially unable to afford counsel, the state of Tennessee, or any municipality

1129 or county in the State of Tennessee in a manner consistent with the requirements of this rule.

1130 (c) The Board shall approve a law school's clinical program and shall certify such approval to

1131 The Supreme Court of the State of Tennessee as a prerequisite for the approval of law students
1132 who are practicing under this Rule in a clinical setting. The criteria for approval shall be:

1133 (i) that the law school itself is approved under the foregoing sections of this Rule;

1134 (ii) that if the law school has an in-house legal clinic which directly represents clients,
1135 that the program has a full-time faculty member as director, who is an attorney
1136 licensed to practice law in Tennessee; and

1137 (iii) that the law school clinical program is otherwise operated in a manner consistent
1138 with the requirements of this rule.

1139 Certification of approval of such law school clinical program may be withdrawn by the Board if
1140 the same ceases to meet this criterion.

1141 (d) In the case of students working in a legal aid office, a Public Defender's Office, District
1142 Attorney's office, the office of the Attorney General of Tennessee, the office of the general
1143 counsel of any state agency, or the office of a municipal or county legal director, it shall be the
1144 responsibility of the director of clinical education or the dean of the law school to transmit to the
1145 legal aid office, Public Defender's Office, District Attorney's office, office of the Attorney
1146 General of Tennessee, office of the general counsel of any state agency, or the office of the
1147 municipal or county legal director the names of the students who are certified under this Rule.

1148 (e) The written approval of such students by The Supreme Court of Tennessee shall be and
1149 remain in force and effect until the student graduates from law school or ceases to be enrolled in
1150 the law school.

1151 Explanatory Comments.

1152 (1) The purpose of this Rule is educational; consequently, its focus is on providing opportunities
1153 for students to further their legal studies through properly supervised experiential education.
1154 Interpretation of this Rule should be in accordance with its educational goal.
1155 (2) The term "approved law school" refers to any law school in the state of Tennessee that has
1156 been accredited by the ABA or any law school in the state of Tennessee approved under Rule 7 §
1157 2.03 of this Court.
1158 (3) In order to provide consistency between three and four year law school programs, the Rule
1159 allows for certification of a student who has completed at least half of his or her law school
1160 studies. At a four year law school, a student is eligible for certification under this Rule after
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1161 successful completion of two years of law school, while at a three year law school, a student is

1162 eligible after successful completion of three semesters.
1163 (4) The term "provide legal services" is to be construed broadly, so as to allow a law student who

1164 is admitted under this Rule to provide any and all services that could be provided by a licensed
1165 attorney. Students admitted under this Rule may also appear in capacities such as guardian ad

1166 litem where the person whose interests are represented would qualify for appointed counsel.
1167 (5) Students shall be personally and directly supervised by a clinical faculty member or legal aid
1168 lawyer, public defender, district attorney, assistant Attorney General, staff attorney for a state
1169 agency or staff attorney at a metropolitan legal office when appearing in court or tribunal;
1170 however, it is not necessary that the licensed attorney be personally present when the student
1171 engages in other activities such as interviewing, investigation and negotiation. It is, however, the
1172 responsibility of the licensed attorney to ensure that the student is properly supervised and
1173 instructed, including compliance with Rule of Professional Conduct 5.3.
1174 (6) "Person or entity financially unable to afford counsel" includes all persons who would be
1175 termed "indigent" by a legal aid provider, all persons whom any court deems eligible for the
1176 appointment of counsel, as well as persons and organizations who have unsuccessfully attempted
1177 to secure legal counsel or who can otherwise demonstrate to the satisfaction of the clinic director
1178 that they cannot reasonably afford counsel . The term also encompasses any organization which
1179 is composed of a majority of persons who meet the federal definition of "indigency" as well as
1180 any not-for profit organization the purpose of which is to assist "indigent" persons.
1181 (7) When the dean or director of clinical education certifies to the court that a student has met the
1182 conditions for admission under this Rule, the dean or director is certifying that the student is in
1183 good standing and has successfully completed sufficient credit hours to satisfy the minimum
1184 requirements for the second half of law school. A student will be deemed to have successfully
1185 completed the requisite amount of credits when he or she has been deemed to have passed (rather
1186 than simply have completed) sufficient courses.
1187 (8) A law school clinical program includes a live-client clinic within the law school, an
1188 externship program operated by the law school - regardless whether it is a part of the legal clinic-
1189 or any other law school credit-bearing activity that involves the representation of clients.
1190 (9) A student may be certified under this Rule and represent clients under the provisions of this
1191 Rule when working at a legal aid office, district attorney's office, public defender's office, office
1192 of the Attorney General of Tennessee, office of the general counsel of any state agency or the
1193 office of the director of a municipal or county law department whether or not the student is
1194 receiving law school credit for that work. It is the responsibility of the dean or clinic director at
1195 the school at which the student is enrolled to ensure that the supervision provided by the legal aid
1196 office, public defender, district attorney, Attorney General, general counsel of a state agency or
1197 Metropolitan Legal office is adequate under the Rule.
1198 (10) The terms director of a municipal or county law office or director of a municipal of county
1199 law department presume an office within the county or municipality which represents the county
1200 or municipality. For such an office to be recognized under this Rule, there must be at least one
1201 attorney in that office whose full-time employment is as the attorney for the municipality or
1202 county.
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1203 [Amended by order filed June 5, 2006.]

1204 Explanatory Comment [2008].

1205 Subsection 10.03(a) is amended so that, to be eligible to provide legal services under this section,

1206 a law student is no longer required to attend a law school located in the state of Tennessee.

1207 Rather the amendment extends the provisions of this section to students enrolled in any law

1208 school from which a graduate would be eligible to take the Tennessee Bar Examination.

1209 Sec. 10.04 Practice before Admission by Examination.

1210 (a) Eligibility.

1211 (i) An applicant may register with the Board in order to perform the services described in

1212 paragraph (c) of this Rule provided the applicant:

1213 (1) has never been licensed to practice law in in another state in the United States or U.S.

1214 Territories,

1215 (2) has submitted an application pursuant to Section 3.03 of this Rule,

1216 (3) meets the educational requirements of Section 2.01 of this Rule,

1217 (4) is working in Tennessee under the supervision of a licensed Tennessee attorney, and

1218 (5) has:

1219 (A) not yet had an opportunity to take the Tennessee bar examination;

1220 (B) taken the examination but not yet received notification of the results of the
1221 examination; or

1222 (C) taken the examination, but has not yet been admitted as a member of the
1223 Tennessee bar.

1224 (ii) Applicants licensed in another jurisdiction. An applicant who is licensed in another
1225 jurisdiction and seeking admission by examination pursuant to Article III or without
1226 examination pursuant to Article V of this Rule, may practice as provided in Section 5.01(g)
1227 of this Rule.

1228 (iii) An applicant is eligible for supervised practice beginning with the submission of the
1229 first Application to the Bar of Tennessee by examination. The privilege to engage in
1230 supervised practice expires on the date of the admissions ceremony for successful
1231 examination applicants, grade release for unsuccessful applicants, or issuance of an Order to
1232 Show Cause.

1233 (iv) Applicants who are unsuccessful on the examination may register for supervised
1234 practice upon submitting an application for the next available exam.

1235 (v) In no event shall the privilege to engage in supervised practice continue for more than
1236 sixteen (16) months from the date of an applicant's first Application for Admission. The
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1237 Board shall have no discretion to extend the time an applicant may engage in limited

1238 practice.

1239 (b) Registration Process. In order to perform the services described in paragraph (c), the

1240 applicant must have submitted to the Board the NCBE application, completed the Tennessee

1241 Supplemental application process and paid the fees associated with the application. Additionally,

1242 the applicant must have registered for supervised practice according to the procedures

1243 established by the Board and paid the required fee. The Applicant must include with the

1244 registration an affidavit from an attorney licensed and in good standing in Tennessee stating that

1245 the attorney agrees to undertake the supervision of the applicant in accordance with this Rule.

1246 (c) Services Permitted. Under the supervision of a member of the bar of this State, and with

1247 the written consent of the person on whose behalf the applicant is acting, an applicant approved

1248 for supervised practice may render the following services:

1249 (i) Applicant may counsel and advise clients, negotiate in the settlement of claims, represent

1250 clients in mediation and other non-litigation matters, and engage in the preparation and

1251 drafting of legal instruments. Any communication other than internal communications may

1252 be signed by the Applicant with the accompanying designation "Tennessee Bar Applicant"

1253 but must also be signed by the supervising member of the bar.

1254 (ii) Applicant may appear in the trial courts, courts of review and administrative tribunals of

1255 this state, including court-annexed arbitration and mediation, subject to the following

1256 qualifications:

1257 1) Written consent to representation of the person on whose behalf the applicant is

1258 acting shall be filed in the case and brought to the attention of the judge or presiding

1259 officer.

1260 2) Appearances, pleadings, motions, and other documents to be filed with the court may

1261 be prepared by the applicant and may be signed with the accompanying designation

1262 "Tennessee Bar Applicant."

1263 3) In criminal cases, in which the penalty may be imprisonment, in proceedings

1264 challenging sentences of imprisonment, and in civil or criminal contempt proceedings,

1265 the applicant may participate in pretrial, trial, and post-trial proceedings as an assistant of

1266 the supervising member of the bar, who shall be present and responsible for the conduct

1267 of the proceedings.

1268 4) In all other civil and criminal cases in the trial courts or administrative tribunals, the

1269 applicant may conduct all pretrial, trial, and post-trial proceedings with the supervising

1270 attorney present unless the applicant is permitted by the judge or presiding officer

1271 participate without direct supervision.

1272 5) In matters before appellate courts, the applicant may prepare briefs, excerpts from

1273 record, abstracts, and other documents. If any such filings set forth the name of the

1274 applicant as a counsel of record in addition to the supervising member of the bar, the
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1275 name of the applicant must be accompanied by the designation "Tennessee Bar

1276 Applicant" but must be filed in the name of the supervising member of the bar. Upon

1277 motion by the supervising member of the bar, the applicant may request authorization to

1278 argue the matter before the appellate court but, even if the applicant is permitted to argue,

1279 the supervising member of the bar must be present and responsible for the conduct of the

1280 applicant at the hearing.

1281 (d) Compensation. An applicant rendering services authorized by this rule shall not request or

1282 accept any compensation from the person for whom applicant renders the services. The

1283 supervising attorney may make an appropriate charge. The applicant may be compensated as an

1284 employee of a firm, agency, clinic or other organization so long as the rate of such compensation

1285 is established independent of compensation paid for representation.

1286 (e) Any applicant who otherwise meets all the qualifications contemplated in this Rule, but who

1287 is unable to make a connection or association with a practicing attorney for purposes of serving

1288 as a supervising attorney as required by this Rule may make application to any trial judge

1289 holding court in the county of such applicant's residence for aid in the establishment of a

1290 supervised practice under this Rule. Trial judges are admonished that such practice must accord

1291 strictly with the provisions of this Rule. No deviation will be permitted.

1292 Sec. 10.05. Conditional Admission.

1293 An applicant whose previous conduct or behavior would or might result in a denial of admission

1294 may be conditionally admitted to the practice of law upon a showing of sufficient rehabilitation

1295 and/or mitigating circumstances. The Board shall recommend relevant conditions relative to the

1296 conduct or the cause of such conduct with which the applicant must comply during the period of

1297 conditional admission.

1298 (a) Conditions. The Board may recommend that an applicant's admission be conditioned on the

1299 applicant's complying with conditions that are designed to detect behavior that could render the

1300 applicant unfit to practice law and to protect the clients and the public, such as submitting to

1301 alcohol, drug, or mental health treatment; medical, psychological, or psychiatric care;

1302 participation in group therapy or support; random chemical screening; office practice or debt

1303 management counseling; and monitoring, supervision; mentoring or other conditions deemed

1304 appropriate by the Board . The conditions shall be tailored to detect recurrence of the conduct or

1305 behavior which could render an applicant unfit to practice law or pose a risk to clients or the
1306 public and to encourage continued abstinence, treatment, or other support. The conditions should

1307 be established on the basis of clinical or other appropriate evaluations, take into consideration the

1308 recommendations of qualified professionals, when appropriate, and protect the privacy interests

1309 of the conditionally admitted lawyer to professional treatment records to the extent possible. The

1310 terms shall be set forth in a confidential order (the "Conditional Admission Order"). The

1311 Conditional Admission Order shall be made a part of the conditionally admitted lawyer's

1312 application file and shall remain confidential, except as provided in this and any other applicable

1313 rules. The Board shall issue the Temporary Certificate of Eligibility for Admission pursuant to
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1314 Sec. 9.01 upon completion of the registration process after issuance of the Conditional

1315 Admission Order. The Board of Law Examiners shall have no further authority over the

1316 conditionally admitted lawyer once such lawyer obtains a license to practice law.

1317 (b) Notification to the Board of Professional Responsibility. Immediately upon issuance of a

1318 Conditional Admission Order, the Board of Law Examiners shall transmit a copy of the order to

1319 the Board of Professional Responsibility. If the Board of Professional Responsibility or any other

1320 jurisdiction's disciplinary authority receives a complaint alleging unprofessional conduct by the

1321 conditionally admitted lawyer, or if the Monitoring Authority designated pursuant to paragraph

1322 (d) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility of substantial noncompliance with the

1323 Conditional Admission Order, the Board of Professional Responsibility shall request a copy of

1324 relevant portions of the lawyer's bar application file, and the Board of Law Examiners shall
1325 promptly provide the requested materials to the Board of Professional Responsibility.

1326 (c) Length of Conditional Admission. The conditional admission period shall be set in the

1327 Conditional Admission Order, but shall not exceed sixty (60) months, unless notification of
1328 substantial noncompliance with the Conditional Admission Order has been received by the
1329 Board of Professional Responsibility or a complaint of unprofessional conduct has been made

1330 against the conditionally admitted lawyer with the Board of Professional Responsibility or any
1331 other lawyer disciplinary authority.

1332 (d) Compliance with Conditional Admission Order. During the conditional admission period,

1333 the Monitoring Authority shall be the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program. The Tennessee
1334 Lawyers Assistance Program shall take such action as is necessary to monitor compliance with
1335 the terms of the Conditional Admission Order, including, but not limited to, requiring that the
1336 conditionally admitted lawyer submit written verification of compliance with the conditions,
1337 appear before the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program monitor, and provide information
1338 requested by the monitor or the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program.

1339 (e) Costs of Conditional Admission. The applicant shall be responsible for any direct costs of
1340 investigation, testing and monitoring. Other costs shall be borne in accord with this or any other

1341 applicable Supreme Court Rule.

1342 (f) Failure to Fulfill the Terms of Conditional Admission. Failure of a conditionally admitted

1343 lawyer to fulfill the terms of a Conditional Admission Order may result in a modification of the

1344 Order that may include extension of the period of conditional admission, suspension or
1345 revocation of the Conditional Admission Order or such other action as may be appropriate under
1346 Supreme Court Rule 9, including temporary suspension pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 9, §
1347 12.3. The Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program shall promptly notify the Board of
1348 Professional Responsibility whenever it determines that the conditionally admitted lawyer is in
1349 substantial noncompliance with the terms of the Conditional Admission Order. Notification of
1350 such failure by the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program shall automatically extend the
1351 conditional admission until disposition of the matter by the Board of Professional Responsibility
1352 and any resulting appeals.
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1353 (g) Violation of Conditional Admission Order. The Board of Professional Responsibility shall

1354 initiate proceedings to determine whether the conditional admission should be revoked, extended

1355 or modified by filing a petition to review conditional admission. Consideration and disposition of

1356 any such petition shall follow the procedure for formal proceedings as set forth in Tenn. Sup. Ct.

1357 R. 9; however, the only issue to be determined is whether the conditional admission should be

1358 revoked, extended or modified. Any decision to extend or modify the Conditional Admission

1359 Order must be made in consultation with the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Programs. If the

1360 conditionally admitted attorney was temporarily suspended due to substantial noncompliance

1361 with a monitoring agreement, any disposition of the petition to review conditional admission

1362 may include dissolution of the temporary suspension.

1363 (h) Expiration of Conditional Admission Order. Unless the Conditional Admission Order is

1364 revoked or extended as provided herein, upon completion of the period of conditional admission,

1365 the conditions imposed by the Conditional Admission Order shall expire. The Tennessee

1366 Lawyers Assistance Program shall notify the Board of Professional Responsibility of such

1367 expiration.

1368 (i) Confidentiality. Except as otherwise provided herein, and unless The Supreme Court orders

1369 otherwise, the fact that an individual is conditionally admitted and the terms of the Conditional

1370 Admission Order shall be confidential provided that the applicant shall disclose the entry of any

1371 Conditional Admission Order to the admissions authority in any jurisdiction where the applicant
1372 applies for admission to practice law. In addition to ensuring that the relevant records of the
1373 Board of Law Examiners, the Board of Professional Responsibility and the Tennessee Lawyers
1374 Assistance Program are confidential, the Board shall use reasonable efforts to structure the terms

1375 and conditions of the conditional admission so that the conditional admission does not pose a
1376 significant risk to confidentiality. These provisions for confidentiality shall not prohibit or
1377 restrict the ability of the applicant to disclose to third parties that the applicant has been
1378 conditionally admitted under this Rule, nor prohibit requiring third-party verification of
1379 compliance with the terms of the Conditional Admission Order by admission authorities in
1380 jurisdictions to which the conditionally admitted lawyer may subsequently apply.

1381 (j) Education. The Board shall make information about its conditional admission process
1382 publicly available and shall reasonably cooperate with the Tennessee Lawyers Assistance
1383 Program in its efforts to educate law students, law school administrators and applicants for bar
1384 admission regarding the nature and extent of chemical abuse, dependency, and mental health
1385 concerns that affect law students and lawyers.

1386 (k) Disciplinary Complaints. The provisions of this rule shall not affect the authority of the
1387 Board of Professional Responsibility, pursuant to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 9, to investigate a complaint
1388 filed against a conditionally admitted lawyer by a person or entity other than the Tennessee
1389 Lawyers Assistance Program, to recommend a disposition of such complaint pursuant to Tenn.

1390 Sup. Ct. R. 9,§ 8.1, or to initiate a formal disciplinary proceeding as to such complaint, pursuant

1391 to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 9, § 8.2.
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1392 [Section 10.05 amended by Order filed September 3, 2009]

1393 Sec. 10.06. Temporary License of Spouse of a Military Servicemember

1394 (a) Qualifications. An applicant who meets all of the following requirements listed in (i)

1395 through (xii) below may be temporarily licensed and admitted to the practice of law in

1396 Tennessee, upon approval of the Board. Applicant:

1397 (i) is the spouse of an active duty servicemember of the United States Uniformed Services as
1398 defined by the Department of Defense and that servicemember is on military orders stationed
1399 in the State of Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky;

1400 (ii) has been licensed and admitted by examination to practice law before the court of last
1401 resort in at least one other jurisdiction of the United States;

1402 (iii) meets the educational requirements of Section 2.01 and 2.02 of this Rule;

1403 (iv) has achieved a passing score on the Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination
1404 as it is established in Tennessee at the time of application;

1405 (v) is currently an active member in good standing in every jurisdiction to which the
1406 applicant has been admitted to practice, or has resigned or been administratively revoked
1407 while in good standing from every jurisdiction without any pending disciplinary actions;

1408 (vi) is not currently subject to lawyer discipline in any other jurisdiction;

1409 (vii) possesses the moral character and fitness required of all applicants for admission and
1410 licensing in this State;

1411 (viii) is physically residing in Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, due to the
1412 servicemember's military orders;

1413 (ix) has completed fifteen (15) hours of instruction approved by the Tennessee Continuing
1414 Legal Education Board on Tennessee substantive and/or procedural law, including three (3)
1415 hours of ethics, within the six-month period immediately preceding or following the filing of
1416 the applicant's application;

1417 (x) has never failed the Tennessee bar examination;

1418 (xi) certifies that he or she has read and is familiar with the Tennessee Rules of Professional
1419 Conduct; and

1420 (xii) has paid such fees as may be set by the Board.

1421 (b) Application Requirements. Any applicant seeking a temporary license under this Section to
1422 practice law in Tennessee shall:

1423 (i) file an application for Temporary License for Servicemember's Spouse and an
1424 application for character investigation, including all required supporting documents, in the
1425 manner established by the Board;

1426 (ii) submit a copy of the applicant's Military Spouse Dependent Identification and
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1427 documentation evidencing a spousal relationship with the servicemember;

1428 (iii) provide a copy of the servicemember's military orders to a military installation in

1429 Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, or a letter from the servicemember's command

1430 verifying that the requirement in Paragraph (a)(vii) of this Section is met;

1431 (iv) submit Certificate(s) of Good Standing from the highest court of each state to which

1432 applicant has been admitted and Disciplinary History(ies) to demonstrate satisfaction of the

1433 requirements of Paragraph (a)(iv) of this Section;

1434 (v) associate Local Counsel as set forth in Paragraph (c) of this Section, below;

1435 (vi) certify compliance with the Continuing Legal Education requirement in Paragraph

1436 (a)(ix) of this Section; and

1437 (vii) pay the fee established pursuant to Section 11.01 of this Rule.

1438 (c) Supervision of Local Counsel. A person applying for a Temporary License under this Rule
1439 may engage in the practice of law in this jurisdiction only under the supervision and direction
1440 of Local Counsel.

1441 (i) As used in this Rule, Local Counsel means an active member in good standing of the
1442 Tennessee Bar, whose office is located in Tennessee.

1443 (ii) Local Counsel must provide to the Board his or her Tennessee Bar number, physical
1444 office address, mailing address, email address, telephone number, and written consent to
1445 serve as Local Counsel, on the form provided by the Board of Bar Examiners.

1446 (iii) Unless specifically excused from attendance by the trial judge, Local Counsel shall
1447 personally appear with the temporarily admitted attorney on all matters before the court.

1448 (iv) Local Counsel will be responsible to the courts, the Board of Professional
1449 Responsibility, The Supreme Court of Tennessee, and the client for all services provided by
1450 the temporarily admitted attorney pursuant to this Rule.

1451 (v) Local Counsel is obligated to notify the Executive Director of the Board and the Board
1452 of Professional Responsibility when the supervising relationship between the attorney
1453 holding the Temporary License and Local Counsel is terminated.

1454 (d) Issuance, Renewal and Subsequent Application.

1455 (i) Issuance. Upon approval and certification by the Board, the applicant for temporary
1456 license shall, upon registration and payment of applicable dues and taking the oath of
1457 admission as set forth in Sections 9.01 and 9.02 of this Rule, become a member of the
1458 Tennessee Bar. An attorney temporarily licensed pursuant to this Rule shall be subject to the
1459 same membership obligations, including payment of dues and continuing legal education
1460 requirements, as other active members of the Tennessee Bar, and all legal services provided
1461 in Tennessee by a lawyer licensed and admitted pursuant to this Rule shall be deemed the
1462 practice of law and shall subject the attorney to all rules governing the practice of law in
1463 Tennessee, including the Tennessee Rules of Professional Conduct. The original term of the
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1464 license is one year.

1465 ' (ii) Duration and Renewal.

1466 1) Persons who hold a temporary license under this provision may apply for a one year
1467 extension to their license upon filing of an application for extension with the Board. The
1468 application for extension must include sworn verification that the temporarily licensed
1469 attorney continues to meet all of the qualifications for temporary license as set forth in
1470 Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this Section, and include the required fee for the
1471 application. Requests for extension must be submitted to the Board at least one month
1472 prior to the expiration of the temporary license. Requests for extension must be
1473 approved by the Board and The Supreme Court to be effective.

1474 2) When the active duty servicemember is assigned to an unaccompanied or remote
1475 follow-on assignment and the temporarily licensed attorney continues to physically
1476 reside in Tennessee, the temporary license may be renewed until that unaccompanied or
1477 remote assignment ends, provided that the attorney complies with the other requirements
1478 for renewal.

1479 3) Subsequent Applications. A temporarily licensed attorney who wishes to become a
1480 permanent member of the Bar of Tennessee may apply for admission under Article III
1481 (by examination) or Article V (without examination) of this Rule for the standard
1482 application fee minus the application fee paid to the Board for the application for
1483 temporary license, not including any fees for requests for extension or background
1484 investigation fees. The requirement for a background investigation will be waived if the
1485 application for admission is submitted within two years of the original Application for
1486 Temporary License.

1487 (e) Termination.

1488 (i) Event of Termination. An attorney's temporary license to practice law pursuant to this
1489 Rule shall immediately terminate and the attorney shall immediately cease all activities under
1490 this Rule upon the occurrence of any of the following:

1491 1) the spouse's discharge, separation or retirement from active duty in the United States
1492 Uniformed Services, or the spouse's no longer being on military orders stationed in the
1493 State of Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, except as provided in Paragraph (d)(2)(ii)
1494 of this Section;

1495 2) failure of the temporary attorney to meet any licensing requirements applicable to all
1496 active attorneys possessing a license to practice law in this state, including failure to submit
1497 a timely application to renew the temporary license;

1498 3) the absence of supervision by Local Counsel;

1499 4) the attorney no longer physically residing within the State of Tennessee or at Fort
1500 Campbell, Kentucky;

1501 5) the request of the temporary attorney;
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1502 6) the issuance to the temporary attorney of a Tennessee license under Article III (by

1503 examination) or Article V (without examination) of this Rule;

1504 7) the temporarily licensed attorney receiving a failing score on the Tennessee bar

1505 examination; or

1506 8) the suspension, disbarment or other action affecting the temporarily licensed attorney's

1507 good standing with the bar of Tennessee or any other jurisdiction in the United States in

1508 which the temporarily licensed attorney is licensed.

1509 (ii) Notices Required.

1510 1) An attorney temporarily licensed under this Rule shall provide written notice to this

1511 Board and the Board of Professional Responsibility of any Event of Termination within

1512 thirty (30) days of the occurrence thereof;

1513 2) Within thirty (30) days of the occurrence of any Event of Termination, the temporarily

1514 licensed attorney shall:

1515 (a) provide written notice to all his or her clients that he or she can no longer represent

1516 such clients and furnish proof to this Board and the Board of Professional Responsibility

1517 within forty-five (45) days of such notification; and

1518 (b) file in each matter pending before any court or tribunal in this State a notice that the

1519 attorney will no longer be involved in the matter, which shall include the substitution of

1520 the Local Counsel, or such other attorney licensed to practice law in Tennessee selected

1521 by the client, as counsel in the place of the temporarily licensed attorney.

1522 ARTICLE XI. FEES

1523 Sec. 11.01. Schedule of Fees.

1524 The Board shall adopt, from time to time, a schedule of fees to be paid by applicants. No fee

1525 shall be charged without the approval of The Supreme Court.

1526 Sec. 11.02. Payment Mandatory.

1527 No step in the admissions process may be taken except upon the payment of the fees required for

1528 that step. No license will be issued until all fees due from the applicant have been paid.

1529 Sec. 11.03. Refunds.

1530 Fees are non-transferable and non-refundable, except that 1/2 the fee for examination or re-

1531 examination, not including any other fee, may be refunded if applicant withdraws from the exam

1532 by February 15 for the February examination and July 15 for the July examination.

1533
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1534 ARTICLE XII. ORGANIZATION AND POWERS OF BOARD

1535 Sec. 12.01. Composition of Board and Term.

1536 The Board shall consist of five attorneys licensed to practice law in this State and in good

1537 standing. The Board members shall be appointed to three-year terms by The Supreme Court. No

1538 member who has served three successive three-year terms shall be eligible for reappointment to

1539 the Board until three years after the termination of the most recent term.

1540 [Amended by order filed November 15, 2013]

1541 Sec. 12.02. Officers and Allocation of Responsibilities.

1542 The officers of the Board shall consist of a President, a Vice President and a Secretary-Treasurer.

1543 The Board may, however, allocate responsibilities not requiring formal action, as it deems

1544 appropriate, on an informal basis.

1545 Sec. 12.03. Official Seal.

1546 The Board shall use a seal of office containing the following words: "STATE OF TENNESSEE

1547 BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS."

1548 Sec. 12.04. Formal Actions; Quorum.

1549 (a) Denial of an application to take the examination, or denial of a license, or the adoption of

1550 Board policies and rules shall be taken only on formal action concurred in by at least three

1551 members of the Board, expressed in an order.

1552 (b) Three (3) members of the Board shall constitute a quorum.

1553 (c) Preliminary approval to take the examination may be given and any other informal action

1554 may be taken by any member of the Board.

1555 [Amended by order filed March 14, 2002.]

1556 Sec. 12.05. Policy and Procedure of the Board.

1557 (a) The Board shall have the power to adopt such statements of policy and procedure as it may

1558 deem necessary or expedient, not inconsistent with the rules of The Supreme Court. Upon
1559 adoption by the Board, the Executive Director shall provide a copy of the policy or procedure to

1560 the Court for approval.

1561 (b) All such statements of policy and procedure shall be maintained by the Executive Director

1562 as the Board's Statement of Policy and Procedure . The and shall be open to public inspection.

1563 The Board shall take reasonably appropriate steps to assure that applicants are given the

1564 opportunity to become familiar with the Board's Statement of Policy and Procedure, as well as

1565 with this Rule.
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1566 Sec. 12.06. Docket of Proceedings.

1567 The Executive Director shall maintain a docket of all proceedings before the Board in which

1568 formal action of the Board is taken, or a hearing is held with respect to any application for

1569 admission.

1570 Sec. 12.07. Appointment and Duties of Executive Director

1571 The Supreme Court shall appoint an Executive Director of the Board, who shall serve at the

1572 pleasure of the Court. Following his or her appointment by the Court, the Executive Director

1573 shall report to the Board, which shall conduct regular performance evaluations of the Executive

1574 Director and report such evaluations to the Court. The Executive Director shall be responsible

1575 for all administrative duties in the enforcement of this Rule, including, but not limited to,

1576 investigation of the character of applicants, investigation of schools, preliminary review of

1577 applications, making arrangements for the giving of examinations, keeping books, records and

1578 files, and such other responsibilities as may be delegated or directed by the Board.

1579 Sec. 12.08. Secretarial Assistance.

1580 The Executive Director may employ such full or part-time secretarial and other office assistance

1581 as he or she may deem appropriate.

1582 Sec. 12.09. Assistants to the Board.

1583 The Supreme Court may appoint attorneys licensed to practice law in this State and in good
1584 standing to assist in the preparation and grading of examination questions, and to perform such

1585 other duties in the enforcement of this Rule as the Board may from time to time direct. The
1586 assistants shall serve staggered terms of five (5) years, and may be reappointed to serve a second
1587 five-year term, provided that shorter terms may be designated initially by the Court where
1588 necessary to observe the above rotation practices.

1589 Sec. 12.10. Salaries.

1590 Subject to budgetary limitations, the Board shall fix the salary of the Executive Director, of

1591 attorney assistants and employees of the Board.

1592 Sec. 12.11. Confidentiality of Board Records and Files.

1593 Applications for admission, examination papers and grades, and all investigative records of the
1594 Board, including but not limited to, correspondence and/or electronic transmissions to and from
1595 the Board, its members and staff, minutes of Board meetings and its deliberations and all
1596 documents, communications and proceedings prepared in connection with evaluations or
1597 investigations of law schools under Rule 7, §§ 2.03, 2.07, 2.08, 2.09, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, and 2.15,
1598 whether in paper or electronic form, shall be treated as confidential and shall not be open to
1599 inspection by members of the public without written application to and authorization by an
1600 appropriate order of The Supreme Court. Statistical information not identified with any particular
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1601 applicant and information relating to whether and when an applicant has been admitted may be

1602 released to any person. The Board is authorized to release information which would otherwise be

1603 confidential to the licensing, disciplinary or law enforcement agencies of any jurisdiction, the

1604 Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program, the Board of Professional Responsibility, and to the

1605 National Conference of Bar Examiners. Notwithstanding the provisions above, completion of an

1606 Application to the Bar of Tennessee constitutes Applicant's permission allowing the Board to release

1607 Applicant's name, address and email address to Bar and professional legal associations in Tennessee, as

1608 approved by the Board, and, for applications for admission by examination, Applicant's name and exam
1609 result to the law school from which Applicant graduated.

1610 [Amended by order filed December 15, 2000, effective January 13, 2001, and by order filed

1611 August 31, 2004.]

1612 Sec. 12.12. No Power to Waive or Modify Rule of The Supreme Court.

1613 Except as expressly provided in this Rule, the Board has no power to waive or modify any

1614 provision of this Rule.

1615 Sec. 12.13. Subpoena Power.

1616 The Board and each member thereof are vested with the power to issue subpoenas for witnesses,

1617 to compel their attendance, and to compel the production of books, records and documents, to

1618 administer oaths to witnesses and to compel witnesses to give testimony under oath, and to have

1619 and exercise all other power and authority conferred by the laws of this State and the rules of The

1620 Supreme Court upon Commissioners or upon Special Masters of this Court. Said subpoenas shall

1621 in each instance be attested by one of the Clerks of this Court. Subpoenas shall be issued and

1622 enforced in accordance with the provisions of Title 24, Tenn. Code Ann., as in the case of

1623 Commissioners authorized to take depositions.

1624 Sec. 12.14. Counsel for Board.

1625 (a) The Board is authorized to request any of the attorney assistants to the Board to act as

1626 counsel, or to request the State or any local bar association to furnish counsel, to assist the Board

1627 in investigations, preparation for hearings, or the conduct of hearings.

1628 (b) The Attorney General shall represent the Board in any proceedings in court, including the

1629 review of Board actions in The Supreme Court.

1630 Sec. 12.15. Immunity

1631 (a) Members of the Board, district committee members, the Executive Director, Assistants and

1632 employees of the Board shall be immune from from civil suit in the course of their official

1633 duties.

1634 (b) Records, statements of opinion, and other information regarding an applicant for admission to

1635 the bar communicated by any entity, including any person, firm or institution, without malice, to
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1636 the Board of Law Examiners, or to its members, employees or agents, are privileged, and civil

1637 suits for damages predicated thereon may not be instituted.

1638 (c) The immunity granted in this Section shall not be construed to limit any other form of

1639 immunity available to any covered person.

1640 [Adopted by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999.]

1641 ARTICLE XIII. FORMAL PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE BOARD

1642 Sec. 13.01. Show Cause Orders.

1643 If the Board finds, from the information furnished it or from investigations made under its

1644 authority, that grounds for doubt exist as to whether an applicant meets the criteria and standards
1645 provided in this Rule, the Board shall issue an order requiring the applicant to show cause why
1646 the applicant should not be denied admission or the opportunity to take the examination as the
1647 Board may determine. Any such show cause order shall state the grounds thereof, and shall
1648 afford the applicant an opportunity to reply thereto within a period designated therein. Any such
1649 reply shall be in writing, under oath, and may include such additional affidavits or other
1650 documents as the applicant may choose to furnish. If the Board determines that any such reply is
1651 not sufficient, the Board shall notify the applicant and afford him or her the opportunity to be
1652 heard in accordance with the procedures provided in this Rule. The Board or the Executive
1653 Director, however, may contact the applicant in order to secure an informal resolution of the
1654 matter before resorting to the formal procedures herein provided, but no such informal
1655 disposition shall be made without the consent of the applicant.

1656 Sec. 13.02. Petitions to Board.

1657 (a) Any person who is aggrieved by any action of the Board involving or arising from the
1658 enforcement of this Rule (other than failure to pass the bar examination) may petition the Board
1659 for such relief as is within the jurisdiction of the Board to grant.

1660 (b) Any such petition must:

1661 (i) Be in writing, under oath;

1662 (ii) Be filed with the Administrator within 30 days after notice of such action by the
1663 board; and

1664 (iii) Must state with reasonable particularity the relief which is sought and the
1665 grounds therefor.

1666 (c) Any such petition may:

1667 (i) Be accompanied by such affidavits and other documentary evidence as the
1668 petitioner may deem appropriate;
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1669 (ii) May be supported by a Memorandum of Law setting forth pertinent authorities

1670 and arguments; and

1671 (iii) May ask the Board to set the matter for hearing.

1672 (d) The Board may order a hearing of any such petition on its own motion.

1673 Sec. 13.03. Hearings Before the Board.

1674 (a) The Administrator shall serve notice on the petitioner or the respondent to a show cause order

1675 and any other interested parties fixing the time and place of the hearing and indicating the

1676 matters to be heard.

1677 (b) The petitioner or respondent and any other person made a party to the proceeding shall have

1678 the right to be represented by counsel and to present evidence and argument with respect to the

1679 matters in issue.

1680 (c) The burden of proof shall be upon the petitioner, or the respondent in the case of a show
1681 cause order.

1682 (d) Any person having a direct interest in the matters in issue in any proceeding may, upon
1683 written motion, be allowed to intervene and become a party of record.

1684 (e) The Board shall not be bound by the rules of evidence applicable in a court, but it may admit
1685 and give probative effect to any evidence which in the judgment of the Board possesses such
1686 probative value as would entitle it to be accepted by reasonably prudent persons in the conduct of
1687 their affairs. The Board, however, shall give effect to the rules of privilege recognized by law.
1688 The Board may exclude incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and unduly repetitious evidence.

1689 (f) All evidence, including records and documents in the possession of the Board of which it
1690 desires to avail itself, shall be offered and made a part of the record, and no factual information
1691 shall be considered by the Board which is not made part of the record.

1692 (g) Documentary evidence may be received in the form of copies or excerpts, or by incorporation
1693 by reference.

1694 (h) The Board may take notice of judicially cognizable facts, and, in addition, may take notice of
1695 general or technical facts within its specialized knowledge.

1696 (i) The Board may cause subpoenas to be issued for such witnesses as any party may in good
1697 faith and for good cause shown request in writing.

1698 (j) The Administrator shall arrange for the presence of a court reporter to transcribe any oral
1699 hearing. The per diem charge of such reporter shall be paid by the party requesting the hearing,
1700 or, in the case of a show cause order, by the Board. In its discretion, the Board may waive the
1701 presence of a reporter and use an electronic or similar recording device. At the direction of the
1702 Board, or at the request of any party, a transcription of the hearing shall be made, and shall be
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1703 incorporated in the record, if made. The party requesting the transcription shall bear the cost
1704 thereof. If the Board elects to transcribe the proceedings, any party shall be provided copies
1705 thereof upon payment to the Board of a reasonable compensatory charge.

1706 (k) At the direction of the Board and by agreement of the parties, all or part of a hearing may be
1707 conducted by telephone, or other electronic means, if each party has an opportunity to participate
1708 in, to hear, and, if technically feasible, to see the entire proceeding while it is taking place.

1709 (1) Any member of the Board may hold hearings when authorized by the Board to do so, but any
1710 decision shall be made by a majority of the Board. Any member participating in the decision
1711 without being present shall read the transcript of the proceedings and the entire record before the
1712 Board.

1713 Sec. 13.04. Default.

1714 (a) If a party fails to respond to a show cause order, the Board may hold that party in default,
1715 serve a notice of default on that party, and after the period stated in that notice, enter an order
1716 taking such action as the Board deems appropriate.

1717 (b) If a party fails to appear at a hearing, the Board may hold that party in default, serve a notice
1718 of default on the party, and after the period stated in that notice, dismiss the petition, or, in the
1719 case of a hearing set by the Board on its own motion, enter an order taking such action as the
1720 Board deems appropriate.

1721 (c) When a party fails to respond to a show cause order, or fails to appear at a hearing, the Board
1722 may, at its election, proceed with the hearing in the absence of that party.

1723 (d) A party who has been held in default may file a petition for setting aside that default within
1724 15 days after the entry of an order based on that default, which petition shall state with
1725 particularity the grounds thereof.

1726 Sec. 13.05. Costs.

1727 The Board may require payment of or security for the costs and expenses of any hearing before
1728 the Board, in such a manner as it deems reasonably compensatory.

1729 Sec. 13.06. Decisions of Board.

1730 The Board's decision on any hearing before it shall be made in writing and a copy thereof shall
1731 be mailed or delivered to all parties of record.

1732 Sec. 13.07. Informal Disposition.

1733 Unless precluded by law or by this Rule, informal disposition may be had of any matter before
1734 the Board by stipulation, agreed settlement, or consent order.

1735
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1736 Sec. 13.08. Motions and Other Matters Preliminary to Hearing.

1737 (a) Any party who desires to raise any matter preliminary to the hearing or to obtain any order
1738 from the Board prior to the hearing shall do so by motion, which shall be made in writing, shall
1739 state with reasonable particularity the grounds therefor, and shall set forth the relief or order
1740 sought.

1741 (b) Any member of the Board may dispose of any motion, subject to the right of review by the
1742 entire Board.

1743 ARTICLE XIV. REVIEW OF BOARD DECISIONS

1744 Sec. 14.01. Petition for Review.

1745 Any person aggrieved by any action of the Board may petition The Supreme Court for a review
1746 thereof as under the common law writ of certiorari, unless otherwise expressly precluded from
1747 doing so under this Rule. A petition filed under this section shall be made under oath or on
1748 affirmation and shall state that it is the first application for the writ. See Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 27-
1749 8-104(a) and 27-8-106. On the grant of the writ, the Administrator shall certify and forward to
1750 the Court a complete record of the proceedings before the Board in that matter. Any such petition
1751 must be filed within 60 days after .entry of the order of the Board. The Board shall have 30 days
1752 after filing of any such petition within which to file a response.

1753 [Amended by order entered June 22, 1988; by order filed April 15, 1999, effective May 1, 1999;
1754 and amended by order entered May 2, 2011.]

1755 Sec. 14.02. Costs.

1756 The Supreme Court may make such orders as it may consider appropriate with respect to the
1757 payment of or security for costs and other expenses of hearings before the Court.

1758 Sec. 14.03. Exhaustion of Board Remedies.

1759 The Supreme Court will entertain no application or petition from any person who may be
1760 affected directly or indirectly by this Rule, unless that person has first exhausted his remedy
1761 before the Board.

1762 Sec. 14.04. No Review of Failure to Pass Bar Examination.

1763 The only remedy afforded for a grievance for failure to pass the bar examination shall be the
1764 right to re-examination as herein provided.

1765 ARTICLE XV. SURRENDER OF LAW LICENSE

1766 An attorney licensed to practice in Tennessee may petition The Supreme Court to accept the
1767 surrender of his or her license to practice law.
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1768 The petition shall be filed in the office of the Clerk of the Appellate Courts in Nashville. The

1769 petitioner shall contemporaneously serve copies of the petition upon the Chief Disciplinary

1770 Counsel of the Board of Professional Responsibility, the Executive Director of the Board of Law
1771 Examiners, and the Executive Director of the Commission on Continuing Legal Education and
1772 Specialization.

1773 The petition shall state under oath:

1774 (a) the reason(s) for the requested surrender;

1775 (b) whether disbarment, suspension, disciplinary, or other administrative action of any nature is
1776 in effect or pending as to the petitioner;

1777 (c) whether there is a potential grievance, complaint, disciplinary or administrative action of any
1778 nature in any jurisdiction which may likely be filed against the petitioner;

1779 (d) whether the attorney is currently on probation, under criminal charge(s), or under
1780 investigation for criminal charge(s), of any nature in any jurisdiction.

1781 The Court may decline to consider any petition during the pendency of any of the matters
1782 described herein above.

1783 The attorney shall attach the law license to the petition or shall attach an affidavit fully
1784 explaining why the license is not attached.

1785 Upon consideration of the petition, the Court may grant the petition or deny it. If the Court grants
1786 the petition, the order accepting the surrender shall state the date the surrender shall take effect.
1787 The Clerk shall mail a copy of the order to the surrendering attorney, the Board of Professional
1788 Responsibility, the Board of Law Examiners, and the Commission on Continuing Legal
1789 Education and Specialization.

1790 As of the effective date of the order accepting surrender, the attorney shall have no license to
1791 practice law in this state. After the effective date of the order, this license shall not be reinstated,
1792 and the attorney may not be licensed to practice law in Tennessee until he or she applies for a
1793 law license in Tennessee and meets the requirements of Rule 7, Rules of The Supreme Court.

1794 [Article added by order entered April 11, 1996.]

1795 ARTICLE XVI. REINSTATEMENT OF LAW LICENSE

1796 Sec. 16.01. In accordance with Tenn. Sup. Ct. Rule 9, §§ 10 and 13, an attorney who has been
1797 suspended, disbarred or assumed inactive status and who wishes to take the bar examination as
1798 evidence of the attorney's fitness to practice law, must apply for examination as provided in
1799 Section 3.03 of this Rule, and attach to the application a disclosure that the application is being
1800 submitted pursuant to Section 16.01 of Rule 7.
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1801 Sec. 16.02 Applicant's bar examination scores will not be posted but will be released directly to
1802 the applicant.

1803 Sec. 16.03. Submitting an application to take the bar examination constitutes the applicant's
1804 permission to allow the Board to release the results of the bar examination and the background
1805 investigation directly to the Board of Professional Responsibility.



RULE 5.5: UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW;
MULTIJURISDICTIONAL PRACTICE OF LAW

(a) A lawyer shall not practice law in a jurisdiction in violation of the regulation of the legal profession in that jurisdiction, or

assist another in doing so.

(b) A lawyer who is not admitted to practice in this jurisdiction shall not:

(1) except as authorized by these Rules or other law, establish an office or other systematic and continuous presence in this

jurisdiction for the practice of law; or

(2) hold out to the public or otherwise represent that the lawyer is admitted to practice law in this jurisdiction.

(c) A lawyer admitted in another United States jurisdiction, and not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction,

may provide legal services on a temporary basis in this jurisdiction that:

(1) are undertaken in association with a lawyer who is admitted to practice in this jurisdiction and who actively participates in

the matter;

(2) are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential proceeding before a tribunal in this or another jurisdiction, if the

lawyer, or a person the lawyer is assisting, is authorized by law or order to appear in such proceeding or reasonably expects

to be so authorized;

(3) are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential arbitration, mediation, or other alternative dispute resolution

proceeding in this or another jurisdiction, if the services arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer's representation

of an existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to practice and are not services for which the forum

requires pro hac vice admission; or

(4) are not within paragraphs (c)(2) or (c)(3) and arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer's representation of an

existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to practice.

(d) A lawyer admitted in another United States jurisdiction, and not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction,
may provide legal services in this jurisdiction that:

(1) are provided to the lawyer's employer or its organizational affiliates and are not services for which the forum requires pro
hac vice admission; or

(2) are services that the lawyer is authorized to provide by federal law or other law of this jurisdiction.

(3) A lawyer providing legal services pursuant to paragraph (d)(1) is subject to registration pursuant to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 10.01,
and may be subject to other requirements, including assessments for client protection funds and mandatory continuing legal
education. Failure to register in a timely manner may preclude the lawyer from later seeking admission in this jurisdiction.

(e) A lawyer authorized to provide legal services in this jurisdiction pursuant to paragraph (d)(1) of this Rule may also provide
pro bono legal services in this jurisdiction, provided that these services are offered through an established not-for-profit bar
association, pro bono program or legal services program or through such organization(s) specifically authorized in this
jurisdiction and provided that these are services for which the forum does not require pro hac vice admission.

(f) A lawyer providing legal services in Tennessee pursuant to paragraph (c) or (d) shall advise the lawyer's client that the
lawyer is not admitted to practice in Tennessee and shall obtain the client's informed consent to such representation.

(g) A lawyer providing legal services in Tennessee pursuant to paragraph (c) or (d) shall be deemed to have submitted
himself or herself to personal jurisdiction in Tennessee for claims arising out of the lawyer's actions in providing such
services in this state.

(h) A lawyer or law firm shall not employ or continue the employment of a disbarred or suspended lawyer as an attorney,
legal consultant, law clerk, paralegal or in any other position of a quasi-legal nature.



RULE 43: INTEREST ON LAWYERS' TRUST ACCOUNTS.

Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 8, Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15, requires that Tennessee

lawyers who maintain pooled trust checking accounts for the deposit of client funds participate in

the IOLTA (Interest On Lawyers' Trust Accounts) program.

Section 14. Unless exempt under this Section 14, every lawyer admitted to practice in Tennessee

shall certify in the lawyer's annual registration statement required by Tennessee Supreme Court

Rule 9, as a condition of licensure, that all funds in the lawyer's possession that are required

pursuant to RPC 1.1 5(b) to be held in an IOLTA account are, in fact, so held and shall list the

name(s) of the financial institution(s) and account number(s) where such funds are deposited.

This certification shall be made on a form provided by the Board of Professional Responsibility

and shall be submitted by the lawyer within the time period set forth in Rule 9 for the annual

registration statement. A lawyer licensed in Tennessee is exempt, and shall so certify on the

lawyer's annual registration statement, if:

(a) the lawyer is not engaged in the private practice of law in the State of Tennessee;

(b) the lawyer serves as a Judge, Attorney General, Public Defender, U.S. Attorney, District

Attorney, in-house counsel registered pursuant to Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 7,Section

10.01, teacher of law, on active duty in the armed forces or employed by state, local or federal

government and not otherwise engaged in the private practice of law;

(c) the lawyer does not have an office in Tennessee; however, for purposes of this Rule, a lawyer

who practices, as a principal, employee, of counsel, or in any other capacity, with a firm that has

an office in Tennessee shall be deemed for purposes of this Rule to have an office in Tennessee

if the lawyer utilizes one or more offices of the firm located in Tennessee more than the lawyer

utilizes one or more offices of the firm located in any other single state;

(d) under regulations adopted by the Board of Professional Responsibility under criteria

established upon recommendation of the Tennessee Bar Foundation, the lawyer or law firm is

exempted from maintaining an IOLTA account because such an IOLTA account has not and

cannot reasonably be expected to produce interest or dividends in excess of allowable reasonable

fees; or

(e) the lawyer is exempted by the Tennessee Bar Foundation from the application of this Rule

following a written request for exemption by the lawyer and determination by the Tennessee Bar

Foundation that no eligible financial institution (as defined and determined in accordance with

this Rule 43) is located within reasonable proximity of that lawyer.



Comment

[1] A lawyer may practice law only in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is authorized to practice. A lawyer may be admitted to

practice law in a jurisdiction on a regular basis or may be authorized by court rule or order or by law to practice for a limited

purpose or on a restricted basis. Paragraph (a) applies to unauthorized practice of law by a lawyer, whether through the lawyer's

direct action or by the lawyer assisting another person.

[2] The definition of the practice of law is established by law and varies from one jurisdiction to another. Whatever the

definition, limiting the practice of law to members of the bar protects the public against rendition of legal services by

unqualified persons. This Rule does not prohibit a lawyer from employing the services of paraprofessionals and delegating

functions to them, so long as the lawyer supervises the delegated work and retains responsibility for their work. See RPC

5.3.

[3] A lawyer may provide professional advice and instruction to nonlawyers whose employment requires knowledge of the

law, for example, claims adjusters, employees of financial or commercial institutions, social workers, accountants and

persons employed in government agencies. Lawyers also may assist independent nonlawyers, such as paraprofessionals,

who are authorized by the law of a jurisdiction to provide particular law-related services. In addition, a lawyer may counsel

nonlawyers who wish to proceed pro se.

[4] Other than as authorized by law or this Rule, a lawyer who is not admitted to practice generally in this jurisdiction violates

paragraph (b) if the lawyer establishes an office or other systematic and continuous presence in this jurisdiction for the

practice of law. Presence may be systematic and continuous even if the lawyer is not physically present here. Such a lawyer

must not hold out to the public or otherwise represent that the lawyer is admitted to practice law in this jurisdiction. See

also RPCs 7.1(a) and 7.5(b).

[5] There are occasions in which a lawyer admitted to practice in another United States jurisdiction, and not disbarred or

suspended from practice in any jurisdiction, may provide legal services on a temporary basis in this jurisdiction under

circumstances that do not create an unreasonable risk to the interests of their clients, the public or the courts. Paragraph (c)

identifies four such circumstances. The fact that conduct is not so identified does not imply that the conduct is or is not

authorized. With the exception of paragraphs (d)(1) and (d)(2), this Rule does not authorize a lawyer to establish an office or

other systematic and continuous presence in this jurisdiction without being admitted to practice generally here.

[6] There is no single test to determine whether a lawyer's services are provided on a "temporary basis" in this jurisdiction,

and may therefore be permissible under paragraph (c). Services may be "temporary" even though the lawyer provides

services in this jurisdiction on a recurring basis, or for an extended period of time, as when the lawyer is representing a

client in a single lengthy negotiation or litigation.

[7] Paragraphs (c) and (d) apply to lawyers who are admitted to practice law in any United States jurisdiction, which includes

the District of Columbia and any state, territory or commonwealth of the United States. The word "admitted" in paragraph (c)

contemplates that the lawyer is authorized to practice in the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted and excludes a

lawyer who while technically admitted is not authorized to practice, because, for example, the lawyer is on inactive status.

[8] Paragraph (c)(1) recognizes that the interests of clients and the public are protected if a lawyer admitted only in another

jurisdiction associates with a lawyer licensed to practice in this jurisdiction. For this paragraph to apply, however, the lawyer

admitted to practice in this jurisdiction must actively participate in and share responsibility for the representation of the client.

[9] Lawyers not admitted to practice generally in a jurisdiction may be authorized by law or order of a tribunal or an

administrative agency to appear before the tribunal or agency. This authority may be granted pursuant to formal rules

governing admission pro hac vice or pursuant to informal practice of the tribunal or agency. Under paragraph (c)(2), a lawyer

does not violate this Rule when the lawyer appears before a tribunal or agency pursuant to such authority. To the extent that

a court rule or other law of this jurisdiction requires a lawyer who is not admitted to practice in this jurisdiction to obtain

admission pro hac vice before appearing before a tribunal or administrative agency, this Rule requires the lawyer to obtain

that authority.

[10] Paragraph (c)(2) also provides that a lawyer rendering services in this jurisdiction on a temporary basis does not violate

this Rule when the lawyer engages in conduct in anticipation of a proceeding or hearing in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer

is authorized to practice law or in which the lawyer reasonably expects to be admitted pro hac vice. Examples of such

conduct include meetings with the client, interviews of potential witnesses, and the review of documents. Similarly, a lawyer

admitted only in another jurisdiction may engage in conduct temporarily in this jurisdiction in connection with pending

litigation in another jurisdiction in which the lawyer is or reasonably expects to be authorized to appear, including taking



depositions in this jurisdiction.

[11] When a lawyer has been or reasonably expects to be admitted to appear before a court or administrative agency,

paragraph (c)(2) also permits conduct by lawyers who are associated with that lawyer in the matter, but who do not expect to

appear before the court or administrative agency. For example, subordinate lawyers may conduct research, review

documents, and attend meetings with witnesses in support of the lawyer responsible for the litigation.

[12] Paragraph (c)(3) permits a lawyer admitted to practice law in another jurisdiction to perform services on a temporary

basis in this jurisdiction if those services are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential arbitration, mediation, or other

alternative dispute resolution proceeding in this or another jurisdiction, if the services arise out of or are reasonably related

to the lawyer's representation of an existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to practice. The lawyer,

however, must obtain admission pro hac vice in the case of a court-annexed arbitration or mediation or otherwise if court

rules or law so require.

[13] Paragraph (c)(4) permits a lawyer admitted in another jurisdiction to provide certain legal services on a temporary basis

in this jurisdiction that arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer's representation of an existing client in a

jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted but are not within paragraphs (c)(2) or (c)(3). These services include both legal

services and services that nonlawyers may perform but that are considered the practice of law when performed by lawyers.

[14] Paragraphs (c)(3) and (c)(4) require that the services arise out of or be reasonably related to the lawyer's representation

of an existing client in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted. A variety of factors evidence such a relationship. The

lawyer's client may be resident in or have substantial contacts with the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted. The

matter, although involving other jurisdictions, may have a significant connection with that jurisdiction. The necessary

relationship might arise when the client's activities or the legal issues involve multiple jurisdictions, such as when the

officers of a multinational corporation survey potential business sites and seek the services of their lawyer in assessing the

relative merits of each. Lawyers desiring to provide pro bono legal services on a temporary basis in a jurisdiction that has

been affected by a major disaster, but in which they are not otherwise authorized to practice law, as well as lawyers from the

affected jurisdiction who seek to practice law temporarily in another jurisdiction, but in which they are not otherwise

authorized to practice law, should consult Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 47.

[15] Paragraph (d) identifies two circumstances in which a lawyer who is admitted to practice in another United States

jurisdiction, and is not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction, may establish an office or other systematic

and continuous presence in this jurisdiction for the practice of law as well as provide legal services on a temporary basis.

Except as provided in paragraphs (d)(1) and (d)(2), a lawyer who is admitted to practice law in another jurisdiction and who

establishes an office or other systematic or continuous presence in this jurisdiction must become admitted to practice law

generally in this jurisdiction.

[16] Paragraph (d)(1) applies to a lawyer who is employed by a client to provide legal services to the client or its

organizational affiliates, i.e., entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with the employer. This

paragraph does not authorize the provision of personal legal services to the employer's officers or employees. The

paragraph applies to in-house corporate lawyers, government lawyers and others who are employed to render legal

services to the employer. The lawyer's ability to represent the employer outside the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is

licensed generally serves the interests of the employer and does not create an unreasonable risk to the client and others

because the employer is well situated to assess the lawyer's qualifications and the quality of the lawyer's work.

[17] Moved to paragraph (d)(3), above.

[18] Paragraph (d)(2) recognizes that a lawyer may provide legal services in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is not licensed

when authorized to do so by federal or other law, which includes statute, court rule, executive regulation or judicial precedent.

[19] A lawyer who practices law in this jurisdiction pursuant to paragraphs (c) or (d) or otherwise is subject to the disciplinary

authority of this jurisdiction. See RPC 8.5(a). Additionally, under paragraph (g), a lawyer providing legal services in

Tennessee pursuant to paragraphs (c) or (d) shall be deemed to have submitted himself or herself to personal jurisdiction

in Tennessee for claims arising out of the lawyer's actions in providing such services in this state.

[20] Paragraph (f) requires a lawyer who practices law in this jurisdiction pursuant to paragraphs (c) or (d) to inform the client

that the lawyer is not licensed to practice law in this jurisdiction. See also RPC 1.4(b).



[21] Paragraphs (c) and (d) do not authorize communications advertising legal services to prospective clients in this

jurisdiction by lawyers who are admitted to practice in other jurisdictions. Whether and how lawyers may communicate the

availability of their services to prospective clients in this jurisdiction is governed by RPCs 7.1 to 7.5.

[22] Paragraph (h) provides that a lawyer or law firm may not employ or continue the employment of a disbarred or

suspended lawyer as an attorney, legal consultant, law clerk, paralegal or in any other position of a quasi-legal nature. That

paragraph is consistent with existing Tennessee law. See Formal Ethics Opinion 83-F-50; Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 9, § 18.7

(providing, "[u]pon the effective date of the order [imposing disbarment, suspension or transfer to disability inactive status],

the respondent shall not maintain a presence or occupy an office where the practice of law is conducted").

DEFINITIONAL CROSS-REFERENCES

"Informed consent" See RPC 1.0(e)
"Reasonably" See RPC 1.0(h)
"Tribunal" See RPC 1.0(m)
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COMMENT OF THE TENNESSEE BAR ASSOCIATION

The Tennessee Bar Association ("TBA"), acting through its President-Elect, Jason Long';

Chair, TBA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility, Brian S. Faughnan;

General Counsel, Paul Ney; and Executive Director, Allan F. Ramsaur, in response to two

Orders of this Court soliciting public comment — one entered March 25, 2015, and one entered

April 13, 2015 — submits the following comment on the petition filed by the Tennessee Board of

Law Examiners ("TBLE") on March 12, 2015 and the amendment to that petition submitted by

a group of lawyers regarding treatment of spouses of military service members on April 6, 2015.

The TBA generally agrees with the stated rationales and supports the objectives of both of the

proposals concerning comity admission to practice law in Tennessee, practice pending

admission, consideration of permission to take the bar exam by lawyers licensed in other states

who are graduates of schools approved only by those states, registration by in-house counsel for

the limited practice of law in Tennessee, and the temporary admission to practice law in

Tennessee of lawyer spouses of active duty U.S. servicemembers. With respect to each proposal,

however, the TBA differs on certain specific elements and urges the Court to adopt important

The president of the TBA is a sitting member of the TBLE and has therefore abstained from advocating a position

on behalf of the TBA in response to the petition filed by the TBLE. Pursuant to provision 35 of the TBA Bylaws,

these duties have been delegated to the President-Elect.



modifications to certain aspects of the proposed rule revisions, as explained in this comment and

as set forth in Exhibits 1 and 2 attached to this comment.

BACKGROUND 

A. Comity Admission.

Various sections of Rule 7 of the Rules of the Tennessee Supreme Court govern the

admission of lawyers licensed to practice law in other U.S. jurisdictions to practice law in

Tennessee without examination, i.e. comity admission.

Convinced that the public and justice system are adequately protected with respect to the

competence, reputation, character, integrity of lawyers admitted in other jurisdictions, the TBA

has supported the move towards greater flexibility of admission of lawyers by allowing the

TBLE to waive the examination of applicants admitted in other jurisdictions in this country that

satisfy the other requirements for admission. This policy has generally benefited the bench and

bar in Tennessee by providing greater diversity and addresses the reality that regional and

national law firms demand greater mobility in lawyers they wish to hire.

However a change in Rule 7 § 5.01 which was adopted without comment in 2011 has

significantly impaired the effectiveness of these comity provisions as to any lawyer looking to

move to Tennessee to practice law in response to a job offer. As Section 5.01 currently reads, a

lawyer licensed in another jurisdiction who files a completed application for comity admission

on August 1, 2015 and then moves to Tennessee to start work at a new job on August 8, 2015 (or

even September 1, 2015 for that matter) places herself in an untenable position because her

comity application appears doomed to failure. This is because currently Section 5.01 provides

that a lawyer cannot begin "the law business," "the practice of law," or employment as a lawyer
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in Tennessee until the Board has actually approved the lawyer's application for comity

admission.

Because it takes months, in the best case scenario, for the TBLE to be in position to

actually approve someone for comity admission, this requirement for application and approval

prior to starting work has made it practically impossible for many lawyers with reasons to move

to Tennessee to obtain comity admission in a way that complies with the language of the existing

rule. It is difficult to imagine a scenario in which a lawyer licensed in another jurisdiction, who

receives a job offer in Tennessee, would be able to accept the offer but convince the employer to

wait many months before the lawyer can move to Tennessee and begin work. Prior to the

insertion of this language in Section 5.01 in 2011, this type of situation was addressed in a

workable (if not perfect) fashion under the principles that had been set forth in several Formal

Ethics Opinions issued by the Board of Professional Responsibility dating back to 1985 and

culminating with Formal Ethics Op. 2012-F-91(b). After the 2011 amendment to Tenn. Sup. Ct.

R. 7, § 5.01, however, the BPR issued Formal Ethics Op. 2012-F-91(c) calling into question the

viability of the approach under the prior Formal Ethics Opinions.

B. Admission by examination of lawyers licensed in other states who are graduates of

schools approved by those states

The TBLE proposes a new provision in Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 2.02(c) which would

permit the Board to consider granting permission to take the bar exam by lawyers licensed in

other states who are graduates of schools approved only by those states. The effect of these new

provisions is to permit graduates of schools which are not ABA-accredited but are approved by

an agency that is equivalent to our TBLE to apply for admission and request permission to be
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eligible to apply for admission by examination. Such admissions would be conditioned upon

good standing before the highest court jurisdiction, practice of law for 3 of the last 5 years in the

lawyer's home jurisdiction, and satisfaction of character and fitness requirements.

This is not the first time this Honorable Court has addressed this issue in recent years. In

2009 and 2010 the court considered the matter of Melissa Campbell Lanzo vs. the Board of Law

Examiners for the State of Tennessee No. M2010-01646-SC-BLE-RL. The matter was a petition

to amend Tenn. Ct. R. 7 § 2.02 to permit Ms. Lanzo and other graduates of approved schools

who pass the bar in other states and practice from 5 to 7 years in their home jurisdiction to sit for

the exam in Tennessee. By order dated October 12, 2010 the Court indicated it was considering

an amendment which would have replaced the provisions indicated by Ms. Lanzo.

The TBA opposed any such change in the rules at that time. In opposing the petition, the

TBA expressed concerns that only a small minority of U.S. jurisdictions (only 14 states) then

permitted graduates from non-accredited schools approved only in their home state to sit for their

examination, and that the proposed rule would effectively incorporate by reference the

educational requirements from states which permitted law school correspondence courses. On

February 25, 2011 the Court concluded the proposed amendment should not be adopted and that

a waiver of examination should not be granted to Ms. Lanzo.

C. In-house Counsel.

The rules permitting registration for in-house counsel for the purpose of providing legal

services to a sole client/employer found in current Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 10.01 were adopted at

the urging of the TBA. In advancing the proposal, the TBA argued that such a provision would

facilitate movement of in-house corporate counsel employed by Tennessee companies and that
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the risk of harm to those employers, mostly sophisticated businesses or corporations, would be

insubstantial. In adopting this rule and the change to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5(d) (1), the

TBA also suggested an amnesty provision which would initially permit lawyers who had been

providing legal services without permission under the rules to register without a sanction if they

registered by June 30, 2010. For new in-house counsel applicants the rule establishes that such

lawyers must submit their registration application within 180 days of beginning employment.

The TBA now agrees with the TBLE recommendation for adoption of a new safe harbor or

amnesty.

Unfortunately, the in-house counsel registration provisions under Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, §

10.01 and the language in Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5(d) have not been fully understood by

some in-house counsel. As a result, in-house counsel who filed applications for comity

admission rather than first seeking to obtain a registration license as in-house counsel have found

themselves in the same untenable position as other lawyers moving to Tennessee to take a job

offer, but also end up foreclosed from obtaining the in-house registration license they otherwise

were eligible for because more than 180 days of employment had passed before learning of the

problem with their comity application.

These problems, arising from the language added to Section 5.01 in 2011 about

conditions precedent for comity admission, have resulted in the TBLE having a significant

number of applicants for admission (both in-house counsel and other attorneys) who present no

character or fitness questions and to whom the TBLE would otherwise grant admission but for

whom the TBLE appears not to have discretion to grant admission because of the language of

Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 5.01 and because of the strict 180-day time period under Tenn. Sup. Ct. R.

7, § 10.01. As a result, it is believed that there are a significant number of applicants for
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admission by waiver or in-house counsel registration in Tennessee whose matters are being

formally, or informally, held in abeyance by the TBLE in hopes that the Court will adopt

revisions to Rule 7 that will permit these candidates to be licensed. Some applicants have

endured uncertainty for lengthy periods of time, as the TBLE first began communicating to some

applicants as early as the summer of 2014 about the intent to seek revisions to the Rule, and it is

understood that some matters have been in such a holding pattern for approximately a year. The

TBA lauds the TBLE for its efforts to recognize and address these problematic issues in its

March 12, 2015 petition.

D. Military Spouses.

In an April 6, 2015 filing in response to the TBLE's petition, a group of lawyers raised an

altogether different concern regarding the Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7 treatment of lawyers licensed in

other jurisdictions. That group proposed a revision to the rules that would ameliorate the

particular hardships that frequent relocation can pose in meeting the requirements for comity

admission for practicing lawyers who are married to persons in active military service. By order

dated April 13, 2015 the Court then put that separate proposal out for public comment as well.

THE TBA POSITION AND PROPOSED REVISIONS 

A. Comity Admissions 

The TBA agrees with the TBLE proposal to revise Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 5.01 to permit

greater flexibility in practice pending admission and to fix the problem arising from the language

added in 2011 which made comity admission in compliance with the rule a practical

impossibility for anyone relocating to Tennessee to take a job as a lawyer. As such, the TBA

supports the TBLE proposal to better delineate in Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 5.01 the conditions that
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should actually be prerequisites for comity admission. The TBA also agrees generally with the

TBLE effort in its proposed Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 1.01 to more clearly identify the various rules

providing exceptions and special permissions for practice beyond the general license requirement

articulated in Section 1.01(a).2 Because of concerns with some of the other aspects of the

TBLE's proposed revisions to Section 5.01 relating to comity admission, the TBA also has

proposed, as detailed in Exhibit 1 to this comment, modified versions of Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, §§

5.01(a), (c), and (d). As one example of such a concern, the TBA does not agree that how much

money a lawyer makes in a year or how many hours they can prove having worked should be

determinative factors in this rule as to whether something counts as the "active" practice of law

and therefore offers a proposed Section 5.01(c) without those additional requirements.

The TBA also agrees with the TBLE that the time has certainly come for Tennessee to

have provisions in place to allow practice pending admission under Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7.

However, the TBA disagrees with the TBLE's specific proposal on that subject. The TBLE's

proposal would impose the same requirements and restrictions for a brand-new law school

graduate waiting for bar exam results and a lawyer relocating to Tennessee after having been

licensed for ten years in another U.S. jurisdiction. The TBA respectfully submits that this is not

a situation in which one size fits all. Instead, as is detailed in Exhibit 1 to this comment, the

TBA is proposing a two-track approach to permitting the practice of law in Tennessee pending

admission.

Under the TBA's proposal, Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 5.01(g) would govern practice pending

admission (and § 5.01(h) would identify the grounds for termination of that right of practice) for

2
The TBA differs with the TBLE a bit on the details of those proposed revisions and has proposed

modifications to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 1.01(b) and (c), as detailed in Exhibit 1 to this comment. The TBA submits

that its modifications more accurately and comprehensively capture the various rules and special permissions that

should be acknowledged as exceptions to Section 1.01(a)'s mandate, including a cross-reference that assumes that

the Court will adopt some version of the proposed Section 1.07 to address the military spouse admission issue.
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lawyers who are already licensed in at least one other U.S. jurisdiction. Under the TBA's

proposal, comity applicants as well as lawyers already licensed in another U.S. jurisdiction who,

for whatever reason, have opted to sit for the Tennessee bar examination, would be able to

provide legal services in Tennessee and establish an office or other systematic and continuing

presence in the state for up to 365 days while their application for admission is pending. This

ability to practice pending admission would be available only to lawyers who could satisfy all of

the ten enumerated requirements and restrictions set out in Section 5.01(g). The TBA's proposal

in this regard is modeled upon, but not identical to, the ABA Model Rule for Practice Pending

Admission. The TBA urges the Court to adopt this kind of practice pending admission regime

for applicants already licensed in another U.S. jurisdiction rather than the TBLE's proposal to

treat them the same for these purposes as law school graduates seeking their first law license.

For as yet unlicensed law school graduates awaiting results of the Tennessee bar

examination, the TBA proposes Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 10.04 continue to separately address those

circumstances. Because the TBA believes that the current rule governing that situation is not

broken, the TBA's proposal works from the language of that section in the existing rule but has

made some modifications, including revising § 10.04(a)(i)(3) to remove the current registration

requirement for law graduates who are only performing office work.

B. In-house Counsel

The TBA agrees with and urges adoption of the TBLE's proposal to provide a new 180-

day "amnesty" period for people presently working as in-house counsel for employers in

Tennessee and fully supports the TBLE proposed changes to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 10.01 and

Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5(d). The TBA believes those changes (especially when coupled

with renewed efforts by the TBLE to provide education and publicity about this issue) should
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better educate current, and future, in-house lawyers in Tennessee about the importance of

meeting the 180-day deadline for registration. As detailed in Exhibit 1 to this comment, the TBA

does suggest adding a new subsection to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 10.01. The TBA's proposed

Section 10.01(i) would make explicit what the TBA, and we believe the TBLE and BPR as well,

have implicitly understood to be true since the registration concept was first adopted by this

Court — that as long as a timely application for registration is made by day 180, then the work

performed by the in-house lawyer during days 1 through 179 is not subject to attack, under the

ethics rules or otherwise, as the unauthorized practice of law.

C. Admission by Examination of Lawyers licensed in other states who are graduates of

schools approved by other states 

Since the time that the TBA opposed the sort of change the TBLE now advocates, the

landscape has changed. A significant additional number of states now permit lawyers graduating

from law schools recognized only in their home jurisdiction to seek admission in their state. As

a result, the TBLE petition indicates that now such a position is embraced by 36 states. In

addition to the changed landscape, the TBLE proposal now offers stricter standards for

admission, character, and fitness and the proposed rule would not permit correspondence

courses. For these reasons, the TBA no longer opposes such a revision to Rule 7. The TBA is

proposing one minor deviation from the TBLE proposal on this point. The TBA would reconcile

the number of years practice provision with that for comity admission under § 5.01(a) to make

the lawyer's practice requirement be for 5 of the last 7 years.

Thus, the TBA submits that Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, § 2.01(c)(ii) should read: "The attorney

has been actively and substantially engaged in lawful practice of law at his or her principal

9



business or occupation for at least 5 of the last 7 years immediately preceding the filing of the

application.

D. Military Spouse Admission. 

The TBA certainly understands the plight that spouses of active members of the military

can endure with respect to their own employment issues because of the need for frequent

relocation. The difficulty for those who are members of the legal profession is articulately

explained in the April 6, 2015 proposal for amendment to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7 by adding a new

Section 1.07. The TBA understands that any rule change in this regard will likely impact a very

small number of people in Tennessee. However, even if only a handful of lawyers who are

spouses of military servicemembers are able to take advantage of such a rule change, the TBA

believes the benefits of doing so appear to outweigh any risks for Tennessee consumers of legal

services or the administration of justice in Tennessee.

The TBA does believe, as detailed in Exhibit 2 to this comment, that a modification to the

proposed Section 1.07 is in order. Because of the inherent uncertainty as to length of stay that

serves as the justification for the rule change in the first place, the TBA respectfully disagrees

that a three-year temporary license with an opportunity for a two-year renewal period is the

correct approach. Given that the proposal seeks a temporary license that would span for multiple

years in length, the proposal identifies and provides in its Section 1.07(e) numerous provisions

triggering "termination" of the license as well as various "wind down" periods of differing length

after termination to permit continued practice presumably for transitioning client matters to other

lawyers. Those provisions, though, are unnecessarily complex and may have unintended

consequences. For example, such an approach could end up creating a court rule that appears to

10



encourage, or even pressure, an unhappy spouse to remain married out of a fear of harming a

client whose matter may have pending deadlines.

The TBA's modified proposal, as shown in Exhibit 2 to this comment, involves a more

straightforward renewable, one-year, temporary right to practice under Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 7, §

1.07. The TBA approach supplants a longer initial period that might have to be required to

terminate upon certain future events with a one year right of practice that is renewable for

additional one-year periods for as long as the requirements for issuance of the license in the first

instance continue to be met. If circumstances have changed and the lawyer would no longer

qualify for the license, then the license simply expires at the end of the initial year or at the end

of any renewal year. This is similar to approach adopted in Arizona, Idaho, and Virginia

E. Transition Issues. 

Finally, because of the number of lawyers currently in Tennessee who have been

impacted by the current rules and uncertainty over how the rules might be amended to resolve

these issues raised by the TBLE's petition, the TBA asks this Court, to include in any Order

adopting a new version of Rule 7 the following language to address the transition period:

From and after [date of entry of this Order] and continuing until [the one-year
anniversary of the effective date of the new provisions], the Court specifically

directs the Board of Law Examiners to use discretion in adjudicating pending

applications that have not been finally ruled upon, including waiving or altering

time periods or otherwise varying provisions, to tailor such discretion toward
granting the applicant's application for comity admission as long as the Board

otherwise reaches the conclusion that the lawyer possesses the character and
fitness to practice law in this jurisdiction.

11



Respectfully Submitted,

By: /s/ by permission 
JASON H. LONG (18088)
President-Elect, Tennessee Bar Association
Lowe, Yeager & Brown
900 S. Gay Street
Suite 2102
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902
(865) 312-8735

By: /s/ by permission 
BRIAN S. FAUGHNAN (19379)
Chair, Tennessee Bar Association
Standing Committee on Ethics & Professional
Responsibility
LEWIS THOMASON
40 S. Main Street, 29th Floor
Memphis, TN 38103
(901) 577-6139

By: /s/ by permission e"' 
PAULNEY (011625)
General Counsel,
Tennessee Bar Association
Patterson Intellectual Property Law, P.C.
1600 Division Street, Ste. 500
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
(615 242-2400

By:
ALLAN F. RAMSAUR (5764)
Executive Director,
Tennessee Bar Association
Tennessee Bar Center
221 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 400
Nashville, Tennessee 37219-2198
(615) 383-7421



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been served

upon the individuals and organizations identified in Exhibit "3" by regular U.S. Mail, postage

prepaid within seven (7) days of filing with the Court.

al4 

Ilan F. Ramsaur
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Exhibit 1 

Comparison of our working proposal to the BLE's petition

Sec. 1.01. Prerequisites to Engaging in Practice of Law or Law Business.

No person shall engage in the "practice of law" or the "law business" in Tennessee as defined in

T.C.A. § 23-3-101, unless:

(a) he or she has been:

(i) admitted to the bar of the Supreme Court in accordance with Rule 6 and

(ii) issued a license by the Supreme Court in accordance with this Rule and after having

been administered the oath in accordance with Rule 6 as set forth in this Rule; or

(b) he or she is practicing in compliance with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5(c), Tenn. Sup. Ct. R.

8, RPC 5.5(d), or Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 19 (pro hac vice); or

(cb) he or she has been granted permission to engage in special or limited practice under the

provisions of Section 1.07, Section 5.01(g), Section 10.01, or Section 10.04 Article X of this

Rule, Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5(c), 5.5(d)(2), or Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 19 (pro hac vice).

Sec. 5.01 Minimum Requirements for Admission of Persons Admitted in Other

Jurisdictions.

(a) Requirements. An applicant who meets the requirements of (i) through (vi) of this paragraph

may, upon motion, be admitted to the practice of law in this jurisdiction. The applicant shall:

(i) meet the educational requirements imposed by this Rule;

(ii) have been admitted by bar examination to practice law in one or more states,

territories, or the District of Columbia;

(iii) have been primarily engaged in the active practice of law in one or more states,

territories, or the District of Columbia for five of the seven years immediately preceding

the date upon which the application is filed;

(iv) establish that the applicant is currently a member in good standing in all jurisdictions

where admitted;

(v) establish that the applicant is not currently subject to lawyer discipline or the subject
and

(vi) establish that the applicant possesses the character and fitness to practice law in this



jurisdiction.

(b) Diploma Privilege. An applicant who was admitted and licensed to practice in another state

pursuant to a "diploma privilege" which exempts an applicant from taking a bar examination

may seek a waiver of subsection (a)(i) by filing a petition with the Board setting forth the reasons

why he or she should be admitted to practice law in Tennessee. The Board shall then conduct a

hearing in response to the petition, according to the guidelines set forth in section 13.03, for the

purpose of assessing the applicant's reputation, character, knowledge, skills and abilities. After

considering the totality of the proof presented, the Board shall make a recommendation to this

Court either for approval or denial of the petition or for such other action as the Board may deem

appropriate. Any applicant whose petition for waiver of subsection (a)(i) is denied by the Board

may file a petition for review in this Court pursuant to the procedures set forth in Article XIV.

(c) Active Practice of Law.

(i) For the purposes of this rule, in addition to the definitions of "Practice of Law" and

"Law Business" in T.C.A. § 23-3-101, the "active practice of law" shall include the

following activities, if performed in a jurisdiction in which the applicant is admitted, or if

performed in a jurisdiction that permits such activity by a lawyer not admitted to practice:

(1) full-time private or public practice as a licensed attorney;

(2) teaching law full-time at a law school approved by the American Bar

Association;
(3) service as a judicial law clerk; and
(4) service as a judge.

However, in no event shall any activities that were performed pursuant to § 10.04 of this

(ii) For the purposes of this rule, in addition to the definitions of "Practice of Law" and

"Law Business" in T.C.A. § 23-3-101, the "active practice of law" may be construed in

the Board's discretion as being actively engaged in other full-time employment requiring

interpretation of law and application of legal knowledge if performed in a jurisdiction in

which the applicant is admitted, or if performed in a jurisdiction that permits such activity

by a lawyer not admitted to practice; however, in no event shall any activities that were

performed pursuant to § 10.04 of this Rule or  in advance of bar admission in some state,

territory or the District of Columbia be accepted toward the durational requirement. The

Board shall consider such evaluative criteria as time devoted to legal work, the nature of

the work, whether legal training or a law license was a prerequisite of employment, and

other similar matters. , the "active practice of law" is

(1) held a law license in "active" status;



; -

law, for each of the required five years in the durational period; and

(3) derived at least fifty percent (50%) of non investment income from the

practice of law.

(d) Unauthorized Practice of Law. For purposes of this rule, the active practice of law shall

not include work that, as undertaken, constituted the unauthorized practice of law in the

jurisdiction in which it was performed or in the jurisdiction in which the clients receiving the

(e) Previous Tennessee Bar Examination. An applicant who has failed a bar examination

administered in this jurisdiction within five years of the date of filing an application under this

Rule shall not be eligible for admission on motion.

(f) Admission on Motion Application and Fees. Any applicant seeking admission on motion to

the practice of law in Tennessee shall:

(i) file an application for admission on motion, including character investigation

information, in a manner established by the Board, including all required supporting

documents;

(ii) submit a certificate of good standing from the highest court of each state to which

applicant has been admitted; and

(iii) pay the application fee as established by the Court.

(-0—Praetiee-prier-teAdmissient when-allowed,An-applieant-seeking-aelfaissiewen-motiente

beginning practice in Tennessee and must either:

(i) be approved by the Board, complied with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 6 for admission to the bar,

and completed all licensing requirements; or

(ii) complied with the provisions of Section 10.04 of this Rule to practice under the
. .

(g) Practice Pending Admission. A lawyer currently holding an active license to practice law

in another U.S. jurisdiction and who has submitted an application for admission upon motion in 

compliance with this Section 5.01 or an application for examination in compliance with Section

3.03 may provide legal services in this jurisdiction through an office or other systematic and 

continuous presence during the pendency of their application for admission on motion but for no

more than 365 days, provided that the lawyer: 

(i) is not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction.,

(ii) has not been previously been denied admission to practice in this jurisdiction;



(iii) reasonably expects his/her application for admission to be granted;

(iv) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility in writing within 30 days of first 

establishing an office or other systematic and continuous presence for the practice of law in this

jurisdiction that the lawyer has done so pursuant to the authority in this Section 5.01;

(v) associates with a lawyer who is admitted to practice in Tennessee;

(vi) complies with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 7.1 and RPC 7.5 in all communications with the

public and clients regarding the nature and scope of the lawyer's practice authority in Tennessee;

(vii) [insert language here about what fee they have to pay]

(viii) does not appear before a tribunal in Tennessee that requires pro hae vice admission unless

the lawyer is granted such admission;

(ix) has never before practiced in Tennessee pursuant to this provision; and

(x) notifies the Board of Professional Responsibility and the Board if the lawyer becomes the 

subject of a pending disciplinary investigation in any other jurisdiction at any time during the

period of practice authorized under this provision. 

(h) Termination of Right of Practice Pending Admission. The right to practice pending

admission established by Section 5.01 terminates if the lawyer withdraws the application for

admission or if such application is denied; if the lawyer becomes disbarred, suspended, or takes 

disability inactive status in any other jurisdiction in which the lawyer is licensed to practice law; 

or if the lawyer fails to timely provide the written notice required by Section 5.01(g)(iv). Upon 

termination of the right of practice, the lawyer shall not undertake any new representation that

would require the lawyer to be admitted to practice law in this jurisdiction and, within 10 days.,

shall: 

(i) cease to occupy an office or other systematic and continuous presence for the practice of law

in Tennessee unless authorized to do so pursuant to another Rule;

(ii) notify all clients being represented in pending matters, and opposing counsel or co-counsel of

the termination of the lawyer's authority to practice pursuant to Section 5.01; and 

(iii) take all other necessary steps to protect the interests of the lawyer's clients. 

Sec. 5.02. Additional Considerations.

In determining whether such applicants satisfy the requirements of Section 5.01, the Board shall

consider any evidence submitted by the applicant in an effort to demonstrate that the applicant

possesses the knowledge, skill and abilities basic to competence in the profession.



ARTICLE X. SPECIAL OR LIMITED PRACTICE

Sec. 10.01. Registration of In-house Counsel

(a) A lawyer admitted to the practice of law in another United States jurisdiction who has a

continuous presence in this jurisdiction and is employed pursuant to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC

5.5(d)(1) as a lawyer by an organization, the business of which is lawful and consists of activities

other than the practice of law or the provision of legal services, shall file an application for

registration as in-house counsel within 180 days of the commencement of employment as a

lawyer or if currently so employed then within 180 days of the effective date of this rule, by

submitting to the Board of Law Examiners the following:

(i) A completed application in the form prescribed by the Board;

(ii) A fee in the amount set by the Board pursuant to Article XI:

(iii) Documents proving admission to practice law and current good standing in

all jurisdictions in which the lawyer is admitted to practice law; and

(iv) An affidavit from an officer, director, or general counsel of the employing

entity attesting to the lawyer's employment by the entity and the capacity in which

the lawyer is so employed, and stating that the employment conforms to the

requirements of this rule.

(b) A lawyer registered under this section shall have the rights and privileges otherwise

applicable to members of the bar of this jurisdiction with the following restrictions:

(i) The registered lawyer is authorized to provide legal services to the entity client

or its organizational affiliates, including entities that control, are controlled by, or

are under common control with the employer, and for employees, officers and

directors of such entities, but only on matters directly related to their work for the

entity and only to the extent consistent with Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 1.7; and

(ii) The registered lawyer shall not:

(A) Except as otherwise permitted by the rules of this jurisdiction, appear before a

court or any other tribunal as defined in Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 1(m), or

(B) Offer or provide legal services or advice to any person other than as described

in paragraph (b)(i), or hold himself or herself out as being authorized to practice

law in this jurisdiction other than as described in paragraph (b)(i).

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b) above, a lawyer registered under this section

is authorized to prOvide pro bono legal services through an established not-for-profit bar

association, pro bono program or legal services program or through such organization(s)

specifically authorized in this jurisdiction.

(d) A lawyer registered under this section shall:

(i) Pay all annual fees payable by active members of the bar;

(ii) Fulfill the continuing legal education requirements that are required of active

members of the bar;

(iii) Report to the Board, within 30 days, the following:



(A) Termination of the lawyer's employment;

(B) Whether or not public, any change in the lawyer's license status in another

jurisdiction, including by the lawyer's resignation;

(C) Whether or not public, any disciplinary charge, finding, or sanction

concerning the lawyer by any disciplinary authority, court, or other tribunal in any

jurisdiction.

(e) A registered lawyer under this section shall be subject to Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8 (Rules of

Professional Conduct) and all other laws and rules governing lawyers admitted to the active

practice of law in this jurisdiction. The Board of Professional Responsibility has and shall retain

jurisdiction over the registered lawyer with respect to the conduct of the lawyer in this or another

jurisdiction to the same extent as it has over lawyers generally admitted in this jurisdiction.

(f) A registered lawyer's rights and privileges under this section automatically terminate when:

(i) The lawyer's employment terminates;

(ii) The lawyer is suspended or disbarred from practice in any jurisdiction or any

court or agency before which the lawyer is admitted; or

(iii) The lawyer fails to maintain active status in at least one jurisdiction.

Upon the occurrence of one or more of the foregoing events, the registered lawyer shall give

notice in writing within 30 days to the Board and to the Board of Professional Responsibility.

(g) A registered lawyer whose registration is terminated under paragraph (f)(i) above, may be

reinstated within 180 days of termination upon submission to the Board of the following:

(i) An application for reinstatement in a form prescribed by the Board;

(ii) A reinstatement fee set by the Board pursuant to Article XI; and

(iii) An affidavit from the current employing entity as prescribed in paragraph

(a)(iv).

(h) A lawyer under this rule who fails to register within 180 days shall be:

(i) Subject to professional discipline in this jurisdiction;

(ii) Ineligible for admission pursuant to Article V of this rule;

(iii) Referred by the Board to the Board of Professional Responsibility; and

(iv) Referred by the Board to the disciplinary authority of the jurisdictions of

licensure.

(i) A lawyer's rendering of services to their employer prior to timely registration under this Rule

shall not constitute the unauthorized practice of law or otherwise be treated as violating Tenn. 

Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC 5.5 as long as the services are permitted under this Rule for registered 

lawyers and the lawyer files their application for registration within 180 days of the 

commencement of their employment. 

(j.i) A lawyer seeking to practice in this State under the authority of Tenn. Sup. Ct. R. 8, RPC

5.5(d)(1) and who complies fully with the requirements of this Rule on or before [180 days from

enactment] shall not be barred from registration under this Rule, admission pursuant to Article V

of this Rule, or from practicing under the authority of RPC 5.5(d)(1) solely by the fact of prior

noncompliance with Tennessee law concerning licensure of in-house counsel.



Sec. 10.04 Law School Graduate Practice before Admission.

(a) Eligibility.

(i) An applicant who is working in Tennessee under supervision by a Tennessee

attorney, who meets the educational requirements of Sec. 2.01, and who

(1) has not yet had an opportunity to take the Tennessee bar examination,

(2) has taken the examination but not yet received notification of the results

of the examination, or

(3) has taken the examination, but has not yet been admitted as a member of

the Tennessee bar, may perform the services described in paragraph (c)(i) of

this rule and may  register with the Board in order to perform the services

described in paragraph (c)(ii) of this rule.

(ii) An applicant is eligible for supervised practice beginning with the submission

of the first Application to the Bar of Tennessee with or without examination. The

privilege to engage in supervised practice expires on the date of the admissions

ceremony for successful examination applicants, grade release for unsuccessful

applicants, approval or denial of the application for admission without

ex-amination3 or issuance of an Order to Show Cause.

under this provision and must have met the requirements for being actively

(iiiiv) Applicants who are unsuccessful on the examination may register for

supervised practice for an additional exam cycle.

(iw) The privilege to engage in supervised practice continues for two (2) exam

cycles but no longer than eighteen (18) months after the first Application to the

Bar of Tennessee.

(b) Registration Process. In order to perform the services described in paragraph (c), the

applicant must have submitted to the Board the NCBE application, completed the Tennessee

Supplemental application process and paid the fees associated with the application. Additionally,



the applicant must have registered for supervised practice according to the procedures

established by the Board and paid the required fee. The registration must include an affidavit

from an attorney licensed and in good standing in Tennessee stating that the attorney agrees to

undertake the supervision of the applicant in accordance with this Rule.

(c) Services Permitted. Under the supervision of a member of the bar of this State, and with

the written consent of the person on whose behalf the applicant is acting, an eligible applicant

may render the following services:

(i) Applicant may counsel and advise clients, negotiate in the settlement of

claims, represent clients in mediation and other nonlitigation matters, and engage

in the preparation and drafting of legal instruments. Any such documents

"Tennessee Bar Applicant" but must also be si_
the bar.

(ii) Applicant may appear in the trial-courts, courts of review and administrative

tribunals of this state, including court-annexed arbitration and mediation, subject

to the following qualifications:

(1) Written consent to representation of the person on whose behalf the

applicant is acting shall be filed in the case and brought to the attention of

the judge or presiding officer.

(2) Appearances, pleadings, motions, and other documents to be filed with

the court may be prepared by the applicant and may be signed with the

accompanying designation "Tennessee Bar Applicant" but must also be

signed by the supervising member of the bar.

(3) In criminal cases, in which the penalty may be imprisonment, in

proceedings challenging sentences of imprisonment, and in civil or criminal

contempt proceedings, the applicant may participate in pretrial, trial, and

post-trial proceedings as an assistant of the supervising member of the bar,

who shall be present and responsible for the conduct of the proceedings.

(4) In all other civil and criminal cases in the trial courts or administrative

tribunals, the applicant may conduct all pretrial, trial, and post-trial

proceedings with the supervising attorney present unless the applicant is

permitted by the judge or presiding officer participate without direct

supervision.

(iii) (5) In matters before appellate courts ef-review, the applicant may prepare

briefs, excerpts from record, abstracts, and other documents_ filed in courts of

review of the State, which may If any such filings set forth the name of the

applicant as a counsel of record in addition to the supervising member of the

bar, the name of the applicant must be accompanied by the with the



aeeempanying-designation "Tennessee Bar Applicant" but must be filed in the

name of the supervising member of the bar. Upon motion by the supervising

member of the bar, the applicant may request authorization to argue the matter

before the appellate court of review but, even i If the applicant is permitted to

argue, the supervising member of the bar must be present and responsible for the

conduct of the hearing.

(d) Compensation. An applicant rendering services authorized by this rule shall not request or

accept any compensation from the person for whom applicant renders the services. The

supervising attorney may make an appropriate charge

experience of for time expended. The applicant may be

compensated as an employee of a firm, agency, clinic or other organization so long as the rate of

such compensation is established independent of compensation paid for representation.

:."

(e) Any applicant who otherwise meets all the qualifications contemplated in this Rule, but who

is unable to make a connection or association with a practicing attorney for purposes of serving

as a supervising attorney as required by this Rule may make application to any trial judge

holding court in the county of such applicant's residence for aid in the establishment of a

supervised practice under this Rule. Trial judges are admonished that such practice must accord

strictly with the provisions of this Rule. No deviation will be permitted.



Exhibit 2

Temporary Admission of a Military Spouse
Rules of the Supreme Court of the State of Tennessee

Rule 7. Licensing of Attorneys

Section 1.07. Temporary Admission of a-Mi-i-i-tacy Spouse  of a Military Servicemember

(a) Qualifications. An applicant who is the spouse of an active servicemember of the United

States Uniformed Services as defined by the United States Department of Defense may be

temporarily admitted as a member of the Bar of thisi Court without

examination, provided that the applicant:

(1) has been admitted  and licensed to practice law  , after examination, in as-an-at-temey

efanother state, commonwealth, or territory of the United States or in the District of

Columbia with educational qualifications for admission to the bar equivalent to those of

this State; and

(2) possesses the moral character and fitness required of all applicants for admission in

this State; and

(3) has not failed the Tennessee bar examination; and

(4) resides in Tennessee or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, due to the servicemember's

military orders; and



(5) is at the time of application an active member of the bar in good standing in at least

one jurisdiction of the United States; and

(6) is a member of the bar in good standing in every jurisdiction to which the applicant

has been admitted to practice, or has resigned or been administratively revoked while in

good standing from every jurisdiction without any pending or later disciplinary actions.

(b) Application for Temporary Admission. An application for temporary admission shall be

made, without fee required, to the Board of Law Examiners, in accordance with its rules. Upon

receipt of an application for temporary admission, the Board of Law Examiners shall

expeditiously determine whether the applicant meets each of the requirements set forth in

paragraph (a) of this Section, and present the application to the Clerk of the Supreme Court for

appropriate disposition. In addition to the completed application, the applicant must submit:

(1) a completed character questionnaire; and

(2) a copy of the Applicant's Military Spouse Dependent Identification; and

(3) documentation evidencing a spousal relationship with the servicemember; and

(4) a copy of the servicemember's military orders to a military installation in Tennessee

or Fort Campbell, Kentucky, or a letter from the servicemember's command verifying

that the requirement in paragraph (a)(4) is met; and

(5) Certificate(s) of Good Standing and of Disciplinary History(ies) to demonstrate

satisfaction of the requirements of (a)(6) of this rule; and



(6) all other documentation as required in the character application process by the Board

of Law Examiners.

(c) Duration and Extension.

(1) A temporary license to practice law issued under this rule will be valid for twelffee

one years and will terminate as set forth in paragraph (e) below.

klays-aFten-eeeurfenee-n

license-to-empire:-

- • •

L."

(2) Persons who hold a temporary license under this provision may apply, without

additional fee, for a tone-year extension to their license if they submit an application for

extension verifying that they continue to meet all of the qualifications for a temporary license as

set forth in paragraph (a)  and (b)  above. Requests for extension must be submitted to the Board

of Law Examiners at least one month prior to the expiration of the temporary license and-must

inek

il-0111111-iii}d--yerifying-that-the-requif Requests for extension must

be approved by the Board of Law Examiners and approved by the Supreme Court to be effective.

(d) Practice Requirements. During the duration of the temporary license, the temporary attorney

shall: (1) comply with the Rrules of the Supreme Court of the State of Tennessee; (2) comply

with the registration requirements as required for all Tennessee licensed attorneys; and (3) make

payment of annual fees  assessments as required of all Tennessee licensed attorneys,  and give 

notice to their clients .in writing . regarding the special, temporary nature of their admission. 



(e) Termination. The temporary license shall expire:

(1) upon the temporary attorney's failure to meet any licensing requirements applicable

to all active attorneys possessing a license to practice law in this state; or

(2) upon the request of the temporary attorney; or

(3) upon the issuance to the temporary attorney of a Tennessee license under Article III

(by examination) or Article V (by comity admission) of these rules; or

(4) upon receipt by the temporary attorney of a failing score on the Tennessee bar

examination; or

( 5 ) upon suspension ,disbarment or other action affecting their good standing with the

bar of this State.,

• .-

fiber
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Fort Campbell; or
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF TENNESSEE
AT NASHVILLE

IN RE AMENDMENT OF RULES 6, 7, and 8 (RPC 5.5),
RULES OF THE TENNESEE SUPREME COURT

No. ADMIN2015-00443

JOINT COMMENT OF THE SIX TENNESSEE
LAW SCHOOLS

FIL.FD
JUN -8 2015

ClerK of Guurts
Recd By

The six law schools located in Tennessee — Belmont University College of Law, Lincoln

Memorial University Duncan School of Law, Nashville School of Law, University of Memphis

Cecil C. Humphries School of Law, University of Tennessee College of Law, and Vanderbilt

University School of Law - respectfully submit the following comment in support of the

Tennessee Board of Law Examiners ("TBLE") petition to amend Tennessee Supreme Court Rule

7, § 2.01. The proposed amendment would require applicants for admission to the Bar of

Tennessee to obtain a Bachelor's Degree prior to sitting for the Bar Examination, rather than

prior to beginning the study of law. The pertinent portion of the TBLE petition pertaining to

Rule 7, § 2.01 resulted from discussions between TBLE and the deans of the Tennessee law

schools. The law schools appreciate the interest, support, and leadership of TBLE on this issue.'

Background

The high cost of education remains a significant problem in the State of Tennessee and

throughout the country. The increasing cost of higher education saddles some students with

1 The comment is limited to the portion of the TBLE petition dealing with Rule 7, Section 2.01.
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student loan debt to the point that it limits their future opportunities. For others, the costs of

higher education amount to a significant obstacle to enrollment.

One way law schools throughout the country have addressed the rising costs of tuition is

through the creation of 3+3 programs. Typically, these are highly-structured programs in which

a student who has completed three years of undergraduate study may enroll in law school and

apply the credits earned in the first year of law school toward the student's undergraduate degree.

Thus, students are able to receive their Bachelor's Degree and Juris Doctorate in a total of six

years instead of the usual seven. In the process, they save a year's tuition.

The American Bar Association (ABA) recently amended its Standards for the Approval

of Law Schools to recognize and sanction the establishment of 3+3 programs. ABA Standards 

for Approval of Law Schools 2014-15, Standard 502(b)(1). ABA Standard 502(a) requires that a

law school establish as a standard for admission to its J.D. program a requirement that a student

must have received a Bachelor's Degree that has been awarded by an accredited institution.

However, new Standard 502(b)(1) clarifies that a law school may also admit "an applicant who

has completed three-fourths of the credits leading to a bachelor's degree as part of a bachelor's

degree/J.D. degree program . . . ." Thus, the ABA has approved the establishment of 3+3

programs for use by ABA-accredited law schools.

These programs are becoming increasingly common in legal education. They are in place

in law schools across the country and at some of the most highly-ranked law schools. These 3+3

programs are still subject to ABA and state accreditation standards. Typically, admission to
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these programs is limited to students with outstanding credentials.2 The University of Tennessee

College of Law has proposed a 3+3 program, and other law schools are exploring the concept.

The Problem

In its present form, Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 7, § 2.01 renders a student who has

completed a 3+3 program ineligible to sit for the Tennessee Bar Examination. Section 2.01(a)

currently provides that an applicant must file as part of an application

[e]vidence satisfactory to the Board that prior to beginning the study of law, the
applicant had received a Bachelor's Degree from a college on the approved list of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, or the equivalent regional
accrediting association, or any accreditation agency imposing at least substantially
equivalent standards. (emphasis added)

Because an applicant who has completed a 3+3 program, by definition, has not received a

Bachelor's Degree prior to beginning the study of law, the applicant is ineligible to sit for the

Tennessee Bar Exam. An applicant may seek a waiver of this rule from the Board of Law

Examiners. Id. § 2.01(c). However, as the rule currently exists, an applicant who has completed

a 3+3 program would be prima facie ineligible to be admitted to the Tennessee Bar and, given

the uncertainties associated with a waiver, may be dissuaded from entering such a program or

applying for admission to the Bar.

Rule 7, § 2.01 was adopted prior to the creation of 3+3 programs and prior to the ABA's

adoption of its new standard regarding 3+3 programs. Therefore, the rule was almost certainly

not designed with 3+3 programs in mind. Tennessee is, in fact, the only state in the country with

such a rule in place. See Exhibit 1 (attached). Most states simply require that a student receive a

'For example, under the plan being considered at the University of Tennessee, students seeking admission to the
College of Law would ordinarily be required to have earned a 3.5 undergraduate GPA and a score of 160 on the
LSAT. Therefore, the students who enroll in 3+3 programs are usually highly motivated and highly qualified
students.
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Bachelor's Degree prior to applying for admission to the bar. See, e.g., Ga. R. Gov'g Admis. 

Prac. Law § 4.

The Solution

The amendment to Rule 7, § 2.01 proposed by the TBLE solves the problem and will

permit future lawyers to take advantage of the significant benefits associated with 3+3 programs

and so that the Tennessee Bar may benefit from the inclusion of these individuals.3

This proposed amendment furthers the State of Tennessee's compelling interests in protecting

the public and ensuring the competence of lawyers practicing in the state while enabling aspiring

lawyers to take advantage of the significant benefits afforded by 3+3 programs.

All of the law schools in Tennessee support the petition of the TBLE.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ by permission 
Alberto R. Gonzalez, Dean
Belmont University College of Law

/s/ by permission _
Matthew R. Lyon, Acting Dean
Lincoln Memorial University — Duncan School of
Law

3 Rule 7, § 2.03(g)(2)(A), which applies exclusively to the Nashville School of Law, contains a cross-reference to
section 2.01. Section 2.03(g)(2)(A) states that an applicant to NSL "must have . . . [r]received a bachelor's degree
as provided in Rule 7, § 2.01." The law schools interpret the TBLE petition as having the effect of amending
section 2.03 as well to maintain consistency.
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/s/ by permission 
William C. Koch, Jr., Dean
Nashville School of Law

/s/ by permission 
Peter V. Letsou, Dean
University of Memphis Cecil C. Humphries School
of Law

ks

Douglas aze, Dean
University of Tennesse• Co ge of Law

/s/ by permission 
Chris Guthrie, Dean
Vanderbilt University School of Law

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been served
upon the following individuals by regular U.S. mail, postage prepaid within 7 days of filing with
the Court:

Lisa Perlen
Executive Director
Tennessee Board of Law Examiners
401 Church Street, Suite 2200
Nashville, TN 37219
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Julian Bibb
Executive Director
Tennessee Board of Law Examiners
401 Church Street, Suite 2200
Nashville, TN 37219

Douglas A. l3laz



EXHIBIT 1 

Majority view: States that would permit a student to undertake legal studies after
successfully completing three years of undergraduate studies:

Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California,* Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia,
Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois,** Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,* Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Vermont,** Virginia, Washington, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, Wyoming

* requiring at least 60 "semester hours" or 90 "quarter hours" of study in courses for which credit towards a
collegiate degree is given

** requiring at least 90 completed credit hours or three-quarters of a bachelor's degree at an approved
college before starting a legal education

Minority view: States that would not permit a student to undertake legal studies during
their fourth and final year of undergraduate studies:

Tennessee

Other:
- Alabama (requiring a bachelor's degree prior to starting law school if the applicant did
not graduate from a law school accredited by the American Bar Association or the
Association of American Law Schools). Ala. R. Gov'g Admis. Bar Rule IV.
- Delaware (requiring applicants who attended law school prior to attaining a
baccalaureate or equivalent degree to supply a copy of the "law school's statement of
considerations... setting forth the basis for the law school's decision to admit" the
candidate before the candidate received a degree.) Del. Sup. Ct. R. 52.
- North Carolina (requiring applicants to have satisfactorily completed the academic
work required for admission to a law school approved by the Council of the North
Carolina State Bar). N.C. R. Gov'g Admis. to Practice Law Rule .0701.
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MAP OF UNITED STATES BY REQUIREMENT 
States that Do/Do Not Require a Bachelor's Degree Prior to Legal Class
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